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CHAPTER .! 

I N T ]'0 Q U C!.! 0 N 

Regarding the origin of the Kachawaha clan, the modern scholars hold 

divergent opinions. Some literal~ following Kachawahi traditions linked 
' - 1 -their lineage to Kush, the son of Ram. OtherS; taking a clne from an inscriP" 

tion in Sasbahu temple dated v.s. 1150/1013 A.D., in which Lakahman, an ances-

tor of ~leh Ray, ~o is recognised by the traditions as a Kachawah9 is men-

tioned as belonging to tKachapghatat line)trace back the ancestr.y of the 

- - 2 Kachawaha clan to him. 

The surviving traditions are almost unanimous in suggesting that 

original homeland of the Kachawahas was Narwar in the vicinity of Gwalior.3 

But there exists considerable divergence between the details given in versiom 

recorded by the author of ~ralior Nama and Tod. According to Tod, it was 

certain Duleh Ray ( 1007-1037), who after having been expelled from his homelaz 

1. Compare, Muhta Nainsi-re-KhYat, I, p.288; Annals and Antiquities of 
Rajasthan, II, p.2to; Jtijp\itana Gazetteer, compiled by KG Erskine, II, 
p.135; cf. RN Prasad, Raja l-Ian Singh of Amber, p.1; where-in ~' : 
literally accepting the Kachawaha tradition, AyodhYa is described as 
•original homer of the Kachawanas. 

2. Sasbabu Inscription, cited by HC ~, The Dynastic History of Northern Indi 
p.822; compare, ML Sharma, History of the Jaipur State, p.17, It is 
argued that the word Kachawaha is a colloquial form of •Kachapghata'. 

3. M.aktubat-:i Klian-i Jahin- Mu~.affar I)llan-wa-Gwilior Nama Wagltaira, Ms. 
ff .151 a-b; Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, II, pp.2Eo-81. 
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. Narwar, by his brother Sora Singh, came with his mother to the ~astern 

Rajputana and established himself. there. 1 According to Muhti. Nainsi, he 

wrested Dhoondhar from the Meenas. After Duleh RiY:• s death his son Kald.l 

( 1o37-1o39) founded Amber. 2 However, in the Gwalior Nama, it is stated that 

a Kachawaha chief O<f.Owilior, Punjan, married the only daughter of Puran Mal, 

a Deora chief of Amber. The latter not having a~ male issue persuaded his 
.. 3 Ita.. 

son-in-law to settle at Amber around 1087. In the light of~date worked out 

on the basis of the evidence contained in Gwalior Nama, it is difficult to 

accept Sbfamal Das•s view that Punjan was a contemporary of Prithvi Raj 
Chauhan o! .ljaer and had accepted him as his 'samant t. 4 

The evidence regarding the histor,y of the Kachawaha clan settled around 

Amber for the period preceding 1502, is rather scattered and fragmentary. 

Shyamal Dis, on the authority of an earlier source, Rai.al Rasa, refers to 

one of the Kachawal'la chiefs, Kilhan who wasjs&n.ant of Rani Kumbha.5 He was 

1. Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, II, pp. 2Cb-81. 

2. Muhta Na1nsi-re-I$lliit, I, p.290; vir vinod, p.12<}6; Tod says that Duleh 
Riy•s son Kakil wrested Dhoondhar and the latter's son Maldul Rao conquered 
Amber from the Meenas. Annals ani Antiquities of Ra.1asthan, II, p.281. 

3. Maktuoat-i ~in-i Jahin-MuH,affar KP.in ri-Gwalior Nama, Ms. ff. 151a-b; From 
Jalal ~i§ari•s account, one gathers that it was about 113 years before 
ShamsUddin Iltu tmish' s attack upon Gwalior in 1200 A .n., the Kachawaha 
chief, Punjan had migrated frora there to Amber. This would suggest that he 
had moved to Amber sometime around 1087 A.D. Shyamal Dis (Vir- Vinod., 1269) 
who places Punjan•s reign 1070-1017 A.D., partly corroborates the date 
worked out ~on the basis of J alal Ijisiri' s version. 

I 

5. _!!&g. ; Rai Mal Rasa was -writ ten during .Rana Rii Mal's reign ( 1473-1508) 
in Sanskrit. 
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· apparently,a contempora:cy- of Qutu13ilddin and Iltut."llish and -was subdued by the ... 
1 - - h . latter. After Iltutmish•s death, the Kachawahas appear to ave d1scarded 

I 

their allegiance to the Sultans of DeJhi and remained independent of Delhi •• 
down to 1328 when I'iu~a:rrrnad Tu~luq forced their chief Kuntal to accept his 

overlordship. 2 From. an inscription found at Sambhar, it is borne out that 

the Kachawaha terri tory continued to be controlled from Delhi down to the 
3 Firuz Snah Tughluq • s reign. 

All the historical evidence relating to the Kachawahas settled around 

Amber go to show that whenever they were free from the pressure or the inter-

ference of the central authority exercised from Delhi or Agra, th~ tended to 

come under the political hegemony of the sisodias of ~ewar.4 Towards the 

beginning of the 16th century the ruling chief of the Kachawahas, Prithvi Raj 

( 1502-1527) was a,undel[study or Iiina sSnga. 

1. Maktubat-1 Khan-i Jahan wa Gwalior Nama, Ms. ff .152a-b. 

2. Futuh-us Salati.n, p;·l#. 

3. For the inscription, see, Published Muslim Inscri tions of Ra asthan, p.23. 
Sambhar is situated in 27 •N and 750 11 E. 

4. According to Shyamal Das, during ~ni Kwabha•s reign (1433-1468,, the 
Kachawaha chief, was a sim.ant of the slsodla chief of ltewir. 

Again, the Kachawaha chief, Prithvi Rij ( 1502-1527), seems to have 
come under the political hegemony of Rina Sanga (vir Vinod, pp.36cj, 1'269). 

ApparentJy, P. Saran and S.P. Cbpta•s view in so far as they say that 
Am'Oer was •subject to Jodhour till the beginning of the 16th century• is 
not very convincing. Compare, The Provincial Government of the Mughals, 
p.141; S.P. Gupta, The Expansion of the Kachawaha Territory in i1ughal 
Times•, Proceedings of Indian History Congress, 1965, p.177. 
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After the defeat of the R"iijputs in the battle of ~~n~ ( 1527) , the 

Kachawahas who had fought in 1527 on the side of-if-'Rana Sangi1, came ~er Babni'I 

influence~ and remained attached to the l•lu@:o.ls down to 1540.3 The contacts 

between the Kachawabas and the Mu~uls were revived after the re-establishment 

of the Mu@ul authority at Delhi in 1556; the Kachawahi chief Bhir t1al4 havi~ 

1. vir Vinoo, p.369. 

2. cf. Cnand.ron Jltason- vithu Sujo-ro-Kfyo, Ed. by Tessetori, p.32; Babur 
had occupied A.mber. Compare, Iqtidar Alam Khan, •Note on the Chronology-
of ear~ moves of HUmayun', Proceedings of Indian History Congress, 1972, 
p.404, F .N. 43. 

3. The Kachawaha chief Pu.ran .t1al was in the service of Hiiiniyun. See, Akbar Nam.;t 
III, p.6o6. 

After HWn.ayun' s overthrow in 1540, the Kachawab.as came under the 
influence of the Sura. In 1547, the Kachawaha chief, Bhir Mal, established 
matrimonial alliance with the Af~han comn.ander Haji Khan. See, Jaipur-ki 
Vansha¥eiL xs., pages are unmarked, tiaipur-ki- • Sank:hchipt Itihas, Ms., 
pages are unmarked. 

4. In the Persian sources Bhar Mal's name is spelt variously. AbUJ.. Fazl gives 
three versions. Bahirah Mal ( j":/ l{' ) (Akbar Nama, II, p.2o), Bihari 
Mal ( J<· / &:~ _ ) (Akbar Nama, II, pp.45, 155) apd_ _ _.: Ba~_Mal ( J. r ~ '-:-

) (Akbar Nama, II, p.373 ). But ilalfddtili Qazwini ani :Arif Qandhari, 
the earlier authorities for Akbarts reign call him Bhar Mal ( if" 1 ~; ) 
(Nafais-ull~a•asir, i'"ls. f.68a, Tariklr-1 Akbarl, I, pp.99, 1261, Ni~}:~din 
refers to him as B!fari Mal ( J-- 11 L-: ) ( Tabaqat-1 Akbari, II, p.382 ). 
Apparently, Bagauni accepts this pronu.D.ciation but spells the_T~~ .. ~IJarah 
Mal ( ~ 1 Cr- ). The text edi.t:ed by Ahmad Ali and Lee~~'riderl tkis 
n~ as Pahi_:& ~a_! ( if":/~ ) w_!:ich is obviously a slip. Jahingir 
( Tuzuk.-i Jahangiri, p. 7)_ w;:ites as Bharah Mal ( ~ / lN. ) and Muht;ua.Ci 
!QlaE ( Iqbaln&ua-i Jahangiri, p.1~2) mentions him as Barah Hal ( J'r / ~ ). 
Shailgl Far"Id (~a Trat-ul awanin, I, p.103) and Shah Nawaz IUtan (Matasir-uJ 
Umarl, II, p.111 have Bhara Mal~ J- u I.P. ). Kewal Rim (Tazkirat-ul 
Umara, f .132) refers him. as Bhar t-ial ( 'J / ~ ). 

~ 

The Rajasthani sources~ Muhta Nainsi (Muhta Nainsi-re-~at, I, 
p. 291), Banke Dis (Banke Das'-re-Kh:rat, p. 124) and Shyamal Das ( virVInod, 
:;n, p.1273) spell the name as Bhar 11a1 ( (f /W. ). As indicated above, 
~\lau'ddW.i ~azwini, 'Irif Qandhari and Kewal Ram giv~ the same , proinmciation. 
This should natural~ be preferred. 
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switched over his allegiance from the Sura to the Mu~huls1 notwithstanding his 

close relationship with the Sur general of the region, Haji Khan, who in 1557, 
'I • 

was trying to mobilise local support to stem the }1ughul penetration of Northern 

- -- - ·-2 - -Rajputana • At the same time, Kachawahas also appear to have utilised compara-

tive inactivity of the Mughul power in Northern RS.jpU.tana during the Regency 

of Bairam ~an to extend and consolidate their principality at the cost of 

other local elements, particularly the Meena zamirxiars,3 which may have been 

the provocation for I'1irza Sharfub.din•s stringent measures against them in 1562.4 

1. Akbar Nama, II, p.20, Bhir Mai, who was with Haji Khan when he was besieging 
Narnau.l, helped the Muglru.l conmander Majmn Khan to proceed to Delhi unmo-
lested. Subs~uently'_!-!fter_the Mu~l vic!<>r.r at panipat, Bhar Mal was 
called to Delhi by Bairam !Qian on Majnun Khan's advice. Ibid., p.45. 

,I 

2. From a passage in Afsina:-i Shahan(Ms., f.178b), one canes to know that even 
aft!_r visiting Mu@ul court in 1556, jwas f~endly towards the SUr Commander 
Haji Khan, when the later fleeing from Pani.pat came to Rajp'Utani with the 
intenaion of crossil€ into Gujarat. While he was harassed by the :ruler of 

Mewir, Bhar Mal, on the other hand, showed great consideration to Haji Knan'B - ,_ - . -Wakil, Alam Chand Bhat, whom the latter had sent to Amber at the time of 
setting out for Gujarat • 

. _ Iqtidar Husain Siddiqui (Afghan Despotism in India, p.107) suggests 
that Al.am Chand Bhat was a Kachawaha and a relative of Bhar Mal. But a 
scruticy' of the relevant passage of Afsana-i ShahaJ._,does not support such 
an assumption. One can only conjecture that ~A lam Chand belonged to the Bhat 
caste of Rajpiitani. On Bhat caste, see, Bishop Heber in Northern India, 
ed. by Laird, pp.26&£9. 

3. Between 1557 and 156o, Bhar Mal ousted the Me"Ema Q!lief from Lawan (situated 
in 26oJ.P'N and 76°13 'E). See, Jaipu==ki-vansivali, Ms.!, P~ges are unmarked; 
Amals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, II, pp.2t2-83, Vir Vinod, II, p.1276, 
J aipu.r-ki'-rtlhas by H. Sharma, p. 70. 

4. Akbar Nama, n, pp.156-5B, Ti:dkh-i Alii, r .151 
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It is in this background that Akbar's decision in 1562 to enroll Bhar 

Mal and his relatives into the nobility and to marr,y one of BharMal•s daughter 

should be viewed. While it is not the occasion to go into a detailed discussion 

of the circumstances that facilitated this development, it may be noted that 

the tems on which the Kachawanas :were taken into the Mu~hul service were such 

that had far reaching consequences for the Kachawaha clan as well as the Mughul 

Empire as a whole. 

The terms offered to the Eachawahas and later on to other Rijput chiefs 

as well, by Akbar while enrolling them in his service, in most cases, included 

the establishment of matrimonial ties between the ruling family am the clans 

entering the imperial serncJ which was to a large extent responsible for the 

transformation that came about in the cultural outlook of both the 1-iughul 

ruling family as well as the nobles in general. The special privilege allowed 

to the chiefs to employ the members of their own clans in considerable strength 

as their subordinates and retainers and the recognition of their special 

relationship with the territories of their hereditar,r principalities, were 

some other aspects of these tems that deserve to be noticed in this respect. 

In this dissertation we shall discuss at some length the position of the 

Kachawa.ha nobles under Jahahgir with respect to matrimonial alliances and the 

resulting cultural transformation of the group, the composition and organisa-

tion of their contingents and their over all political role in separate chapters, 

We have not devoted a full chapter to the problem of the administration of the 

original principalities as the evidence relating to this aspect is general and 
J·~ . \r 

Y 1. As it is well lrnmm that in ~W_!3t ca'ses, a Rajput clan entering service would 
·~;cr- ·,, .also give a girl belonging t"o;rranly of the chiefs in m.arriage to a member of 

':3- . the Ruling family. In this respect an eXCeption was Ntade only in the case of 
~ ) Sisodias and Haras. See, infra, Chapter IV, where it is argued that in t' .. 

most cases the establishment of matrimonial ties accompanied the entry of the 
chief concerned in the ro.yal service. 



it is difficult to reconstruct a comprehensive picture of the working of the 

arrangement during Jahangir•s reign. In the following, .however, the develop-

mentbthat led to the coming into existence of the i~titution of wat,an-ja-dx 
towards the close of Akbart s reign are traced briefly. We have also mted 

some of the features of this institution that were discernable under Jahangir. 

II. 

It is not known as to exactly what conditions were offered to the 

Kachawaha chiefs with respect to, their principalities at the time of their 

joining .Akbarts service in 1562. One cannot, however, fail to note that the 

term waj:,an-ja-gir does not occur in any one of reeords and chronicles of 

.Akbarts reign. Even Abul Fa~l does not refer to the original principalities 

or zamindarts of the Rajput chiefs in tl:e :imperial service as watan-.i.i=-drs. 

He calls these places by terms like aautin· m.askan, manzil, Bungah...z. Kbana and 

zar.iindarl etc. 1 Even -when, o...t one place, he refers to Jodhpur as the _Ja-gir 

of Mota ·~ja, he does not use aey prefix to iirlicate the special nature of 
2 this assignment. 

This would strongly su£gest that the arrangemeDt with respect to the 

1 • .Akbar Nama, II, pp.339, II , 15, 184, 220, 221, 326. 

2. Ibid., 662. 
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' hereditary principalities of the Rajput nobles, namely, the institution of 

wa,tan-ja-gfr, that we come across in 17th century, was not visualised in all 

its features at the till1e of their entry into the H:u~hul service in considerable 

strength during fifteen sixties and seventies. Yet in many cases the chiefs 

recruited in the imperial service were allowed to continue to enjoy certain 

rights and privileges within their zamindarls as well as in relation to other 

members of their clans which tended to resemble the arrangement that later 

. t d . th f f t .- -: 1 
ex~s e ~n e onn o 1-m an- Ja-"g~rs. 

1. Although no direct evidence is available in this respect, yet on the 
basis of certain stray and indirect pieces of evidence, one can safely 
infer that till 1573 or in othet' words till the introduction of dapb 
system the assignment of the Rajput chiefs recruited in the Mu@ul 
service during sixties were confined· mainly to their hereditary 
principalities. It is important to note in this connection that, 
till 1573, one does not come across. any instance of the bestowal of 
a _ja-gir en a Rajp\it noble in any7~er than his own zamindari. However, 
the earliest am the only direct evidence about the bestowal of a ji-gir 
on a najput chief within the territory claimed by him as his zamindari 
dates back to 1570 when, according to BadaUni ( ii/p. 120) Eargana A rail 
was given in assignment to Raja nam C~hander of Bhatta. In arry case 
from two str2y references taken from l"luhta Nalnsi-re-.K:hyat ( i/p.3o6) 
and Dalpat ViJ.as ( p.33) regarding Sainbhar and B~kiner respectively, it 
appears that in 1575, these two places were in the ja-girs of the chiefs. 

For the fact that the RajPit nobles of Akbar would be mostly 
serv~under the chiefs of their own clans and that Akbar respected 
the special relationship that existed between them, many instances can 
be cited even from the histor:r of the Kachawaha clan. cf. Akbar Nama, III, 
pp.49-50, 4Ce and also infra. 



Regarding Amber we do not come across a clear cut statement anywhere in 

the sources of Akbarrs reign, including Akbar Nama, to the effect that it was 

left in the ja:-gir of Bhar Hal or aey one of his successors. Yet on the basis 

of indirect evidence, one may infer that at the time, the Kachawahas were 

recruited into the imperial service, Bhar Mal was allowed to retain his 

original terri tory as a ja-gfr-cum-military charge.1 The same was perhaps 

the policy it: case of ~e tb~s and .)?"ttas 
2 
of the other Kacbambii: chiefs 

like Amarsar, Sambhar, tawan, Naraina and Deosa, with the only difference 

that in their capacities of milita:cy comman:iers or bakims, the Kachawahi nobles 

of lesser ranks holding their thikana:s or .E_attas as ja-tdrs-cum-mi.litary 

1. One kind af indirect evidence ~hat we have, goes to establish that the 
Rajawat chiefs continued to have their headquarters at Amber and would 
visit that place occasional~ evefn after their entry into Akbar's 

service. It is in this context that A~ Fazl uses the term6mautin,~ 
maska.n• cf. Akbar Nama, II, p.339. • . 

Furthermore, it is known that, in 15'72, Ram nas was ja-Jrdar as 
well _!S •Kotwal' of Sanganfr, a maball ip :a;z,ana Amber. ( Tabagat-i 
.Akbari, II, p.442; .r-1a•asir-i Raglin!, I, p. ; Muhti Nainsf-re-...KhJrat, 
I, p.331). This tends to confirm the impression that to begin with 
for considerable time, the KachawBhanobles were allowed to hold th~ir 
hereditary territories in and around Amber as ja:-e;ir-cu.nr-administrative 
charges. 

2. This is clearly borne out by eVidence cited in the preceding foot-note 

I 
regarding Sin.ginir that was left under _Ram Das as ja-gir-cum-administrative 
charge. !marsar, Simbhar, Lawan, Naraina and Deosa were held by Rio 
Loonkaran, Akhey Raj· 38nkawat, Khangar and Rupsi respectively on a here-
ditary basis as their ~ttis and thhanas (Muhti Nainsf-re-:.Khyat,, I, 
pp.302, 3o4, 318; Akbar Nama, II, pp.15'lr57. 
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' charges, were, in all probability, in a suboroinate position to the Rajiwat 

chief. 1 This would suggest that, practically speaking, Bhar Mal remained in 

semi-autonomous control of his dominion for a considerable tiae even after 

entering Akbarts service, though at a theoretically plane his position had 

undergone a drastic change. First , his semi-autonomous control over his 

charge would not be concomitant with his status as the ja-gird~ of the area. 
2 He could be deprived of one or the other position by the King at his will. 

As already suggested after the ent:cy of a mmber of other Kachawahi chiefs 

into the imperial service, the patti's or thikanas held by them would be 

1. This is an inference that one may draw on basis of the evidence suggesting 
that the hold of the RAjawat chief over ordinary Kachawiha nobles quite 
considerable. So much so that on occasions the King himself would be 
required to take help from. the Rijawat chief for pacifying an individual 
Kachawaha noble'sfeeling disgruntled on one or the other account. For 
instance 1 in 1572, it was only at Bhagwant Dis's intervention that Rupsi 
was persuaded to apologise for his rude behaviour towards Akbar. Again, 
in 1583, Akbar had to take the help of Jagannath for persuading Udaf Singh 
to give up his insistance that his mother should perform sati along with 
the dead body of his father. See, Akbar Nama, III, pp.49-50, 4112., 
Ma•asir-ul umara, II, p.11o. 

2. Compare: Athar Ali, The :Mughal Nobility under Aurang:zlb, pp.63-64; 
Iqtidar AJ..am Khan, The Political Biogra}ily of a Mughal Noble - 14unim 
Khan Khin-i Khini , p.xii, In certain respects the relationship between 
the K:ing and nobility under Akbar was treated at par with that of the 
master arrl slave. It was denoted by use of the term bandgin dargih for 
the nobility. The introduction of the practice of escheat urrler Akbar 
was an indication of the change occurring in theoretical basis of the 
relationship between the Timurld King and his nobles. It is thus clear 
that on entering the Mu~hu.l service a hereditary chief like Bhar Mal 
would be accepting a certain status that would be radicallY different 
from his earlier position. 
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1 recognised as ja-ii_rs, granted to them by the Emperor. Consequently, in the 

new situation, over all these places, the control of the Rijawat chief would 

basically be that of the bak:i.m or fauj=dar of an area and he would not have 

the same kind of claim over their revemes as must have been the case earlier. 

Thus it would seem that the situation of administrative jurisdictions inside 

the Kachawaha terri tory at that early stage must have been rather fluid. 

In this situation the Rajawat chiefs would, naturally, tend to beeome 

sensitive regarding their position vis-a-vis their zamindarls or wat,ans and 

they would be prone to resist any move to further limit their jurisdiction 

over these territories. This kind of tension between the central authority 

and the newJ.y recruited Rijput chiefs tended to be accentuated on account of 

a two-fold development: First, as a result of the rise of the chiefs in 

the imperial hierarchy to higher m.ansabs (or whatever categories of status 

obtained at the time), the income from their ja-gfrs located within the 

erstwhile principalities would no longer be sufficient to meet their salary 

1. It may_ be assumed that the thikanas or pauas of the following sardars of 
Bhar l-tal, who had also joined the imperia ervice, were recognised as their 
ji-girs: 

Sardar 
(i) Rupsi 

( ii) Loon Karan 

( iii) Khangar 

Th1kana/Patt8 
Deosa 

Amarsar 

La wan 

Reference 
Akbar Nama, II, p.156, Tabaqat-i 
Akbari, 3f57. 
Ibid., pp.338-39, Akbar Nama, · 
III, p.221, Za~Wirat-ul ~awini:r 
I, p.219. 
Tabaqat-i Akbarf, p.38S, Muhta 
Nainsi-re KhYit, I, p.304, vir 
Vinod, p.1273. -
Ayin-i Akbari, p.184, Muhta 
Nainsi-re-Kbyat, I, p.3o2, 
vir VInod, p.1277. 
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bills and, therefore, the Emperor would be called upon to make additions to 

- - 1 their existing ja-girs. For this purpose, it would be necessary to assess, 

properly, the jama~ of the ja-girs located in their original principalities 

through official machinery evolved for this purpose, thus reinforcing the pro-

cess of the extension of the ~perial administration over the territories 

left under the control of the chiefs. On the other h 8 nd, the assignment of 

the .J.a-girs to these chiefs in different provinces and their appointmentsto 

commarrl any higher office in the state would physically remove these people 

from their dominions. 2 This would provide an opportunity to the Emperor to 

appoint his own officers as the commarrlers, )Jaldms or faujdars of those areas. 

Naturally, the chiefs on their part would be anxious that their status as the 

se.'Id.-autonomous rulers of the terrltories concerned should not be disturbed 

and they should be allowed to control them through their agents while they were 

1. It seems, some time around 157.3, Akbar started giving ji'':"'girs to the 
Rajp\it chiefs out side the terri tory of their hereditary principalities. 
Some of the early instances are as follows: 

Noble Pargana or 1§!! Reference 
pargana 
ass~ned 

Min Singh - - - 1573 A ,N., III, p.J.J; i{ ,K., a. Khichiwara 
p.342. 

b. Raja Gajpat1 u jja1nlya Bhojpur, Behlya 1573 B-ayazld, p.319. Chit and Ballia 
c. RB.i Ram Ri.thore Sojat' 1573 A,N., III, p.34. 

2. This happened, for instance, in the case of the Kachawaha nobles who were 
stationed in _the Punjab somet~ before 1578 and were given ja-girs there. 
( cf. Akbar Nama, Ill, p.248). 

I 
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serving in positions requiring their prolonged absence from their previous 

charges. It would, however, seem that Akbar was not prepared to concede these 

privileges to the chiefs and was graduallY taking steps for th~egration of 

the administration of these territories with that of the rest of the Empire. 

This caused friction between the imperial authority and the chiefs. In the ,, 

case of the Kachawahi nobles, evidence suggesting such a friction is not 

altogether lacking. 1 

The friction noticed above seems to have beoome particularly sharp in 

1575, 'When .Akbar attempted to abolish ja-girs and reduced his nobles to the 

position of the servants of the state, paid in cash. 2 An accompaeying measure 

was the appointment of the Kururls all over the &npire for managing the newly 

created ~ali§a territories.3 It seems that while introducing these measures 

1. Muhta Nainsi-re-.;gzy:a.t, I, p.3o6, There is a reference to the appointment of 
a Kururi in Sambhar located withinthe zamindari of the Kachawaha chiefs. In 
the quarrel that arose over this appointment, Bijay Rim, a RS:jawat chief 
was killed. cf. Akbar Nama, III, p.117 and Badauni, II, p.189. The Kururis 
were appointed for the first' time in 1575. 

2. Akbar N~, III, p.69, Abiii Fafl says, "accordingly, he promulgated the 
branding regulation, the conversion of the imperial territories into crown-
lands, and the fixing the grades of the officers of state" • There are 
divergent views among the modern historians regarding this measure. Moreland 

/ a has interpreted the Aou'.!. Fa~l•s above passage asi"drastic action to put the ' 
bulk of his service on cash salaries, and take the northern provinces under, 
direct administration. (The Agrarian System. of Moslem. India, p.96), while . 
M.P. Singh has cited several cases suggesting that the ja-g!rs already 
assigned to nobles were continued to be held by them even after the promul-
gation of the above order. (Akbarts resumption of ~a-gfr, 1575 - a Re-exami-
nation• The Proceedings of Indian History Congress, Mysore, 1966, pp.20&.o1), 

3. i'iuntaJ41ab--u.t Tawar.llsP, : II, p.131, ''In this year a new idea came into his , 
mind for improving the calculation of the country, whether dry or irrigated, • 
whether in towns or hills, in desert and jungles, by rivers, reservoirs, or 
wells, were all to be measured, and every such piece of land as, upon culti-
vation, would produce one ~ of tankas, was to be divided off 1 and placed 
under the charge of an officer to be called krori, who was to be selected 
for his trustworthiness, whether known or unknown to the revenue clerks and 
treasurers, so that in course of three years all the uncultivated land might 
be brought into cultivation, .and the public treasury might be replenished. 
Security was taken from each ,one of these officers". 
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an attempt was made to remuue the ja-girs of the Kachawaha nobles located 

within their ~am.indarls. The fact that at least for some time around 15751 

Sambhar was taken into ld:.ialiva is borne out by the evidence contained in Muhti 

Nainsi-re IQlyat, a move which was resisted by the Kachawaba chiefs whose 

ji-gi±:s were located in the area. 1 Similar evidence relating to the same perj 

is available concerning Bikaner Which tends to suggest that it was a general 
2 policy. 

One can only conjecture that when Akbar restored the ja-girs of the 

nobles in general, those of the Kachawaha chiefs located in the territory of 

Amber were also given back to them. But it is also possible that some of 

the maballs of the resumed ja:.girs in Amber territory were either retained in 

lshali§a or were given away as ja-:-girs or mtafi grants to individuals not 

belonging to the Kachawaha clan. This is borne out by documentary evidence 

suggesting that arouiXi 1594, in one of the ,!!H!liB.lls of ,E8£gana Amber, there 

. t - - 3 ex~s ed a madad-1 matash grant given by Akbar to a Brahman. 

1. Muhta Nainsi-re !Qwat, I, p.3c6. 

2. Dalpat Vilas, p.33. 

3. There is available a document in the old records file of Rajasthan 
State .A.rchives, Bikaner, testifying the fact that .A.kbar had given 
the !illage P\n;!aliya in pargana Amber as ~ ( m.adad-1 Mat ash) to 
a Brah...11an, Dhani Ram Joshi., 
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Possibly, after the abortive attempt of 1575 to abolish ja.,d'rs, Akbar 

gave substantial concessions to the nobility with an aim to mollif,y them. 

One important concession that he appears to have given to the RajpUt nobles 

was that he exempted their j_a-girs located in their zamindarl territories 

from the rule dictating frequent transfers from one place to another, though 

this was nowhere explicit~ stated or laid down as a regulation. Apparently, 

with the passage of time, this practice tended to establish a distinction 

between the two types of ja-girs. Towards the end of Akbarts reign, it would 

appear that the ja-girs of the chiefs located in their zamindari f'egions as 

distinct from their ordinary ja-g!rs, came to be designated as wat,an-ja-drs. 

This design~tion is for the first time used in the context of such assignments, 
;' 1 

around 1 o04. 

It would thus follow from the above discussion that the institution of 

watan- ja-gir acquired all those features that are discerned by Irfan Habib 

and Athar Ali\ mainly during Jahangrrts reign. 2 However, not much evidence 
,, 

has survived from Jahangir•s reign which might enable one to see as to what 

extent the features of this insitution described by Athar Ali and Irfan Habib 

1. Akbar•s fannin to :Rai Rai Singh of Blkiner. The fannan (N!.14) is preserved: 
in Rajasthan State Archives, Bikaner. 'Ihe tenn wat,an-ja-gir is used in 
fannin for the as~nment of revenues of one of the 11: alls of P.arnana 
Shamsabaa to Rai Rai 'Singh on a pennanent basis. From · n-i Akbari, one 
comes_ to know ~a~ l?argana ~hamsabad was at this time in the zamindari of 
the Rathores. Ayin-i Akbari, Tr. II, p.1¢. 

2. Irfan Habib, The Agrarian §ystem of Mughal India, pp.184-85, 
Athar Ali, The Mughal Nobility under AurangZib, pp. 79-eo. 
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mainly on the basis of evidences surviving from the second half of the 17th 

century, apply to the wat_an ja-girs of Kachawahi nobles serving under h:i...'14 

One stray evidence that we have, in aey case, goes to suggest that under 

Jah.angir, the Rajawat chiefs' were not allowed to hold all the !!!8£alls of 

pargana Amber in their wat_an ja-gir. It is known that in 1622, one of the 

mal}alls of Amber was in the ja-gi.r of Nur· J ahan which she had given away in 

ijari to J ai Singh. 1 

1 • In 1622, Nur J ahan issued a nishin to 1Urza Raja J ai Singh, asking him 
to deliver the revenues of Amberwhich was given to him as ijara-. It 
indicates that partly revenues of Amber were in Nur Jah.an•s Ja-gir. 
See, nishin, N. 168, preserved in Rajasthan State A.rchives, Bikaner. 
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. CHAPTER ll 

~ POLI1'ICAL !£!&~OF KACHA\-1AHA NOBLES DURING JAHANGIR•S REIGN. 

In this chapter an attempt will be made to study the political role 

of the Kachawaha. nobles during Jahangir• s reign. In this connection, we shall 

examine the stand of the Kachawhis on the issue of succession and the manner 

in which that affected their fortunes during the early years of Jahangir•s reign. 

It would also be of interest to study the role played by the Kachawanas in the 

important· episodes of Jahangir•s reign like ISburram•s revolt, Mahabat Khan•s 

revolt and the tussle between Shih Jahan and Niir Jahan towards the end of 

Janangir•s reign. Such a study might help in working out the main stages of the 

twists and turns that occurred in .the .fortunes of the Kachawaha chiefs serving 

under Janangir, enabling one to assess the significance of the evidence suggesting 

certain amount of retrogression in the position of the Rajput nobles after 

Akbar's death1 in a proper perspective. 

As it is well known, the rise of the Kachawahi family in the Mughul 

service dates back to the reign of Emperor Akbar. In 1562, Bhar Mal, the head 

of Kachawana clan was the first Rajput chief who gave his daughter in marriage 

to Akbar and joined his service.2 Alongwith him a number of other Kachawaha 

1. Jahangir is reproached by Khan-i .A~am for discriminating against the :Rajpiit 
and ChagE_tiis (Tiirani) nobles in f~vour of the Khurasams (f!!nis) a~ Shaik}r 
zadis. Maktub"at-i Khal'l""i Jahan Muzaffar - ~-Gwaliornmna Wa ha.ira 1 
Ms. ff. 19a.-b; Hawkins, Early' Travels in India, ID:l. by Foster 1 pp. 1 -'7. 

2. Akbar Nama, II, pp. 156-57. 
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chiefs also entered the Hughul. service. 1 They played a vital role in the expan-

sion of the Hughul Empire. Akbar rewarded them with high mamabs, lucrative 

Ja-girs arrl important offices and titles. 'lhe Kachaw~hi nobles throughout remair 

Akbar• s favourites among the Rajplit nobles. 2 During Akbar• s critical illness in 
I 

16qj', the important Kachawana nobles were sharply divided over the issue of 

succession. While the Shiikhawat chief , Raisal Da:rbari and Udavat chief, Ram 

Das supported SaJ.Im,3 the latter• s son, Klmsrau had the backing of the ~jawat 

chiefs, Man Singh and his brothe~ i.'1adho Singh. 4 

During this time, there were in ail nine Kachawana nobles in active 

service. Among them six were R§"jawats, two Sha1.khawats a:rxl one belonging to the 

old leaf of Kachawaha clan, identified as Udavats. Total of the maD§abs held by 

these nobles during the last one year of Akbar• s reign carne up to 271400 zit and 

1. Akbar Nama, II, pp.161-62. 
2. In 1595, the total of m.!JAA!abs held by the Kachawahi nobles c!ffie up to 20,450. 

While that of the man'iJabs held by the Rithores of Jodhpur, Biki'ner and Mairta 
put together was 6,550. The total of ma~abs held by the srsodfas of Mewar, 
the Bnatrs of Ja"IsaJ..mer and the Haras of Blll'lCfi was 1 , ?oo, 500 and 900 respeet .. 
ively. See, Ayin-i AkbarT, ID:i. Blochmann, II, pp.224-2J1; Tabaqat-i Akbarj, 
pp.381-39Q. 

3. Risara-1 Ta'rikh-i Asad Beg QazwTnf, ff.51-52; Ta\-ikh-1 K,han-i Jahah Lod!, TIJ 
p.659; A ContemPorary Dutch Chronicle of Mughal India, Tr. by Narain and 
Sharma, p.32; Delaat, The Empire of Great l•logol, Tr. by Holland and BanerjeeJ 
p.171; Ma•asiz-ul Umara, II, p.168; Pathalpoth&-re-Khy'at, Ms. pages are unma 
ed. Reference is taken from. :a.N. 'Prasad, Raja Man Si.ngh of Amber, pp.112-14. 

4. Risala-i Tttrikh-i Asad Beg 9aznni, t-1s. ff .51""'5'2; Tilzuri Jahiingiri, p.26 • 

• 
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2 - 1 22, 00 suwar. The total of ma~abs held by the above sub-clans were as follows: 

The Rajawats enjoyed highest matl§abs which totalled up to 22,000 ~ and 14,Ebo 

suwar; the mansabs of Shaikhawats and the lone Udivat noble put together came up 

to 5,400 zat and 3,600 suwar. 2 It seems that the over all position of the 

KachaWa.na clan in tenns of man§abs held by them was not basically' altered as a 

result of Jaliangir•s succession. As a matter of fact, after Janang{rt s accession, 

the .man§abs of many of the Kachawmta nobles were U:reased which pushed up the 

total of the man'Jabs held by them from 27,400 ~ arrl 19 ,J.a) suwar to 29,500 ~ 

and 26,100 suwar. But in this connection one canoot fail to note that at this 

occasion, the increase in the man§abs of the Rajawat chiefs who had initially 

supported lQlusrau •s candidature was nominal while that in the case of the non 

najawat chiefs like Ram Das Udavat and Rao lianohar Shafkhawat was quite substan-

tial. Among the Riijawats the senio:r most chief, Han Singh did not receive aey 

increase whatsoever even at the occasion of Jahanglr•s accession. This naturallY 

tended to make the no:n-Rijawat nobles comparatively' more important. It can be 

1. Among the nine Kachawaha nobles in the Mughul service in 16o5, the following 
was break-up of those belonging to different sub-clans: 

Rajawats 

~ 
1. Bhao Singh 
2. Jagannath 
3. .Madho Singh 
4. Maha Singh 
5. 1-tin Singh 
6. Raj Singh 

Shaikhawats 
1. Manohar 
2. R.aisal Darbarl. 

Udavats 
1. Ram Das 

(·For references, see, Appendix.) 

2. See, supra. 

1'1 a n 

1,COO~ 
5,000 , 
),(X)() ,, 
2,000 ,, 
7,000 '' 4,0CIJ ,, 

400 ,, 
3,000 ', 
2,000 ,, 

s a b 

500 suwar 
3ooo ,, 
2000 '' 3oo ,, 
6ooo '' )OCO '' 

4Q) '' • )OOJ ,, 
200 '' 
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the ratio that now obtain~ in the total of the man§abs held by the 

Rijawat and non-R.ajawat chiefs. During the 1st year of Jahangir's reign, the 

total of the man§abs held by the najawats came up to 22,500 ~ and 19,500 suwar, 1 

While that of the non-Rijawat chiefs came up to 7CXXJ zit and 6,6oo suwar. 2 If 

these figures are compared with those for the last year of Akbar's reign, one can 

see that the marginal increase in the man§abs of the Kachawaha clan,after 

Jahangir•s accession,was the direct result of the increases given to the non-

Rajawat chiefs. These were Ram Das Udavat and Raisal Shaikhawat who had supported 
,, 

Jahangir in the tussle for succession. 

From the above, it would emerge that after his accession while 

Jahangir was not particularly hostile towards the RS:"jawat nobles who had initially 

1. The names am mansabs of RSjiwat nobles in the J'iu~ul service at this t:lln.e 
were as follows: 
Name 

1 • Bhio Singh 
2. Jagannath 
3. Midho Singh 
4. M aha Singh 
5. Man Singh 
6. Raj Singh 

~ 
1,500 

'5,000 
3,0CIJ 
2,000 
7 ,()(X) 
4,r::xxJ 

§ a b 
suwar 
1,;oo 
3,000 
3,000 
2,CXX> 
6 ,r:::fX) 
3,()(() 

For references, see, Appendix. 

2. The names and m.ansabs of Shaikhawat and Udavat nobles in the Mu~l service 
at this time were as follows: 

Name -
1. l"ianohar 
2. Raisal Darbari 
3. Rim Das Udavat 

M a n s a b 

.ill. 
1,000 
3,000 
3,(XX) 

suwar 

For references, see, Appendix. 
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/ 

opposed his candidature and did1 increase their mansabs slightlY,1 he was quite 

liberal towards the Shaikhawat nobles, Raisal Darbarf and Rao Manohar and the 

lone Udavat noble, who were his staunch supporters over the issue of succession. 

Apparently, he was inclined to give the later group substantial increases in 

man§abs which resulted in marginal improvement in the position of the Kachawaha 

clan as such. 

of the 
But by 1612, the totaJ/ man§abs held by the Kachawaha nobles came 

I 

down from 29,500 ~ and 26,100 suwir to 27 ,()(X) zit and 24,300 suwar. Apparently: 

it occurred oWing to substantial fall in the mangabs of the Rajawat nobles during 

the preceding six years. Since the 1st R.Y., the total of man§abs held by the 

Rajawat nobles fell from 22,000 zit and 19,500 suwir to 16 ,oco zat and 13 ,5CO .- -~ -
suwar. During this period, the non-Rajawat nobles contimed to receive increases 

in their man§abs, the total of m.ansabs held by them rose from 7CXXJ zit and 6,6oo 

suwir to 11,000 ~ and 10,8::>0 suwar. 2 But this increase in the mansabs of the 

1. Bhao Singh 
2. Karam Ghani 
3. Maha Singh 
4. Man Singh 
5. Raj Singh 

For references~ see, Appendix. 

suwar 
1COJ 
1500 
2000 
5000 
3oOO 

The names and man'jabs .. of non-R.ajawat nobles in the Hughul sel"Vice at 
this time were as follows: 
1. Manohar 
2. RaiSa.l D arbari 
3. Rim Das Udavat 

100) 
5000 
5000 

For references, see, Appendix. 

Em 
5000 
5000 

})(~ 
tr 

\jj 4 '* \.,j 

1-5 

17-J -.53 so 
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non-aijawat nobles, who were small in numbers, could not compensate for the 

heavy loss suffered by the Rajawat nobles. 'Ihe fall in the total of the man§abs 

held by the Rajawat chiefs was mainly the result of three-fold developments: 

(a) Deliberate reduction in the man§abs of some of the highl1 placed officers; 

) 

{b) awarding of lower man§abs to the successors of the Rajawat chiefs who died 

in the meanwhile, (c) Removal of two of the senior Ri"jawat chiefs from the 

imperial service on account of natural death. 

Apparently, despite Jahangir•s initial attitude of not disturbing 

the position of ·the RSjawat nobles his relations with them continued to be far 

from satisfactory. Something seems to have happened during the first seven year 

of Jahangir's reign that induced the King to adopt a discriminator,y attitude 

towards the Rajawat nobles. Around 1608, when Man Singh came to the court from 

Rohtas his ma.nsab was reduced from 70CfJ/7CXXJ to 5CXXJ/ •••••• 1 

The RAjawat nobles who died between 16o5 and 1612 were: (a) Jaganna 

(16a)) and {b) Madho Singh. While Jagannath•s successor, Karam Chand was given 

1. For the fact that towards the end of Akbar• s reign Man Singh was holding the 
mansab of 70CJJ/7CXJJ, see, AppendiX. Jahang1.r has not recoroed aey curtail-

•ent in his man~ab. On the other hand from Jahang1r•s declaration of amnesty issu 
just after his accession, one may concllide that Z.Hfn Singh retained his rn§ab 
of 70CfJ/6CXXJ for some time during the early years of Jah~ng1r•s reign. TUzu 
JahangTrf, p.6). But, Hawkins, writing in 1613, includes Man Singh in the 
category of the mansabdars of 5000. This suggests that, by 1613, Man Singh•s 
~had already been reduced. One can only conjecture that this happened 
in 16ob WhEm 1'ian Singh was recalled to the court from Rohtas. At that occasio 
JanangTr was certainly hostile towards him. This is borne out by the observa-
tions that he makes in the 'l'Uzuk-i Jahangiri about ;{an Singh, whom he calls a 
hypocrite. ( TUzuk.-i J ahangir"I, p. 65). 
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1 
the mansab of 2,()(X)/1 ,500 , none of Hmiho Singh•s sons is known to have received 

Further, it wo:l1l.d appear that during the same period ( 16o5-12) the 

Rajawat nobles also lost most of the high offices that they were holding since 

Akbar's reign. After i'1an Singh's removal from the governorship of Bengal in 

June 16o6, 2 none of the Rajawat chiefs is known to have been appointed by 

J allanglr as a governor of a ~ or entrusted the command of any expedition. In 

contrast to this, during Akbarts reign, at one occasion ( 15'EP-87) as much as 

four Rajawat nobles were simultaneous~ holding the charges of four contiguous 

~bas. While Bhagwant Das and l"lan Singh were governors of Lahore and Kabul 

respectively ,3 Jagannath and lskaran were holding the charge of @as Ajmer and 

lgra. 4 Besides, governorships, th~ Rajawat nobles also lost, during this t:ime, 

several other important offices which they failed to regain till the end of 

Jahangir•s reign. During the period 1595'-16$, three important forts, Rohtas, 

Ranthambhore and GWalior, were held,by the Rajawat nobles Min Singh,5 Jagannath6 

1. Tiizuk.-i Jahangir1, p.74. For Jagannath's man§ab at the t:ime of his death 
which was 5cXXJ/3CJ:XJ. see, Appendix. 

2. Ibid,, p.7; Riazus Salatfn, p.170. R.P. Tripathi incorrectlY says that Man 
Singh was transferred from Bengal to Bihar. {Rise am Fall of the Mughal 
Empire, pp.367-.68). !t this time, Jahangir Qul"i Khan was the governor of 
Bihar. ( TUzuk-i JahangTri, p.101 ). 

3. Akbar Nama, III, pp.492, 511; Tabaqat-i AkbarT, n, p.368; Zalshirat-ul Nw.wanir. 
I, p.105; 1.!fa 1asix-ul Umar8, II, p.1o5; Taz:ki'rat-ul Umara, f.144. • 

4. Akbar Nama, III, pp.511, 518; Matasir-ul Um.ara, II, pp.162-63. 
5'. Akbar Nama, III, 'l'r. p.1251, F.N.1; TUzuk.-i Jahingiri, p.65; Iqbal Nama-i 

Jahangirl, p.32. 
6 • .Akbar Nama, III, p. 825; Ha •asir-ul Umara, I, p.515; r.ruhta NainsT-re-I{hyit, 

I, p.3o1. 
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and Raj Singh1 respectively. At the time Man Singh was sent to Deccan in 16o8, 

Rohtas seems to have been taken away from his charge. 2 After J agannath' s death 

6 - - - 3 in 1 a), Ranthambhore was assigned to Ram Das Udavat. Apparently, it was in 

pursuance of the same policy that later on in 1614-15 Raj Singh was replaced by 

Shafkh Moda as the commander of Gwalior. 4 During Jahingir•s reign no doubt the 

Kachawaha nobles continued to serve in important mill ta.ry expeditions, bu. t 

generally care was taken not to allow them to hold independent charge of the 

armies to which they were attached.5 

1. Akbar Nama, III, pp. 764, 825; Ma 'asi!-ul Umara, I, p.515; Tlrikb.-i Gwilior, 
Ms. f .22a. The statement in Gwalior Nama (Ms. f. 15&) that Jai" Singh held 
the office of qiladar of Gwalior is obviously wrong as Jai Singh was born in 
16o5. Tuzuk-i JahangirT, p. 192. 

2. TUzuk-i Jahanglri, p. 74. 
3. ~., p.98; Iqbal Nama-i Jahangirf, p.58; Ma•asir-ul Umara, II, p.271. 
4. Maktubat-i !ili'iiri Jahan Muzaffar Khan-wa-Gwalior Nama, Hs. f. 159b; Tirlkh-i 

Gwalior, Ms. f .23a. Sha!kh ModS"" was brother of Mu'a~~.am Khan Shaikh -s-ayaz~d, 
the grandson of Shaikh Sam of Fatehpu.r. · 

5. There is oniy an exception of l>iaha Singh who was made the Commander of the 
expedition sent against Raja Bikraniiijeet of Ban::lhugarh in .May 1610. (Tilzuk-i 
Jahiryilrl., 'I'r. I, p. 176). 

In October 16o5, t·1aaho Singh, Jagannath, Raisal Darbari, Maha Singh 
and H.anohar were despatched to serve under Parwiz against Rana Amar Singh of 
ll~war· ('I'Uzuk:-i Jaha~rrf, pp.7, 8). ' 

In August 1 06, Jagannath was attached to tae expedition against Rai 
Singh arrl his son Dalpat headed by Muizztil .Mulk Bakbslti.. (Tuzuk-i Ja.ltangirr;p.36) 

In July 16o7, Mana Singh and Rim Das were sent with Tij !han against . 
the rebels of Bangash. (Tuzuk-i Jah~ngiri, p.53). 

In July 16(.9, Man Singh was sent to Dec can with' Abdur Rahiln. Khan-:1.. 
K.hinan (TUzuk.-i Jabangirf., p.71, w. Finch, Early Travels in India: Tr. by' Fostl~ 
p.131, Qayam KbAA Raso., p.62). In the same year, Raj Singh and Kare.m Chand wetj 
despatched with Parwiz to Deccan (TuzuTci Jahangir'f, p.72, Ma'asi:r-ul U:mara, ·~ 
II, p.172~ 1 

In September 1611, Ram Das Udavat was sent to Deccan with 1Abdullilt. ~iii 
Uzbeg and Darab Khan Firuz Jang. (Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p.98, Iqbal Nama-i Jahan-
girl: , .P.58). Haha Singh, Manohar and Raisal narbari are also known to h~ve 
servl3d in Deccan ( TUzuk-i Jahangir1, pp.156, 157; Zakbirat-ul .\C,hawanin, Ms. 
f.110; Ma'asir-ul Umara, II, pp.173-74; Ma'asiz-i RahimT, I, p.$6; Tazkarat-
ul Umara, Hs. f.145). In September 1618, PrithvT Chand was sent to I\angra with 
Bikramlljeet (Tuzuk.-i Jah~~:rl, p.238). Bhao Singh was also deputed to serve 
in Deccan around October T19. (Tuzuk-i Jahangfrl., p.281 ). In December 1623, 
Jai Singh, Ram Das Narwan, Girdhar, Narafil Das and Karam Chand were deputed 
to serve under Parwiz and Maliibat Kh€n against Khurram. ( 'I'Uzuk-i Jahing1ri, 
pp.356, 358; Iqbal Nama-i Jahancl.rl, p.2o4.) 
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Thus, it emerges that some time after his accession, J ahangir 

/1 sought to undennine the power and prestige of the Rajawat nobles. Si.multa---------
neous~, he s.ystematicallf promoted the non-Rajawat nobles possiblY with an 

aim to counter balance the authority of the Rajawat nobles who were recognised 

as the leaders of the Kachawaha clan. Jahangir•s attitude in bestowing the 

- - - --1 - - - - - 2 titles of Raja on Raisal Darbari and that of Raja Karan on Ram Das U davat 

respectively ar~urrl this time. -,.;as, apparentlY, in line with the sa1ne policy. 

This becomes particularly conspicuous when viewed in the liCht of the fact 

that the title of farzand held by Man Singh was not conferred upon his 

successor following his death.3 

ApparentlY, during this phase Jahangir had a deliberate policy 

of engineering a change in the leadership pattern within Kachawaha clan. As 

it is well known, traditionally the Ri"jawat ruling family were recognised as 

the superior chiefs. Towards the end of Akbar•s reign in case of misbehaviour 

by a Kachawaha noble the matter was referred to Man Singh. 4 But Jahangfr 

1. Zakhirat-ul Khawanin, I, p.110. ·' Obviously, Raisal got this title some time 
before 1616 when he is presumed to have died. For a discussion of Raisal•s 
death, see, Appendix. 

2. Ram Das was entitled Raja Karan in September 1611. see, Tuzuk-i JahangirT, 
p.98; Zakb.Irat-ul JChawanin, I, p.240; Ma •asir-ul umara, II, p.156. 

· 3. In July 1614, after Man Singh's death, the title of t1irza Raja, which was 
held by Man Singh during Akbarts reign, was conferred upon Bhao Singh. See, 
TUzuk-i JahangTrT, p.1jO; Lihori, BBdshah Nama, II, p.145. 

4. In February 1592, Bal Ram, nephew of Bhagwant Das fell from Akbarts favour 
on account of his misconduct. He was sent off to Bihar to be disciplined by 
Man Singh. Akbar Nama, III, p.6(5. (The rendering of this passage by 
Beveridge is misleading). 
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seems to have encouraged Rim Das Udavat to play such a role. As early as 
• 

December 16o5, when gran:lsons of Bhagwan Das, Abhay Ram, Bijay Rain and Shyam 

Ram, having been involved in some incident at the court, were planning to run 
I 

away to Mewar, Jahingi.r referred their case to Ram Das Udavat. It is, however, 
I 

significant that Ram Das refused to stand surity for the conduct of these 

persons belonging to the ruling family of the Rajawat sub-clan. 1 This might 

also indicate that as a result of differences amongst Kacnawaha nobles over 

the issue of succession their cl~n solidarit.Y had been undermined considerab~ 

which apparent~ facilitated Jahangir•s subsequent attempt to build up non-

Rajawat chiefs in his service as 1 a counter-weight against the powerful Rajawat 

nobles like Han Singh, Jagannith; Madho Singh and Raj Singh. 2 

However, it would be wrong to presu.i'lle from the above that Jahangir 

had decided to discard the Rajawat chiefs altogether. As a matter of fact the 

Rajawat chiefs in the l1ughu.l service v1ere too powerful and prestigious persons 

to be ignored completely by the new king. He was advised, in 16o5 1 to elilhinate 

the entire Kachawaha clan from his service as a punishment for the •misbehaviour 

of some of them but Jahangir turned down this suggestion saying, "These people 

had been treated kindly and educated by my revered father, I carried on the 

1. Tuzuk-i Ja.Iansiri, pp.12-13; Ma•asirt · Jaiut"ngirf, Ms. ff.38a-b; Multta 
J'a'ins1.-re-IQ!Yat, I, p.J02. Abhay Ram, .Bijay Ram and Shyam Ram were the 
sons of ikhey Rij, son of Bhagrin Das. But Niamat Allah (Ta'rikh-i &Irn Jahan 
wa-Makb.zan-i Afghani, II, pp.66<)-7o), incorrectly states that Akhey Raj and 
Abhay Ram, the sons of Ba'nka rebelled against Jahangir. Actually, Akhey Raj 
who was also known as Bank:a had died in .:-larch, 16o1. At7i11 Fazl (Akbar Nama, 
III, p.7E6) refers to him as A_khey RaT and Fai~I Sirhindi (Akbar Nama, Ms. 
f .250a) calls him as Bank:a- Rai~ 

2. See, infra. 
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same benevolence to them and justice demands that maey shall not be chastised 

for the .fault of one'' •1 Apparently, ~ahangir seems to have pursued a double 

edged policy with regard to the Rajawat cr.iefs. While tr.ying to urrlermine 

!
. their position within the Kachawaha clan he continued to prefer the Rajawat 

ruling familY for the purpose of matrimonial ties. His first Kachawaha wife, 
' 

a daughter of Bhagwin Das, died in l1ay 160,). In 16o8, he asked for the hand 

of one of Han Singh•s grand-daughters (a daughter of Jagat Singh). Man Singh 

prompt~ agreed to this proposal and gave his grand-daughter in marriage to 

Jahangir2 although it was in total disregard of Hindu customar,y rule prohibiting 

I marriage between a widower and a niece or grand daughter of his deCeased wife. 

The process of decline inthe man~abs of the Kachawaha nobles con-

tinued even after 7th R.Y. (1611-12). By 12th R.Y. (16~17)there had taken 

~lace a marked fall in the man~abs of the Rajawat as we~l as non-Rijawat nobles. 
,Jfl 

,}--~ 

, ... r:-- During 1612-18, total of the marl§abs held by the Kachaliaha nobles fell from 
._,/L. • 

l .)~ . I 

/\ \vJ' ~.,-46 271CIXJ ~at and 23,300 ~ to 12,300 ~at and 9,200 suwar. While the man$abs 

held by the Rajawat nobles came down from 161000 ~at and 1 _; ,000 sqwar to 

11,000 zat and 8,000 suwar, those of the non-Rajawat nobles were reduced from - . 

1. TUzuk-i Jahangfri, pp.12-13. 

2. TUzuk-i JahandrJ., p.68; 
Mafasi:t-i Jahaniir1, Ms. r .5'7b. 
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11 ,CQ) 1at and 1o,eoo suwar to 1 ,300 _ill and 1 ,200 suwar. 1 From this it would 

appear that during this period fall in the mall§abs of the Rajawat nobles was 

only marginal; bulk of the reduction in the total man~abs of the Kachawaha 

nobles was caused by the removal from. the scene of three prominent non-Rajawat 

nobles. On the other hand, marginal .fall in the total man§abs of the ttajawat 

:cobles was caused by the death of 11aha Singh and Rij Singh. But their successors 

were taken into service with reduced man§abs, which partly made up for the fall 

in total, caused by their removal fro.-11. the scene. 2 Horeover, two of the junior 

Rajawat nobles, Man Singh's son Bhao Singh and Ram Das Na:t"'Warf received substan-

tial increases in their man§abs during .the same period.3 This was in marked 

1. The names and ma!l§abs of the Rajawat nobles in the rilu~l service ~t this 
time were as follows: 

N a m e .i.'1 a n § a b s 
'zat ---- suwar 

1. Bhao Singh ?OCO 3000 
2. Ja~ Singh 1000 1000 
3. Karam Charxl 2C(X) 1500 
4. Narain nas 2000 2CXX) 
5. Ram Das Narwari 1CXX) 5co 

For references, see, Appendix. 
The names and man~abs of Shal.khliwat nobles in the M.u~l service at 

this time were as follows! 
1. Girdhar 
2. Prithvi Chand 

eoo 
500 

For references, see, Appendix. 
2. In 1617, after Maha Singh's death, his son Jai Singh took up the imperial 

service with the mansab of 1()C()/1000 ( Tiizuk-i Jahangiri, p. 192). 
Similarly, after Raj Singh's death in September 1616, his son Fro Dis 

joined the imperial service and received the mam~ab of 1000/41XJ. Ttrzuk-1 
Jahangiri, p.138. 

3. In April_ 1617, Bhao Singh was raised frop1 J..ooo/3CXJJ to 5C1XJ/3CAXJ ( Tiizuk:i 
Jahanglrij p.184). .. 

In August 1616, Ram Das Narwarits mail§ab was increased from. 1Q(XJ/400 
to 10C0/5oo. (Tiizuk-i Jahangl.ri, p.164.) 
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contrast of the attitude adopted by Jahanglr during this time regarding the 

non-Ra:jawats. The successor of the senior non-:Rajawat noble, Ram Das Udavat, 

who died in 1613, was not/issigned any mansab. The successor of Raisal Darbarl 

I and Rio Mano'har, who also died between 1612 ani 1618 only received minor 

~ man§&bs. While RB:is1il Dartiiirl • s son was ,given the malll/ab of &Jo/8:xl,1 the son 

and successor of Rao Manohar got a man~ab of 500/3oo.2 

In this connection, it is of interest to note that the above 

marked retrogression in the position of the Kachawaha nobles in terms of the 

mail§abS held by them roughly coincided with the rise to high positions of a 

number of the members of the family of I•ti.tnaduddaula.3 Apparently, bold 

promotions received by them during the period that the so-called Niir Jahan 

Junta was in power accounted for the stagnation or even a retrogression in the 

position of the groups already established in the higher echelons. Another 

group whose ma.neabs appear to have dwindled. during the same period were the 

members of the family of Shaikh Saliin Chishti'. 4 But by pointing out this 

1. TU.zuk-i Jananrlri, p.1lt6. 
2. TUzuk-i Jahanglri, p.157, In April 1617, .his mamqab was increased to 500/400. 

TUzuk-i Jahaniirl:, p.161. 
3. I:r.fan Habib, 11The Family of Nur Jahan during Jahangirt s reign, a political 

Study", Medieval India - A Miscellany, Vol. I, p.95. In 16C5, the total of 
the :m.ansabs ·held by the members of the family of I' timaduddaula came up to 
4000 Jat. By 1621, they accumulated the total ma!lfJabs of 3o,5oo ~at ani 
25,300 suwar. 

4. In 16:12, the members of Sl;lalkb Salim Chishti held the total of man§abs of 
14,200 zat arrl 12,450 suwar. By 1622, the total oftheir manl;!abs wa~ reduc~ 
to 5cro ~at and 3,500 suwar. See, Afzal Husain, "The Family of Shaikh Salim 
Chishti during the reign of Jah~nglr", :t-1edieval Imia -A Miscellan.v, Vol. II; 
p0!63. 
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coincidence we are not suggesting that the change so clearly visible in the 

position of the Kachawaha nobles during 1612-22 was entirely a result of tme 

influence wielded by Nlir Janan and Khurram in the administration. It was 

apparently, an incidental outeo~ of the circumstances leading to the rise of 

I•ti.ni8.duddaula•s family to positions of importance. A perusal of Jallangir•s 

attitude towards the Kachawihas from the beginning of his reign would suggest 

unfolding of a policy aimed at further strengthening his grip over that powerful 

clan in general am over the Rijawat ruling family in particular by not giving 

bold promotions to them and by playing one family against the other. 

Jahangir had succeeded in weakening the position of the Rijawat 

nobles through a policy of encouraging the non-Rajawat sub-clans within t.Jte 

I Kachawana group which apparently remained operative up to 7th R.Y. (1611-12). 
I Subsequently, he changed his attitude towards them.. Having humbled the Rajawat 

chiefs, Jahangl.r appears to have embarked upon a policy of strengthening his 

grip over them. After 1'1an Singh• s death in 1614, Jahangir intervened over tllle 

issue of succession and ensured the elevation to the gaddi of AMber a persoJl 

of his own choice amongst the members of the Rijawa~ family. Overruli.Jlg tke 

claim of Jagat Singh• a son, Mahi Singh, Jahanglr conferred tme tika upon Man 

Singh's younger son, Bhao Singlt. Mah~ Singb was pacified by raising him from 

3CXJJ/2CXJJ to 4aYJ(3a:JJ and conferring upon him Garlta as irla. In additiol\ to 

this, in 1615, the title of Raja was also bestowed upon him.1 Tlle Kacl!l.awifti 

1. Tuzuk:-i Jahangirl, pp.130, 146; Matasir-ul Umara, II, p.175. ef. Rafaqat 
Ali Khan, •A Note on Jahangir And the Rajputs, 1605-1612•, Proceedings of 
Indian History Congress, 196o, p.225. 
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nobles in general as well as the Rajawat chiefs acquiesced in this interference 

of the King which was in violation of the customar,y law governing succession 

among the Rajputs. 1 It was a clear indication of their weakness that they were 
of 

forced to submit silently to the .further tightening/imperial control over their 

clan. 

It is, however, interesting to note that by the 18th R.Y. {1622-23) 

none of the no~Rajawat nobles was holding a~ man§ab.~le on the other hand, 

during the same period, Jahanglr gave bold increases in the man§abs of some 

members of the Rajawat clan. For instance, Jar Singb~~ho succeeded Bhao Singh 

in 1621 bad his mansab augmented from 20C0/10CO to 3o00/1400.3 Similarly, 

along with him in 1623 Ram Das Nanrari•s man.~ab was increased from 1C00/500 to 

2()(X)/1000. 4 Arzyhcw, by ~examples, o:r!e should not be misled to think that 

Jallangir had become very liberal towaros the Kachawaha nobles in general. As 

a matter of fact despite these promotions between 1618 and 1624 tl\e total of 

mam}abs held by them fell from 12,300.!!! and 10,200 suwar to 10,500 ;.at and 

2. After the death of Gi..""<ihar Shal.kbawat ( 1623) and Prithvi Chand 
Shalkhawat {1620), none of their sons is known to have held man§ab 
during Jahang!r• a reign. 

3. Tiizuk.-i Jallanzlrl, pp.337;359. 

4. lbid., pp.164, 358. 
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6,900 suwar. 1 ApparentlY, this fall in the total mansabs of the Kachawaha 

nobles explains the evidence suggesting that during Jahangir• s reign a consi-

derable number of ordinar,r Kachawaha troopers took up service underMahabat 

Khan, I~af· Khan, Surat Singh and Gaj Singh after having left the contingents 
the 

of;kachawah~ nobles. 2 It is interesting to note that these nobles received 
3 

bold increases in their man;;abs preciselY during 1612 and 1627. 

' 
1. The substantial fall in the mamsabs of the Rajawat nobles is explained 

that in October 1621, after the death of Bhao Singh (man§ab: 5000), his 
successor Jai Singh held the mar§ab of 3000/1,400. During this period 
( 161&-24), the rest of the R!jawat nobles :Ram Das Narwarl,.. Narain Das, 
Chatr Sal and Karam Chand held tlle man§abs of 2000/1COO, 2000/2000, 
1,500/1000, 2000/1500 respectively. See, Appendix. 

2. See, supra, Chapter III. 

3. In 16o5, Zamana Beg, entitled .l1ahabat Khan, held the maneab of 500. 
By 1628, he was holding a ,rnamsab of 7000/7000, Du-Aspa Sih aspa. 
(Tuzuk-i Jahangin, p.1o; L~hori, BillsllJlmS.ma, I, p.171; 
!4.a•asir-ul Umara, III, p~399·) 

In 1612, A~af Khan held the mansab of 1000/3o0. By 1626, he was 
raised to 7000/7000. (Tiizuk-i Ja1lanifri, p.1d); Ma•asir-ul Umara, 
I, p.153 ). 

In 16o8, SUraj Singh lleld the man;;ab of 30<X>/2CX:O. At the tim:~ _ 
of his death (1619), he keld tlte maasala of 5CXXJ/5CXJO. (Tiizuk-i JahaDgiri1 
PP• 73, 141; Hawkins, Early Travels in Imd.ia, Ed. by Foster, p.98. 
Thus Mub:ta Nalnsits statelllent tft.at SUraj Singh never received tlte mansab 
of 5ooo/5a:xJ is not acceptable. cf. Marwarre-Pargana-re-Vigat, I, p.95). 

After Suraj Singhts death (1619), his son Gaj Singh was given. 
tbe maneab of 30C0/2a.x>. By 1628, lie was holding the man§ab of 5(XX)/5ooo. 
{Ma•asil-ul Umara, II, pp;,223-24; Marwar-re-Pargana-re-Vfgat, I, p.1o8). 
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At the time of IQl.urram t s rebellion almost the entire Kachawaha 

clan, including Jai Singh, Girdhar, Rciin Das Narwarf and Nara:fn Das remained 

firm in their allegiance to Jahaniir, 1 the only eX:ception in this respect 

being Man Roop, son of J agannath, ,who is known to have sided with Khurram. 2 

In March 1623, Ram Das Narwari took part in the battle of Bilochpur along with 

Mahibat Khan and other nobles against Khurram. Khur~ was defeated and in 

reward Ram Das Narwari was promoted to 2000/1oco.3 After this discomfiture, 

Khurram entered ~aj:putana and plundered Amber and Lalsot4 in the absence of 

Jai Singk who had been summoned to court.5 At that occasion Jai Singlll. was 
6 

promoted to 3cx:x:>/1400 and was sent. along ltl. th Parwiz and Hahabat Khan and 

several other Kachaliaha nobles like Girdhar, Ram Das Narwari and Narain Das 

to pursue Kkurram.7 They overtook Khurram nearMandu8 and iR the battle that 

1. 'fuzuk-i Jahangiri, p.36o; I_qbal Nama-i Jahangiri, p.584. 
2. Lahori3 B:idshah Nama, I, pp.122-23; Ma rasi:r-ul Umara, I, p.516. 
3. Tiizuk.-i Jahfu¥r;J.ri, p.358. 
4. Ttizu.k-i Jalaan@.ri, pp.359-6o; A Contemporary Dutcll Ch.ronicle 

of Mugltal India, Tr. and Ed. by Narai:e and Sltarma, p.6o. 
5. Jahangirts fannan to Jai Sing)l, preserved in Rajastlaan State Arcllves, 

Bikaner, N-1. 
6. Tiizuk-i Jahantirl, p.359. 
7. TUzuk-i Jallanglrl., p.36o; Iqbal N&na-i Jahangiri, p.584. In 

prated text of Iqbal Nama-i J al\a:ng~r~, publislted by Royal Asiatic 
Society of Beagal and its translation from Karachi wrongly mentions 
Gaj Singh Rathore, the chief of Jodhpur as Kachawaha instead of Jai 
Singk. I.fibil Nama-i Jahangirr, p.204, Urdu Translation, publislted 
from Karacki, p.186. 

8. Tlizuk-i Jahanclrl, p.367; Iqbal Naina-i Jahangirl, p.584. 
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ensued, Kachawanas played a distinguished role. This is borne out by Jahangir•s 
1 

farmin, dated 20th July 1623. During tlie same campaign, when the imperial 

a~ reached A~adibad, a trifle incident led to a bitter fight between the 

Sayyids of Barha and the followers o~ Girdhar in which Girdkar and twenty six 

of his servants were killed. The Kacltawahas were, however, pacified by awarding 

capital punishment to Sayyid Kabir who was apparently held responsible for tne 

incident. 2 

Subsequently, Jai Singh and other Kachawal\a nobles, seem to have 

followed Parwiz and lolahabat Kl'lan in Deccan. In 11arch 1624, Jal!tanglr sent a 

khilat to Jai Singh am asked him to continue to serve u:nder Parwiz and Mahabat 

Khan} In I1arch 1624, Jai Singh and other Kachawaha nobles seem to have retired 

from Deccan with Parwiz and 11altabat Khan. On Jahangir• s orders Parwiz and 

nobles attached to him proceeded towards Allahabad to clteck Khurramt s advance 

into the D~b region. 4 In a farman issued o~ 25th September 1624, Jaltangir 

praises the Raja for tlte services ke kad rendered durillg tllis campaig1l.5 Some 

timesin October 1624, tltere took place a battle •ear Jauapur betweeD tlte imperia: 

1. Jalr!ang!r•s farmaR to Jai Singk, preserved i:a Rajasthall State Archives, 
B ikan.er, N-2. 

2. TUzuk-i Jaha!!iiir1., pp.374-75; Tazldrat-ul Umara, f.143. Tod, wroagJy 
states that Girdh.ar was killed near Jamuna river. A:amals and A.•tiquities 
of RajastiaB, II, p.318. 

3. Jakangir's farman to Jai Singk, pre~erved in Rajasthan State Arcld.ves, 
Bikaner, N-3. 

4. Iqbal Nama-:i. Ja'kantdrt, p.58j. 
5. Jakanglr•s farman to Jai :Singh, preserved in Rajasthan State 4rc1U.ves1 

Bi.kaner, N-4. 
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arnw commanded by Parwiz and Khurram's forces. In this battle Jai Singll 

distinguished himself.1 

'Soon after Khurram's defeat, Jai Singh along with Parwiz and 

Mahabat· Khan returned to Deccan. Meanwhile, it seems Hal\Sbat Khan kad fallen 

out with Niir Jahan and came to be suspected by her of harbouring sympathies 

for Kkurram. .Apparently, it was oWing to Niir Jaha' s intervention that 

Mahabat Khan was replaced by Kllall""i Jab.an Lodi as the effective commallder of 

tke imperial forces in Deccan. 2 It is not known to aey degree of certainty 

as to what was Jai Singh•s real stam on this occasion but from Jahangir•s 

farman, dated 7th August 16251 preserved in the Rajasthan State Arcnives, 

Bikaner, it seems 't".hat Jai Singlt did not fully approve of .Mallabat Khan•s 

removal fran Deccu and was a bit tardy im extendillg co-operation to the JlBW 

commander. Apparently, Jahangl:r and Nur Jahan on their part were anxious to 

secure Jai Singhts co•operation h the impending tussle witl<l Mahabat.Khan. 

'I'hey tried to persuade him to bel~ !{han-i Ja.hin wdl. Ja.hangfi., in his farmaa, 

dated 23rd August 16251 goes to tlte extent of tareatelli.ng him wi tl\ dire comse-

quences iE.Cluding dismissal from tlte imperial service if he would fail to extelrl 

full co-operatio:m to tlte new co:mm.ander.3 About tlt.e same tj~~e Nur Jakaa also 

1. A Dutch C1lronicle of Mugllal India, pp.69-7o; Vir Vfaod, II, pp.2fb-.87. 

2. Nur Jahan•s nis"han to Jai Singn, preserved in Rajastltaa State Arenives, 
Bikaner, N-170. 

3. Jahangirts farman to Ja:f Singh,, preserved in RPjasthan State Archives, 
B ikaner, N-7. 
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wrote to Jai Singh a letter urging upon him to co-operate with Khan-i Jahan. 

Consequently, Jai Singh remained with .·Ehan-i Jahan Lod.f" and co-operated with 
• 1 

him, which earned him. a kh.Ilat from the E)npress in December 1625. However, 

throughout this time Jai Singh appears to have been on best of terms with 

Mahabat .&!:!Sn. The latter soon after takirg Ja.hang"lr prisoner on 21st Harch 

1626,
2 

had a farm.8n issued in the name of J ai $ingh in which the King was 

made to place on record the •favourable. reports• made by i'lahabat Khan regarding 

Jai Singh's role in the Deccan.3 It was clear~ a friendly gesture on the 

part of Mahaba.t Khan,aimed at further strengthen the bond of friendship and 

understanding between them. But these efforts of Halmbat Khah to enlist the 
' --

support of the Rajawat chief did not effect the attitude of the Kachawaha 

nobles in general in any significant manrier. None of the Kachawaha nobles is 

known to have supportEd Mahabat Khan in his attempted coup date. 

When Ifhurram came to know about Mahabat Khan•s coup, he proceeded 

towards north. It seems that before setting out towards north, in April 1626, 

Khurram made a futile attempt to persuade Jal Singh to join him. He addressed 

a letter to Jai Singh wherein emphasising the relationship between him and the 

Raja, he sought the latter• a help. 4 Jai Singh, however, remained neutral in 

1. NUr Jahan1 s nishan to Jai Singh, preserved in Rajasthan State Archives, 
Bikaner, N-172. 

2. Tiizuk-i Jahangiri, p.402. 

3. Jahanii.r•s farmin to Jai ·Singh, preserved in Rajasthan State Archives, 
Bikarilr. This farnian was issued on 26th Ivlarch 1626. N-11. 

4. Khurram•s letter to JaT Singh, preserved in Rajasthan State Archives, Bikane1. 
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the ensuing struggle between Shah Jahan and the central government dominated 

by NUr Jahin. He stayed back in Deccan and :remained busy in the operations 

against 1·1alik Ambart s followers. 1 , Apparently, the central authorities, who 

were busy in putting down Snah Jahan during this time, were also anxious that 

Ja1. Singh as well as Gaj Singh, the chief of Jodhpur should remain in Deccan 

while these two, apparently, in view of the approaching tussle over succession 

wanted to reach the safety of their watans. On 6 September 1626, a farnian, 

forbidding Jai Singh and Gaj Singh fro~ leaving Deccan, was issued. 2 Eight 

months later (.May 1627), Jai Singh's mail§ab was raised to 4!XXJ/2500 and he was 

entitled raja. The pargana Chatsu was added to his ja-glrs.3 This was obviously 
I 

meant to secure Jai Singh's support for NUr Jahants protege in the impending 

tussle over succession which was clear~ in sight. 

At the time of Jahangir's death Jai Singh was still in Deccan. 

On receiving the news of Dawar Bakhshts accession,4 Jai Singh set out for 

Lihore in the company of JShan-i Jah8n. On the way, Jai Singh and Gaj Singh 

separated from Khan-i Jahan who was not prepared to support Shah Jahan's candi-

dature and proceeded to join the latter near Ajmer.5 

1. Jahangfrts farman to Jai Singh, preserved in Rajasthan State Archives, 
Blk:aner, issued on 11th June 1626, ~.12, Halik Ambar had died in May 1626. 

2. Jahangirts farman to Jai Singh, preserved in Rajasthan State Archives, 
Blkaner, N.13. 

3. Jahani!.r's farman to Jai Singh, preserved in Rajasthan 3tate Archives, Bikanerl'~ 
4. Dawar Ba..lmsh sent a farman to J a I Singh in which he informed the latter about 

his accession. The farman is preserved in Rajasthan State Archives, 
Bikaner, N. 176. 

5. Iqbal Nama-i Jahangir1, p.617. 
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Thus it emerges that the position of the Kachawaha nobles who had 

opposed Jahangir's accession were not affected during the first one or two 

years of Jah8Lngir•s reign. After his accession, Jahangir gave promotions to 

the Rajm-w.t as well as the non-Rijawat nobles. These promotions helped the 

Kachawahi nobles as such to improve their position in terms of the mansabs 

held by them. However, it seems that sometimesbetween 16<:5 and 1612, Jahangir 

was induced to a discriminator,y attitude against the Rajawat nobles. During 
I 

this time, Jahanglr humbled the Rajawat nobles in regardsto their man§abs, 

offices, titles and generally care was' taken not to assign to them independent 

commands of expeditions. They were not raised to high m.anaabs but also 

encouraged to compete with the Rajawat nobles for leadership of the Kachawaha 

clan. During this period, Jahanglr's attitude towards the non-Rajawat nobles, 

who were his staunch supporters over t:J.e issue of succession, was quite liberal. 

Despite this, Jahanglr did not discard, the RSja"Wat nobles completely. He con-

tinued to prefer the Rajawat sub-clan for the purposes of matrimonial ties. 

Apparently, Jahangir•s attitude towards the Rajawat nobles at this time was 

motivated by a desire to strer:gthen his control over them after having weakened 

their position. He was certainly not plarming to eliminate them completely. 

However 1 from 7th R. Y. ( 1611-12) onwards 1 there was a steady fall 

in the mansabs of the Kachawah& nobles. By 12th R.Y. (1616-17 ), there had 

taken place marked fall in the man:;Jabs of the ruljawat as we 11 as the non-

Rajawat nobles. Jah.anglr intervened over the choice of £.fan Singh's successor 

and bestowed~ on a person of his own choice whose claim was not fully 
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endorsed by the established practice. During this time, Jahangir had abandoned 

his earlier policy of encouraging the non-najawat nobles. Both the leading 

sub-clans of the Kachawaha group suffered a regression in their position as a 

result of Jahanitr's apathy towards them. By 18th R.Y. (1622-23), none of the 

non-Rajawat nobles held any mamzab while a sharp declire had taken place in the 

mansabs of the RAj awat nobles. 

At the time of ~rram and Mahabat Khants revolts the Kachawaha 

nobles by and large remained loyal to Jahangir. Notw:i. thstanding the under-

standing and friendship seems to have existed between J af Singh and Mahabat 

Khan and the latter's efforts to enlist the active support of the Kachalffiha 

chief, he remained a distant spectator of the developments at the court 

resulting in Mahabat Khin coup date and his subsequent discOilfiture. However, 

after the news of Jahangir•s death had become known, the Kachavaha chief ihrev 

his full weight behind Shah Jahan which caused a breach between hia and Khari 

Jahah Lod.I who supported Nur Jahan•s candidate for the throne. 
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APPENDIX 

In the following is cited the evidence relating to the man§abs 

held by the Kacbaw"'ihi nobles at different points of time between 1595 and 1627. 

In this list the notices regarding the nobles belonging to different sub-clans 

are grouped together in alphabetical order. 

- --BHAO SINGH RAJAWAT 

- - . 1 Bhao Singh was a son or ~ian 'Singh. His name is not included in 

the list or mansabdars given in !;yin-i Akbarl and Tabaqat-i Akbari. In March 

. 160?, he held the manaab of lCX:::0/500. 2 But in Akbar .Kama, the aat rank or 

- I 3 - -Bhao Singh is mentioned 7CXIJ which is obViously a slip. In Jahangir• s 1st R.Y. 

(16o5-16e6), he was raised to 1,5oo.4 In,March 16o8, his mRn§ab was increased 

to 2000/1000.5 But according to Sh8h Nawaz Khan, at this occasion, he was raised 

to 2CXXJ/2a:t:J. 6 In July 1614, his m.ansab was increased to 400J/3CJJ0.7 Further, 

1. Tiizuk-i JahanJri, p.1o; Muhta-Nainsi-re-IQ:vat, I, p.298. 
I 

2. Iqbal Nam.a-i JahapgTri, p.5o8; Ma•asir-ul um.ara, III, p.36o; 
Tazffrat-ul Umara, Ms. f. 133. 

3. Akbar Nama, III, p. 837. 
- - - I -4. Tuzuk-i Jahapgiri, p.1o; Ma•asir-ul Umara, III, p.36o. 

5. TUzuk-1. Jahangiri, p.66. 

6. Ma 'asir-ul Umara, III, p.36o. 

7. T\i~uk-i Jahipgiri, p.1Jo; Ma•asir-ul Umara, III, pp.J6cr61; 
Taiklrat-ul Umara, Ms. r .133F 



in April 1617 1 he was promoted to 'J()(JJ/3cx:fJ.1 At the time of his death 
2 (October 1621), he held the man;ab of.5000. 

Chatr Singh Ri.;awat : 
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He was a son of i'1adho Singh. 3 According to shah Nawaz !Q:lan, during 

the errl of Jahangir•s reign, he held the maneab of 1 ,500/1CX:O. 4 Further, nothing 

is known about his career during Jahangir• s reign. 

Jagannath Rajawat : 

. 6 
He was a son of Bhar Hal.? .In 1595, he held the m.an§ab of 2 ,'500. 

In 1599, he is kilown to have enjoyed the ~ab of 3 ,oco. 7 In 1-iarch 16o1, he 

was raised to 5 ,oco. 8 In 16c9, at the time of his death, 9 he held the man;ab 

of 5000/3000. 10 

1. Tiizuk-i Jahang1ri, p.184; Mat"asiz-ill-Gmari', Ill, p.J61; Tazkarit-ul 
Umara, Ms. f.133. 

2. Tuzuk-i Jahinglri, p.337. 

3. Muhta-Nainsi-re-tili.yat, I, p.299; Ma •asiz-ul Umara, III, p.322. 

4. Matasiz-ul Umara, In, p.322. 

5. Akbar Nama, II, p.155; Muhti-llainsi-re-KhYat, 11:, p.3o1. 

6. A.iin-i Akba.ti, 181. 

7. A Contem:porary Dutch Chronicle of l'1ughal India, pp.25-26. 

8. Akbar Nama, III, p.78S; Iqbal N&na-i-Jahaniiri, p.474. 

9. vir ViDod, p.22). 

10. TUzuk-i Jahangiri, p.75. 
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Jai Singh Rajawat_: 

- 1 Jai Singh, son of Maha Singh held the man;ab of 10C0/1CXX) in 

September 1617.2 But according to Shah Nawaz Khan, at this occasion, he held 

the m.an;ab of 1(()()/5co.3 In October 1621, 'he was raised to 2000/1000.4 In 

April 162:;, his m.amab was increased to 3CXX)/1 ,400.5 Further, in }lay 1627, he 

was raised to 4CXJ:). 6 However, one may assUm.e that at this time his suwar rank 

was 2,500 or less as it is known on the authority of Bidshah Nama that in Snah 

Jahants 1st R.Y. (1627-28), his suwar rank ,was still 2,5oo.7 

Karam Chand Rajawat : 

Karam Chand son of Jagannath8 held the mangab of 2,000/1,500 in 

September 160:1.9 Further, nothing is known about any increase in his m.anaab 

during J ahangir' s reign. 

2. Ibid., p.192. 

3. M.a ';sil-ul Umara, III, p.568. 

4. TUzuk-i Jahamdri, p.337. 

5. Ibid., p.359. 

6. Jahingir•s farmin to Jai Singh, preserV:ed in Rajasthan State Archives, Bikaner. 

7. Lahori, Badshah Nama, I, p.12o. 

8. '1\izuk.-i Jahingiri, p.74; ~luhti Nainsi-re-KWz"!t, I, p.301, In Matasir-ul 
Umari {I, p.516), his name is given as Ram Chand. 

9. 'Iuzuk-i Jahangiri, p. 74, Ma •asi:r-ul Umara, I, p.516, Tazkarat-ul umara, 
Ms. f.155. 
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tvlidho Singh Rajawat 

-1 - 2 He was a son of Bhagwant Das and brother of H.an Singh. But in 

Talonila-i Akbar nima and TUzuk:-i Jaliangiri, he is mentioned as nephew of t-lan 'Singh 
. 3 -- 4 which is a slip. However, he was a member of the Rajawat ruling sub-clan. But 

Jahanglr incorrectly refers him as belonging to the Shai~awat branch.5 

In 1595, he held the mansab of 1 ,500. 6 Ni!aimia.din followed by 

Shai~ Farid Bhakkarl and Kewal RirJ inclUdes him in the category of Akbar• s 

man§abdars of 2,oco. 7 In 16o3, he was raised to 3,000/2,cx:IJ. 8 After Jahangir•s 

accession, he received the man§ab of 3 ,oco. 9 Afterwards nothing is lmown about 

the career of MBdho Singh. 

Maha Singh Rajawat : 

' - 10 He was a son of Jagat Singh, the eldest son of Man Singh. Baini 

1. Tabaqat-i Akbarl,_ p.385; ~akhirat-ul !'W.awinin, I, p.221; Muht'i Nainsi.-re-
Klliat, I, p.299; 1-Ia•isir-ul Umara, III, pp.321-22; Tazkarat-ul Umara, 
Ms. f.157. 

2. Muhta Nainsi-re-KAy"at, I, p.299. 

3. Akbar Nmna, III, p.833, 'I'uzuk-i Jahangiri, p.7. 

4. !akhlrat-ul !}}lawinin, Ms. f .110; 1-luhta Nainsi-re-Khyat, I, p.299; 
Banke Das-re-Kh.yat, w.124, 299. 

5. TUzuk-i Jahingiri, p. 7. 
6. lvln-i Akbari, p.1&. 
7. Tabag,at-i Akbari, p.38); ~aJ$ira t-ul Khawanin, I, p. 221; T~karat-ul 

Umara, Ms. f.157. 
8. Akbar Nama, III, p.82o. 

9. Tuzuk-i Jahamiri, p. 7. 
10. Akbar Nama, III, p.763; Tiizuk-i Jalianiiri, p.7; Iqbal Nama-i Jahangiri, p;l/J5; 

Muhti Nainsl-re-Kh.yat, I, p.297. 



1 Prasad says that he was a son of Man Singh which is obviously a slip. However, 

his name is not included in the lists of ~anpabdars given in hirr-i Akbari and 

Tabaqat-i Akbari. In March 16o5, he held;the man;ab of 2CAYJ/3oo • 2 

After Jahangir•s accession, he was raised to 2CXXJ/2cno.3 In April 

1612, he was raised to 3CX:0/2()(X). 4 In July 1614, his man;ab was increased to 

3,500/2,500.5 Further, in July 1616, he was promoted to 40XJ/3CXX>.6 
One does 

not come across the evidence suggesting further increase in the man§ab till his 

death in 1617.7 

Man Singh Rajawat : 

- -·'8 --Man Singh, son of Bhagwant Das was a member of the Rajawat ruling 

sub-clan. 9 But at one place, the author of ~akhirat-ul Iiliawanin describes him 

as belonging to the Shal~awat branch which is obviously a mistake. 10 

1. Baini Prasad, History of Jahangir, pp.121-22. 

2. Akbar Nama, III, p.839; Ma•asir-ul Umara, II, p.175; Tazka:i9t-ul tJmara, 
Ms. f .145. 

J. Tuzu~i Jahani1ri, p.7. 

4. Tuzuk-i Jahanglri, p.1o6; M.a•asit-ul Umara, II, p.175; Tazkarat-ul Umari, 
M.s. f.145'. 

5. Tuzu~i Jahaniiri, p.13o; Ma•asil-ul Umara, II, p.175; Tazkaiit-ul Umara, 
Ms. f.145. 

6. TUzuk-i Jahangiri, p.161; Ma •asir-ul umara, II, p.175; Tazkarat-ul Umara, 
Ms. f.145. 

7. Tuzuk-i Jahangirt, pp. HlS-87; 1>1a •asir-ul Umari, II, p.175; Tazkaiat-ul 
Umara, Ms. f. 145. 

8. Akbar Nama, III, pp.157-58. 
9· .Za.khirat-ul Khawar.iin, I, p.1oS; Ma'asiz-ul Umara, II, p.111; Banke nas-re-

$blat, p.123; Vir Vinod, p.1276. 
10. Zaldlirat-ul Khawazrln, I, p.1o3. 
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In 1595, he held the mansab of 5 ,ooo.1 On 26 August 16o5, he was 

raised to 7CJJ0/6coo. 2 But according to Shah Nawaz Khan, at this occasion, Man 

Singh was raised to 7000/7ooo.3 Man Singh is not known to have received aQY 

increase during Jahangir•s 1st R.Y. One may, therefore, assume that his man§ab 

during this time remained what it was at the .time of Akbarts death. However, 

R.N. Prasad seems to have misunderstood Ma'asi:r-i-Jahan!dri•s4text in making 

the statement that during the first R.Y. of Jaha:ngir• s reign, Man Singh's 

mansab was 5Cf:XJ.5 However, it appears that between the period 16()6-1613, 

Man Singh was demoted to 5CXD. Hawkins { 16o8-13) writing his account in 1613, 

includes Man Singh in the list of the m.an§abdars of 5ax>. 6 It is corroborated 

by the author of Zak:hiiG.t-ul Khawanin and .Huhta Nainsi. 7 t1an Singh died in 

July 1614.8 

Narain Das Ri~iawat ! 

He was a son of Khangar and grandson of Jagmil, a brother of Bhar Mal?~ 

1. Ayin-i Akbari, p.181. 
2. Akbar Nama, III, p.8:39; ~bal Nama-i Jahangiri, p.51o. 

1. Ma•asir-ul Umara, II, p.168. 
4. l"la •asir-i Jahangiri, Ms. r .36a.. 
5. R.B. Prasad, Raja Man Singh of Amber, p.120. 
6. Hawkins, Early Travels in India, Fd. by Foste~, p.98. 
7. Za§Dirat-ul Qla\i.irlin, I, p.1C9; i'iarwar-rit-Par,gana-re-Vigat, II, p.492. 

B. Tuzuk.-i Jah?ngiri, p. 130. 

9. Ayin-i Akbari, p.1b'1; Akbar Nama, II, pp.156-57; Huhta Nainsi-re-ID1Y%t, 
I, p.304. 



1 Towards the end of Jaoongir• s reign, he held the man~ab of 2000. 

Raj Singh Rajawat_: 

-1.1>-

He "Was a son of Askaran and a nephew of Bhar Mal. 2 In 1595, he 

3 held the m.a.Jl§ab of 900. In 1604, he was raised to 3,500/3 ,CCX). 
4 In 1Eo5, his 

mansab was augmented to 4CJ:YJ/3(XX).5 But according to Akbar Nama in 16o5, he was 

raised to )(XX) 'Which is obviously a slip because already in 16o4, in the same 

source, his man§ab is mentioned 3,500/3000 as noted above.6 However, one does not 

come across the evidence suggesting any increase in his man;ab till his death 

in 1615.7 

Rim Das Nan1ari fijawat : 

He was a son of Raj Singh.8 After his father's death in 1615, he 

received the ma.Il§ab of 1a:JJ/400.9 

1. Marwar-re-P argana-re-V igat, II, pp. 492'"'93. 
2. Akbar Nama, II, p.155; !yin-i Akbari, p.185; 11uhta Nainsi-re-Khyat, 

I, p.3a3. . 
3. "4,yin-i Ak:bari, p.183. 
4. Akbar Nama, III, p.&6. 
5. Iqbal Nama-i. Jahangiri, p.51o; 1-ta'asi:r-ul umara, n, pp.171-72. 
6. Akbar Nama, III, p.836. 
7. 'I'Uzuk-i Jahangiri, p.138. 
8.~. 

9 • .!!i£• Baini Prasad, the annotator of Ma'asir-ul Umara (Tr. II, p.579), at 
this occasion, confounded this Ram Das to Rim Dis U davat. 
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In August 1616, he was raised to 1000/500.1 Further, in 1617, his 

man§ab was increased to 1,500/700.2 But at this occasion, in the printed text 

of Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, the name of Ram Das•s father i~a slip3 because ~Singh, 
son of Jai Singh was born in September 1635.4 In 1623, he was raised to 2()(XJ/ 

1000.5 One does not come across the evidence suggesting further increase in his 

mar41ab during Jahangir•s reign. 

Gird.har Shaikbawat : 

Girdhar was a member of Sha11£:1awat branch being a son of Raisal 

--6 Darbari. In 1616, he held the man§ab of &1)/fr:f:J. 7 In July 1618, he was raised 

to 1000/a::xJ. 8 ln March, 1621, his marujab was increased to 1200/900.9 Further, 

in October 1622, he was raised to 2,000/1,500.10 One does not come across the 

/~ evidence suggesting fUrther increase in the man§ab till his death in December 16~~ 

1. TUzuk-i Jah"ingiri, p.164. 
2. Ma'asir-ul Umara, II, p.172; Ayin-i Akbari, Tr. Blochmann, p.51o. 
3. Tiizuk-i J ahane:Iri, p. 2Cfl. 
4. Vir Vinod, p.1295, H. Beveridge, the editor ofTUZuk-i Jahangiri ( Tr. by 

A.. Rogers, p.418) also stands on the same view. 
). TU"zuk-i Jah'ingiri, p.358. 
6. Ibid., p.7; Z~irat-ul Khawinin, Ms. f.110; Maiasir-ul U.ara, II, p.172; 

Tazkarat-ul Umara, l1s. r.152; Muhta Nainsi-re-Khtat, I, p.321. 
7. Tilzuk-i J ahanglri, p. 146; Taz kara t-ul Umara, Ms. f. 143. 
8. Tii'zuk-i Jahangiri, p.248; Tazkarat-ul Umara, l-is. f.143. 
9. TUzuk-i Jahingiri, p.332. 

10. ~·, p.356; Tazkarat-ul Umara, Hs. f.143. 
11. Tiizuk-1 Jahangiri, pp.374-75. 
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Manohar Shaikhawat : 

1 - - 2 Manohar son of Loonkaran belonged to the Shaikhawat branch. In 

1595, he held the mansab of J.m.3 I 

Pri thvi Chand Shaikhawat : 

He was a son of 1"1anohar Shai~awat. 4 In April 1616, he received 

the man;ab of 5oo/3oo.5 In July 1616, he was raised to 500/400.6 In 1618, his 
' 8 

ma~ab was increased to 700/450.7 He died in Januaey 1620. 

RB.isal Darbarl Sha1.khiwat : 

He belonged to the Shaik!'lawat branch. 9 In 1595, he held the uneab 

.I 10 . 11 of 1()(X)t250. In 16o2, he was ra1.aed to 2,500/1250. In 16o3, his man1ab was 

1. Akbar Nama, III, p.221; Tabaqat-i Akbari, 338-39; Ma'asi:r-i Rabimi, I, 
pp.$5-56. 

2. Tiizuk-i Jahinglri, p.54. 
3. 'Arlrr-i Ak:bari, p.184. 
4. TUZti.k':"i J ahingiri, p. 161. 

5. I.l&!:!., 157. 
6. 1..1?.!2.· .t p.161. 
7. Ibid., p.239; Tazkarat-ul um.ara, I>!:s. f. 133. 
8. TUzuk-i Jahang}ri, p.304. 
9 • .!£!!!• ,_p. 7; ~a!Wirat-ul 19lawanin, Ms., f.11o; Maiasit-ul umara, II, p.172; 

Tazkarat-ul Umara, Ms. f .152. 
10. 'jzin-i Akbarl, p.182. 
11. Akbar Nama, III, p.&J::). 
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increased to )OX).1 After Jahangi:'r• s accession in 1605', he received the man;ab 

of 3000 i.e. perhaps 3000/3000.2. At the time of his death, he held the manpab 

of 5ooo.3 He died perhaps between 16o6-1616 as it is known that his son Girohar 

was given the man§ab and tika of Khande"la in 1616.4 

Rim Das Udavat : 

Be comes from the old leaf of the Kachawahi clan. He is identified 

as Udavat by his father's name uda.5 In 1595, he held the man§ab of 500.6 In 

March 16o?, he was raised to 2ocn/200. 7 In 1to5, Jahangir raised him to 3coo. 8 

In 1613, at the time of his death9, he held the man§ab of 5000.10• 

1. Tazkarat-ul Umara, Ms. r.152. 

2. Tiizuk-i J ahangiri, p. 7. 

3. Shikhar Vansotpati, p.21. 

4. TUzuk-i Jalianilri, p.1lt>; 1'1uhta Nainsi-re-Khyat_, I, p.321. 

5. ~akbirat-ul !iliawariin, I, p.238; Muhta Nainsi-re-!\hyat, I, p.331; 
Matasii-ul Umara, TI, p.331. 

6. gin-1 Akbari, p.184. 

7. Akbar Nama, III, p.837. 

8. TUzuk-i Jahangiri, p.9. 

9• Ibid., p.123. 

10. Hawkins, ~r1y Travels in India, p.98; ~akh.irat-ul 1\bawanin, I, p.240. 
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CHAP'I'ER ill 

OIDINARY KACHAWAHA TROOPEliS SERVING 'HIE 
MUGHTI,i FhPIRE : COM.POSITION AND STWC'lURE 
OF M CONTINGENTS .Q! ~THE KACHAWAHA NOBLES 

It seems one great anxiety of tbe Mu~uls from the very begilming, was 

to recruit ordinary retai.Jlers in the' contingeJltS commam.ded by the nobles from 

among various Indian groups. From a perusal of Baba.mima, one gets the 

impression that owing to the general, hostility of the common people towards 

the Mu@uls, Babur had found it difficult to augment his armed forces. For 

this purpose, he seems to have relied mainly on whatever co-operation he was 
I 

able to get from certain sections of 
1

the Af~an and Shaikhzada nobles recruited 

to his service after the battle of Panipat.1 One can on.ly conjecture that 

those retainers {referred to by Babnr as Tarkash bandin) who were recruited 

in Hirxliistan with the help of the A:f~an nobles2 would be mainly Indian 

Muslims, the Af~ans as well as others, having clese links With their erst 

while chiefs. Apparently, after Hiimayiin•s defeat at the hands of Sher Sh~h, 

the Afgllins must have been almost totally eliminated from the Mughul centin-

gents. Naturally, Akbar could not entirely depend en the recruitment of 

' soldiers for the fast expanding contingents of his officers on the non-A.f~an 

1. Baburnama, Tr. Beveridge, A.S., pp-523-24. 
I -2. Cf. Bibur Nama, Tr. p.526, wherein it is stated that in May 1526, ShaiJ2'!_ 

Chulam joined Babur• s service with his retainers. For the fact that by 
1527 a considerable part of the contingents of Baburts even TUrarii nobles 
consisted ef HindUstani retainers. See, .1£!!!•, p.538. 
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groups among the Indian Muslims. It would seem that by taking into Imperial 

service the Rajpi"t chiefs, Akbar might have hoped to obtain the extra advantage 

of being able to utilise the services of ord.ina17 RajpUt peasants as retainers 

on a wider scale. 1 We have no evidence to ascertain the number of the Rajplits 

or for that matter retainers belonging to aey other Hindu community in the 

contingents of the Mughul nobles before 1561. But one may assume that these 

elements must have be~n there to some extent. Naturally enough, with the 

entry of a considerable number of Rajp\it chiefs in the service, the over all 

strength of Hindtr retainers in the Mughul amed ferces would also go up. 

Initially, this would be mainly accounted by those constituting the contingents 

of the Rajplit chiefs. It is however known that with the passage of time the 

number of Rajput retainers in the contingents of all the nobles became consi-

derable. In certain cases, some of the 'l.Uranf and Irani nobles wtllld have. 

mainly the RijpU.ts as their retainers. 'l'he mest interesting case in this 

respect was that of Mah-abat ~an.2 It is, therefore, quite understandable that 

while deciding to take the RlijpU.t nobles in his service in large numbers. Akbar 

Il1USt :have had in mind this aspect as well. 

1. cf. Akbar Nama, Vol. II, p.204. Abu.-1. Fa~l justifies the abolition of Jizph .. 
in 1564 on the ground that under Akbar 'those belonging to ether religiensr 
were also rendering mill tary service to the state. The context in which this 
statement occur suggests that it refers not only to the Rijput chiefs but 
to common HindUs also. 

2. In 1626, five or four thousand Rijpiits, in the service of .Mahabat !Qlan 
played an important part in establishing his control over the Imperial camp •. 
See, TU"zuk-i JahaniLri, p.402; Iqbil Niina-i Jahailgirf, p.601; ~'tl. !!_ama-i 
Nur Jahan Begam, Ms., f.Z'?a, Mafisir-i Jab.Sng"lrf, Ms., f.198:>, 1\nf:ata:3.-
Akhoar, Ms. f .234, The Travels of Peter Mumy, II, p.2ct), Storia-do"'Mogor, 
II, p.164, Ma•isir-ill-umara, III, p.J92, VI'r VI"nod, II, p.)Cfl. 
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II. Ordinary Kachawaha Troopers JE the Service of .!lliU1u&ul Nobles! 

There exists sufficient evidence suggesting that, during Jahahgir 1s 

reign, a considerable number of Kachairahas as well as non-Kachawaha Rajputs 

were included in the contingents of the nobles belonging to different 

t . 1 ca egones. This would be true for the reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzib 

as well. •Arz-oehahra•docum.ents, preserved in Andhra Pradesh Archives, 

Hyderabad, establish conclusively that from Shah Jehan• s reign onwards, the 

TUranl, frinl, Afghan and the Shaikhzada nobles would have a considerable 

number of Rajput troopers in their contingents.2 To give a specific example, 

one knows on the authority of Aou~ Fa~l rramuti, that the contingent of Aghar 

~an, a noble of Aurangzib•s period, consisted entirelY of Rijpllt and Afghan 
j 

retainers. 

For Jahangir•s reign, one is able to prepare a long list of Rajplits 

serving in Mahabat Kllants contingent, The list appended at the end ef this 

Chapter giving the names of 21 such persons and those of the places where their 

Eattas were located, has been prepared mainly w:i. th the help of infonnatien 

derived from Muhta Nainsi-re-I\hi9.t. It would be of interest te note that in 

this list of 21 persons, 8 are KachaWhis, 7 Chauhans, 1 si.sod:ia, 2 Rathores. 

1 • See, Table 'A', There can be cited maey such cases from the later .Mughul 
period also. Some of the nobles of that period are known for having mainly 
the Rajput as their retainers. One such noble of the period was !hin-i 
Dau:riin. See, Tirilm.-i Sh8.hadat-i Farru}Stlsiyar-wa-Julus-i .Mugammad Shah, 
p.132, cited by z.u. Malik, A Mughul Statesman of the Eighteenth Century: 
Kh.air-i Dauran, pp.56-57. One also comes across a reference in Banke Das-re-
Khyat, p.132 to a certain noble of the same period who had in his service 
Kumbo Harrajot Parihar. 

2. R.A. Alavi, "New Light on Mughal Cavalry", Medieval India: A Miscellaey, 
Vo. II, Table tFt, PP•95-<)7. 

3. Arul Faz1111a'.I!Ulri, T~rlkll::i Aurangzlb, Ms. f.145b, cited by H. Athar Ali, 
The Hughal NobilitY Under Aurangzjb, P• 164. 
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and 3 Bhati's. 1 Some of these persons are described as holding pattas or sub-

assignments which would go to show. that they were mostly petty officers in the 

service of the noble. It is also worth noting that all these sub-assignments 

are described as located in l!ijpU.tana. This might be interpreted as indicating 
ja-gl:rs 

a ten:iency on the part of the Mughul nobles having/in Rajp\itani to give sub-

assignments to their Rajput subordinates in the regions located close to 

latter's native places. 2 

One may further conjecture that the ordinary troopers employed by these 

Rajput petty-officers would generally belong to their own clans. It may, 

therefore, be assumed that the proportion of the ordinary troopers belong to 

the various JiijpUt clans within the contingent of a noble like Mahabat Khan, 

would correspond to that found among petty-officials employed by him. However, 

as we have no estimate of the total munber of the petty office·»~ 

in \he service of Mahabat Khan, it is not possible to get an,v idea of the 

ratio that would ordinarily obtain between Rajputs and other categories of 

the troopers in the contingents of the Mughul nobles other than the Rajplits. -
Another interesting feature in this respect seems to be the presence of 

a considerable number of Kachal{ahas in the contingents of the chiefs of Marwar 
holding imperial maruJabs during the period, 1572-17CO. There is appended at 

the em of this chapter another lis.t of 165 persons who were in the service 

1. See Table • A • • 

2. Op. Cit. 
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of the Rithore chiefs at different points of time during this period. In 

this list are incJnded the names of persons holding pattis of different values 
1 

ranging from~ 1000 to R>.25000. The biggest patti of R>.250X> was held by a 

Kachawf~~iin Singh Shaikhawat. 2 Out of these 165 persons, 23 were the 
a 

Kacl}Wa.has, 4 Sisodias, 14 DeJre~s, 6 Songar Chauhans 1 66 Bha tis, 1 Sankhla, 

48 - 1 - 3 Chauhans, 2 Muslims and Charan. · It may, however, be noted that none 

of the Kacha'Wahas is described as holding a raatta of less than Rs.30X>. 4-

Taking a clue from Muhti Nainsi•s statement that the value of a I!tti assigned 
5 

for one horseman would be R>.1000, it may be assumed that most of the 

Kachawihas employed by the Rathores were pett,y-officers having under their 

command 3 or more horsemen. One may thus conclude that, throughout the 

17th century., which includes Jahangir•s reign, a considerable number of 

Kachawabi"s were serving in the contingents of the Ri'thore chiefs as petty-

officers. Though on the basis of the information available, it is not possible 

to say with any degree of certainty as to what was the exact position in this 

respect under J ahaiigir. 

The tendency on the part of the KachaWShi" troopers to take up service 

under the non-Kachawaha, nobles during Jah.angir• s reign would partly be a 

1. See, Table •B•. 
2. Muhta Na!nsi-re-Kh.yat, I, p.319. 

3. These figures are derived from Table •B•. 
4. See Table •B•. 
5. r>~a:rwir-re-Pargana-re-VJEat, II, pp.~1o. 
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consequence of a notable fall in the total of the mansabs held by the Kachawahi 

nobles. A comparison of the total suwar ranks held by the KachaWihas under 

Akbar with those of Jahangir•s reign brings forth telling results. The 

KachawaJia m.ansabdars of Akbar• s ~ign who continued to serve under J ahingir, 
1 - cne 

commanded 26,100 suwirs. But on the death of each/of these nobles his successo: 

was granted comparativelY a smaller ramk by Jahangir. Hence, a situation was 

gradually arrived at 'Wherein while the total number of the Kachawahi nobles 

in the Mughul service increased, the Illl.Illber of troopers camn.anded by them 

went down sharply. Thus we find that in the 10th R. Y. of Shah J ahan • a reign 
2 

( 1637-38) the total of the suwir ranks of the Kachawruiis came up to only 11 ,oco 

1. See, supra. 

2. This is borne out by the fact that during Sh'ilh Jahin• s 10th R,Y. 1 the 
following Kachawiaha nobles held the man;abs: 

S,No. Name Man§ab 
,Zat Suwar 

1. Jai Singh 5 ,CXXJ 5,CXXJ 
2. Rim Dis Na:rwari 2,(X)() 1 ,<XX> 
3. Dwirki Dis 1,500 '500 
4. Gopal Singh 900 6oo 
5. Tilok Cham tOO 500 
6. Ugar Sin 8:>o 400 
7. Bhoj Raj eoo 400 
8. Har Rain 700 3oo 
9· Roop Singh 700 3co 

10. Udai. Bhin 6oo 400 
11. Ugar Sen 6oo 400 
12. Nar Singh 500 400 
13. Chancier Bbin 500 400 
14. Mathura Dis 500 400 

Total t5' ,900 11,CX:O 

For reference, see r.i.hort, B ad.sha.h Nama, Vol. I, pt,II, PP•294-322, 
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almost half of the corresponding m.mber for the eirl of Akbar's reign. One 

may thus assume that a large number of the retainers belonging to the Kachawaha 

clam who would lose employment as a result of gradual reduction in the total 
, -•s reign 

suwar ranks held by the Kachaw"Sha nobles during Jahinglrfwould become avail-

able to join the contingents of other, DQbles.1 

III. Composition .2f ~ Contingents : · 

It is a plausible hypothesis that from the very begirming a majori cy- of 

the retainers in the contingents of the Kachawahi nobles belonged to their own 
belonged 

clan. Those from among the Kachawahas given :bnperial mall§abs/exclusively to 

two leading sub-clans, namely, the Rajawats arrl Shaikhawats; the fozmer being 

more numerous arrl enjoying· higher man;abs. The third most :numerous and in-

fluencial sub-clan of the Kachaw'i.bas, the Narookis were by am large excluded 

from imperial service. 2 The same was true of restor the miner sub-clans like 

theRUmbhani, Nind.arki, KundaUi, Ralnot, Karniwat, Jogi 8lXi the Hamirpoti 

KachaWahas. These people were mainly employed by the Kachatmhi nobles in 

their contingents. Narooki"s were exclusively employed by the Rajawat oobles. 

Under the Rijawat ch~iefs of Amber, the comma:OO of the vangt1ard was traditiert"' 

ally entrusted to the Narookis. For example, W Singh Narooki used to command 

1. See, Infra. 

2. A. few Narookis seem to have entered the imperial service during Shih Jahan's 
reign. Chander Bnan Naroo_!Ea, for instS!!ce, !as given a mall§ab of 500/400. 
See, Bidsnah Nama of L8hori, p.322; Vir Vinod, p.376. 
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the vanguard in Bhi.r Mal•s contingent. 1 1\lu IQlin Narooki served as the 
- 2 comman:ler of the vanguard under Ivlan Singh. They also held important posts in 

the contingents of the chiefs of Amoer. Bhainru Narooki was the faujdar of the 

elephant stable in the . contingent of 1'1an Singh. 3 Similarly, the Kumbhani and 

the Nindarka Kachawihas served under the lijiwat chiefs, 4 while the Kun:Ialki, 

Ralnot and the Kamawa t Kachawihas ren:lered service, mainly umer the Shaikhawat 

chiefs of )fanoharpur. The Kal"lliwat KachaW&has apparently had the status of 

Pra.dhans (some kind of local chiefs or zamindirs ) in Manoharpur.5 

It would, however, be incorrect' to assume that all the members of these 

sub-clans would be serv-ing under the respective Rajawat and Shai@.awat chiefs 

on account of their feudal obligations or some other kind of traditional ties • 

One often comes across evidence suggesting that the members of the same sub-clan 

would be serving under different chiefs. For instance, while some of the members 

of J ogl and Hamlrpota sub-clans rendered service to the chief ci.f' Amber and se:me 

others to the chief of Naraina. This would bring out that not all the Dlellbers 

of a sub-clan would be serving necessarily un:ler their super~ chief's who had 

traditional claims over them. It would be reasonable to asBUJ~e that all those 

taking up service under chiefs not having &!V traditional claim over their sub-

clans would be doing so in return for payment thrrugh patti. 

1. vir-Vinod, II, p.1375. 
2. Akbar Nama, III, p.336; l"luhta Nainsi-re-KhYit, I, p.315. During operations 

against Mirza ljak1m•s forces around Nilab in January, 1581, the command of 
the vanguard of the army sent under Man Singh was held by ~lu Ig:tan Narooki. 

3. r-tuhta Nainsl-re-Khz!t, I, p.313; Binke Das-re-Khycit, p. 124. 
4. Muhta fialns1-re I}bYat, I, pp.329-33o. 
5. ~., 329, 332. It would tend to suggest that the service rendered by them 

to the Shaikhawat chiefs w-ould be in the nature of . feudal obligation 
rather than in lieu of a sub-assignment or patta. 
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Lastly, in addition to the retainers belonging to their own clans, the 

Kachawaha nobles also employed a considerable number of retainers belonging 

to other Rajptit as well as non-Rajp\it groups. Among the Rajpj.t retainers 

other than Kacha'Whas, there were persons belonging to such diverse groups 

as the Bhatia, Songars, ·sankhJ.a, ,Sod..h.as ~nd. the Pamirs. Most of these appear 

to be mercinaries, not necessarily belonging to the Ka.chaliiha terri. toties 

whose services were hired on the basis of payment through ~ttas. 1 

1. The following Rajput chiefs belonging to Sodha, Bhiti, sankhl.i, Songar and 
Panwir clans are reported to have been in the service of the Kachawlaha 
chiefs of Amber. 

The Sodhas of Amarkot: According to Muhta Nainsi the desceniants of 
Viram Dave Sodha were in the service of the chief of Amber. Ratan Singh 
Sodha•s sons, belonging to the same family, were also in their service. It 
is known that one of the sons of Ratan Singh, Sher Iglan (apparently a Muslill) 
was given Murida (situated in 750 10•E. 260 56•N) in patta. (M.K, I, 356). 

Bhati_! of ~gal (a pargana in sarki'r BikS:ner, see !jin, Tr. II, 
p.g&) and Kh~ijalira (could not be identified): According to Bink:e Das, 
RS.ipalot BhSti of Khaijalara served under Bhagwant Das (B.K., p.117), Ase 
Blfati served under Bhagwant Das (M.K., II, p.145). Narain Das Bhatf ard 
Patto Bh-ati, belonging to the same family, served under l'Htn Singh and M.idhe 
Singh respectively. (M.K., II, pp.145, 151); ManoharDas and his brother, 
Ragho Dis Bhatl, belonging to the same/served under Bhagwant Dis•s son, 
Pratap Singh (~., p. 152, B. K., p. 151" ). Mahesh Das Bnati belonging to the 
same family served under Min Singh•s son, Sabal Singh (M,K., I, p.150). 

One of the sankhla families of Runicha (same as Rnn, a ~rgana . 
in sarkir Nigore, See lfin, Tr. II, p. 2&) served umer the chiefs of Amb'er. 
Balkaran Sankhla was in the service of :Min Singh. He was given 84. villages 
in ;:}gana Run as patta located Min Singhts jagir in sarkir Nagore. (M.K., 
I, p. 42). 

Midho Das Songar ( rf€ionnot known) served under Mirza Raja Jai 
Singh (B.K., p.153 ). 

Kishan Singh Panwar ( :regionnot lmown) served urrler Rim Dis 
Kachawa.ha. m!t of Patalpotha, i1s., cited by R.N. Prasad, Raja Man S;n&h 
of Amber, p.11 • 
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On the other hand, it will be er~neous to suppose that the Rajpiit 

chiefs, as is stated in Storia-do.-Mogor am Nidix-az-zamani, had only RSjpiit 

retainers in their contingents. 1 From :K,bula§at-us Sty!q, it is known that the 

RSjput nobles were to have one sixth retainers in their contingents from non-

Rajplit groups. 2 The description given in Khulci§at-us syaq (compiled in 17o3) 

would apply more appropriately to the situation obtaining urrler Aura.ngzib. 
I 

But one may infer that the trerxi must have been there under Jahangfr and Shah 

Jahan.3 It is, in aey- case, lmown that the Kachawaha chiefs had Muslim 

soldiers in their a~ even before their joining the .t-1ughu.l service. Hasan - . 
Khan Sur, the father of Sher Shih Sur, was for some time in the service of 

{/ Raimal Shal~awat, the grand father of I Biisal narbari. 4 They appear to have 

continued to employ the Muslims in their centingents after joining the Mughul 

service. Min Singh had a considerable number of Muslim soldiers in his 

contingent.5 

1. Storia-do-H.~ by t-1anucci, II, pp.407-o8; Nadir-az Zaminf by ~msal Chand; 
Ms. f.1o7Z;: cited from Irvin, The Anqy of the I:rxii.an Mughals, p.36. 

2. Kbuli§at-us S~~' Ms. f.54b; compare, Athar Ali, The Mugbal Nobility under 
Aurangzeb, p. 1 4. 

' 3. Cf. •Arz-o-chahra documents, preserved in Andhra Pradesh Archives, Hyd.erabad; 
show that under Sh8h Jahan, the Hindu-nobles employed a considerable members 
of Muslim troopers; ·see, R.A. Alavi, "New Light on Mughal CavaJ.rT', Medieva: 
India -A Miscellw, Table •F •, p.97. 

4. Akbar N~, I, p.147; Ma•asir-ul Umara, II, p.172; Tazkirat-ul umara, Ms. 
f.152; Iyln-i Akbarf, I, Tr. BlochmalUl1 p.462; compare, K.R. Qanungo, 
Sher Shah and His Times, p. 7 

5. 1a.ldJlrat-ul IQlawariin, I, p.107; Raja Ajeet Singh ( 1681-1724) of Jodh~r 
also seems to have employed Muslim retainers in his contingent. A certain 
Badar Khan, son of l!asan Khan, is mentioned as having been in his service. 
See, Marwal-re-Pargana-ri.;vfgat, II, p.410. 
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In addition to this, the Kachaw8ha chiefs also employed non-li"jpiit 

Hin.dU retainers in their contingents. For example, the charans were also 

included in their contingents. Their work was to encourage the soldiers by 

their martial music during the course of a battle. Hipa Charan, who was in 

the service of Kan Singh, played martial music during the Battle of 

Ahmedabad ( 15'73). 1 Side by side With these functions, these people performed 
2• 

certain military functions as well. Hapi Charan, for instance, had one 

hundred elephants under his command. 3, There can be also cited silllilar cases 

regarding the Rajpiit chiefs other than the Kachawahis. These retainers would 
.. 

generally belong to castes and communities settled in the territories under 

the ml&y of the respective chieftains. They may mt necessarily be restricted 

to the so-called martial races or groups recognised as Kchatriyas. M.aey of 

them would belong to such aboriginal communities, settled in Rajputana as the 

Bhi.ls, 4 Meenas,5, Thories6 and the Chatiyis. 7 Rini Prata.P of Mewi'r empl.Gyed 

1. AkbarN~, III, p.55; VIr-1&iod, II, p.1283. 
2. Storia-do-Mogor, II, p.411. 
3. Zald.lirit-ul lQ!awinin, I, pp.1d>-o7; Ma •asir-ul umara, II, p.168; 

Vir-Vfnod, II, p.1283. -in 
4. They l~ed in the ngion extending from Ajmer/to Gujarat. inand Rim •ukhlis, 

an 18th century writer, holdsthat they were robbers and skilful hunters, 
wearing clothes mostly of leaves. See, Mar•at-ul Istilih, M.s., f.1e4b; 
cited by W. Irvine, The An;r of the Indian Mughals, p.170. 

5. Meenas were settled in Amber, Kota, Bundi am Mewar territories. See 
Tod, II, p.2&. 

6. A criminal tribe described by Ted as expert thieves. They were scattered 
all over Rajpiitana-. Their services would be sometimes employed for 
escorting caravans. ~' p.261 • 

. 7. Chatiyas or Jats were mainly' an agricul'b:lral community. They were scattered 
in Rajpiitana; Punjab, Indus, Yamuna and Ganges. Ibid. 1 I, p.88. 
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- 1 -Bhils in his army. Similarly, sinval Das, an officer of Rani Raj Singh had 

only Meenas, T.h.ories ani Chat:l:yas in his corps. 2 

IV. Organisation of ~ Contingents :' 

It is significant that most of the members of a family would have a 

tendency to serve under the same chiefi For instance, most of the members of 

a family of Akhey Raj Bhati of Pugal .. were in the service of Bhagwant Das •s son 

- 3 . - -Pratap Singh. Similarly, all the family members of Sihar 'Sankhla " 
under 

of Rnnicha served/ the chiefs of Amber. 4 

Another significant aspect of the organisation of the contingents of 

the Kacha~aha nobles appears to be an implicit recognition of the principle of 

hereditary succession so far as their :RijpU.t followers were concerned. On the 

demise of a head of a family, his eldest son would take his place as the head 

of the sub-clan or family serving a particular chief. Sometimes the son would 

inherit the titles am perhaps offices also held by his father, For instance, 

it is lmown that the title of nao that was given by Bhir Mal te til Singh 

Narooki5 continued in his fami.Jy down to Jai Singh •s time, tal Singh's graiXlsot 

1. Raj Ratnakar, Ms. f.35a, cited by G.N. Sharma, Mewar and the Mughal Em.peNrs, 
p.85. 

2. Waqa:t-sarkar-i Ranthambhore-ri A:imer, pp.436-37. 

3. Muhta Nalnsi-re-1\&at, II, p,2&, 

4. Ibid,, I, p.342. 
- -5. Ibid., I, p.318; Vir-Vinod, II, p.1375. 
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Kalyan Singh also held the same title under Jai Singh.1 Similar instances 

can be cited regarding almost all the sub clans and families serving as 

retainers of the Kachawaha chiefs.2 

Another notable aspect of the orgamsation of the contingents of the 

Kachawahas appears to be the existence of a distinct hurarehy marked by titles 

and pffices of different kind as well as differences in the emoluments. It 

would not be an exaggeration to s~ that the entire set up would t~nd te be a 

replica of the organisation of the Mu~ul officers. Titles like Rao and Beti 

(son) would be given to individuals to distinguish them from othe~s;3 There 

1. Muhti Nai..nai-re~b.yat, I, p.318. 

2. There are a number of instances of fa.m.i.lies continuing in the service or· the 
Kachawiha chiefs for generations. These are other than the Narookia about 
whom we have already quoted an example in the text. Some of these instance$ 
are given below: 

!fter the demise of R8ffi Shih Kachawahi, his eldest son took his place 
and served Hirzi Raja Jai Singh (.ti..!.,, I, p.310). Similarly, after the 
death of Raj Singh, his son Kesri Singh took his place ani serve& under 
Mirza Raja Jai Singh (M.K, I, p.)17). After the demi:MI of Va'agh · _ ji 
Kachama, his eldest son, Budh Singh, took his place under Man Sir~gh. 
After the death of Budh Singh, his son Shyam Singh succeeded hill and served. 
under Mirza Ra~a Jai Singh (M.K., I, pp.308-cJJ). Silllilarly, it is wwn 
about a sinkhla family who joined service uzxler Bhir Mal and contirnled down 
to l1irza Raja Bhao Singh's time ( 1621 ). (M.K., I, p.342). 

It appears that the same situation was prevailing in the contingents 
of the Rathorea chief's of Jodhpur. In 1623, Shas Hal Bhati, belonging te 
Jalsalroir, joined the service of Raja Sur Singh. He was given fourteen 
villages including village Oasa in patti. After his death, his sen Keshe 
Das succeeded him and received five villages including Oasa in patta. 

(M.K,, II, pp.96-97; See, Table rBt also). 

3. The title of Rao was given to LSJ. Singh Narooki" and lat,ier to his grarrlson, 
Kalyin Singh, by the Kachawaha cKefs. Fateh Singh and his son, Kalyan Mal, 
belonging to the same family were treated as his own children by Mirza Raja 
Jai Singh. See,~' I, p.318; V,V., II, p.1375. 
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survive evidences suggesting the existence of offices and positions under 

these nobles which would invariablY carr,y with them special responsibilities 
1 as well as emoluments. The person: occupying such ciffices would enjoy higher 

or distinct positions as compared to rest of the members of the contingents. 

In certain cases, individuals serving under the Kachawaha chiefs would 

be employing their own retainers for which they would be paid by the chief 

in the form of pattas. This would tend to create within the contingent of a 

Kachawaha noble two kir.ds of troops, one would be the categor,r of gentleman 

trooper or a petty officer, holding a considerable sub-assignment and second, 

ordinary horsemen in the direct employment of the chief as well as that of one 

of his subordinates. 2 It is significant that some times even individual 

horsemen in the direct employment of the noble would be paid through sub-

assignments.3 Taking clue from the evidence that survives regarding the 

contingents of Rathore chiefs df Jodhpur one may conjecture that towards 

1. l"iirZa aSja Jai Singh appointed Manucci as the comamer of the artillery in 
his contingent in 1664, on the payment of fupees 10 per day. See, St•ria-
do~"iogor, rrt, p.113. 

Bha::i..nru Narooki was the faujdar of eley:hant stables in Man Singht s 
contingent. See, Muhta Nainsi-re-Khy'at, I, p.313, Banke Das-re-Kbtat, p.124 

On occasions, the chiefs would entrust the coDI!l.aiXi of expeditions 
to their officers. In 1650, l"lirziflja Jai Singh, on being asked by Shih 
Jahan to curb the rebels of Kama~Pahari, directed his subordinate, Rie 
K&lYan Singh Narooki, to perform this task. See, Muhts: Nainsi-re-Khy§t, 
I, p.318, VIr Vinod, II, p.1375. 

2. Vir Vinod, II, p.1375. 

3. Sher Iglin Sodha,who was in the service of a Kachawah8 chief,was given 
l'1orada in patta. M,K., r, p.356. 

Similarly, Raja Ajeet Singh {1681-1724) of J'dhpur also sub-assigned 
a number of villages of Sinchar pargana to his retainers. See, Marwarre:-
Pargana-re-Vfr;at, II, pp.40&-1o. See also Waqai...,Sarkar-i Ranthambhore-wa 
A.jmer (Ms., p.359) wherein it is reported that Man Singh, the j~ir-dar of 
pargana Arain, sub-assigned the villages of the pargana in Tankh to his 
reta1ners. 
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• 

Aurangzib•s reign ordinariJy an hors~•s salary under KachaWShas would be 

equal to the revenue proceeds of 400 bighas of land in Amber and the surrounding 

pargan;,a. The gentlemen-troopers would be paid for the maintenance of fixed 

number of horsemen attached to them according to the same rate though it goes 

without saying that there.would be considerable variations in the number of 

horsemen allotted to individual gentleman trooper which would in turn go to 
. 1 

detenmine his salary as well as place in the hierarchy. 

It has already been established that under the great Mughuls, the nobles 

would pay more to the retainers of 'I'Uranf an:l Irani origin than those belonging 

to Hindtlstin itself. Under Akbar, 2 the foreigners were paid lb.5 per ~onth more 

than their IIldian counterparts.3 It seems this discrimination against the 

Hind:Ustan:is persisted down to Aurangiibts time. 4 It would be of interest to 

find out as to what attitude the Kachawa~a nobles would have in this respect. 

There does not exist any evidence suggesting any such discrimination practised. 

by them. But one cannot be very sure regarding this point as all the evidence 

1. Fran. Marwaz-re-Pargana-re-vigat (II, pp.408-10} it is known that unaer the 
Ratbore chiefs of Jodhpur, troopers were paid according to the same re.te. 
Probably 1 a similar situation would be prevailing in the contingents ef the 
Kachawana chiefs. 

From the same source, it is known that the gentleaa.n trooper 
employed in contingents of the Rathore chiefs wculd have 2 to 4 horsemen 
under him. One may conjecture that the situation in the Kachawah.i. contin-
gents will not be basically different f~aLobtaining in those of the Rathores 

2. See, Supra. 
3. While the TUran:f and iran{ troopers were paid Rs.25 per month, the Hindtlstanis 

were given ~20 per month. See gfn-i Akbari, I, p.175. 
4. Ta.Ifawwur Khan,. the governor of Ajmir in '1680-81, paid to the TUrani- troopers 

more than the Hindustams. See, Wasai!..i Sarki'r-i Ranthambho:r-wi-Ajm§r, p.355 
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that survive relate to Indian nobles, mainly the Rajpilts, having their sdb-
assignments in or around par~na Amber. However, from a closer scrutiny of 

the same evidence, one feature clearly emerges, namely, most of the Muslim 

retainers, foreigners as well as HindU'stanis, of the Kachawaha nobles were, 

apparently given sub~ssignments in their jrg;:frs located outside Amber 

territor.y. This is borneout by the absence of any mention of a sub-assignment 

or ~att& held by Muslim retainers in or around pargana Amber. 

From a passage in Manucci•s account, one gets the impression that besiies 

the troops hired through payment in the form of sub-assignments, there was 

yet another category of retainers consisting purely of the Rij:pUts, who were 

apparently peasant proprietors or petty zam.Iniars rendering service to the 

Raja in return for traditional obligations.1 Apparently, this categer,y of 

"' retainers would be supplied by the (peasant coiiUTIUni tie.!] armual.ly in a fixed. 
' ~ c- :mmber. When one batch would complete its period of service, they vouli 

be · 2 
return to their land and would/replaced by other men from the :same ce1111llUllity. 

1. Storia-do-Mogor, II, p.411. Mamcci•s pointed referenee to the tact that 
the lani • given• by the Rija to this categor,y of people was for tcultivatient 
and that they themselves tilled the land. goe&to show that this arrangement 
was different from the system of revenue · a:ssign-nents (pattaairi). 

2. Storia-do-Mogor, II,. p.411. "The greater number of these rajahs dwell in 
the plains, 'Where their lands bring them in many sorts of supplies. The laM. 
is cultivated by their vassals <Jr-subjects., who are called. R.ajputs - that is, 
'rajahts son•. They have no other occupation, knowing nothing but how to 
till the soil or take a part in warfare. For this reason the rajahs pay 
them onq in land., 'Which is given for them to cultivate as a means of sub-
sistence, on condition that they keep horses and be re~ to go out to fight 
when they are called upon. When they have assembled, the rajah joins them; 
then, at the end of a twelve month, fresh men arrive from their home country, 
and the first levy returns home, They all conduct themselves in one manner" • 
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Mamcci has not indicated as to whether this rotation of levies was regulated 

by" the chiefs or by the communities suppJying them. Neither1 is it possible 

to say with a:t\Y degree of definiteness as to what would be the allowances 

payable to them during the period1 they would be campaigning with the chiefs, 

But most. probably the procurement of arms and maintenance of horses would be 
own 

their/responsibility or the responsibility of their communities. This evidence 

provided by Manucci cannot be brushed aside as mis-representation of the ,Eatti"-

dari situation1 simply because it tends to give a slightly different picture of 

the relationship of the Rajput Chiefs with their followers from the one painted 

by other sources including traveller~ accounts like Bernier's Travels in the 

Mu.ghal Empire. 1 Manucci had joined Jai Singh's service in 1664 as the commander 

of his artiller.l and appears to have remained in that position for quite some 

time. His observations regarding the organisation of the contingents of the 

Rajpiit nobles would be baaed on his personal observation of the situation 

under Jal Singh. 

Hence in the light of the above, it would appear that within the contin-

gents of the Kachawahanobles, besides other categories, two basic categories 

in which all their retainers Could be divided., would be those of the pattidil'ls 

1. Bernier clearly states, "These horsemen are called Ragipous (Rajpiits) or 
sons of Rajas. Their military occupation, as I have stated elsewhere, 
descends from father to son, and every man received a grant of land on 
condition that he be always prepared to mount his horse and follow the 
Raja, whither he shall command". Travels in the Mughal Enmire1 pp.39., 208. 

2. Storia-d~ogor, II, p.113. 
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or sub-assignment holders on the one hand and the Bhwui.as ani peasant culti-

vators on the other, although it is difficult to s~ as to what.ratio would 

be maintained between them. The later category, in aey case, it appears from 

Manucci's statement, would entirely consist of the RajJiits, probably of the 

Kachawaha clan. 
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T A B L E 'A' 

Raj:Puts in the service of Zamima Beg, entitled Maliabat !Qlin (d. 1634 A.D.) 

S.No. N Clan Sub-asnignment R e f e r e n c e s Remarks a m e and or 
Sub-clan Patta 

1. Bihiri Das Nathawat Kachawahi 
( Ri.jawat) k!.Jh, I, p.31o. 

2. Bihari Das • s son A jab Singh Kachawiiha 
(Rljawat) Ibid. 

3. Himmat Singh Kachawahi Lad ana Ibid., p.311. In 1627, Mah:aba.t 
(Rajawat) ~&b held certain 

parganas of Ajmer 
fUba· _as ja-gfr, 
see, :t'uzuk, pp.412, 

4.26; Lihori", I, p.& 

4. Kesho Das s/ o Kama Kachawihi' tilsot ~., p.314. (Narook&) 

5. Kesho nasrs son Ugar Sen Kachawahi 
(Narooki) Lalsot Ibid., p.314. 

6. Raj Singh s/ o Righo Dis Kachawahi 
(Narooki) Ibid. 

7. Raj Singh' a brother Rup Singh Kachawiha 
(Narooka) V&nhato Ibid. 

8. Iglfuve Karan Kachawahi 
( Shdk_lliwat) ~., p.325. 



9. Sadul Songar • of Sane her Chauhan 
I, - H, K, ,jp. 234, ~' p.162 

(Songar) 

10. Sadul•s brother Gopal Das Chauhan 
(Songar) Ibid. , I, P• 234. 

11. Sadul•s another brother Chauhan 
Achal Dis (Songar) Ibid., ]:, p,234. 

12. In 1631, Maaho nas Chauhan 
s/o Kesho Das Songar (Songar) B,K, I p.153. 

13. Songar Chauhan 
(Songar) Ibid., p.152. 

14. Narain Dis Chauhan 
(Songar) Ibid,, p.152. 

15. Jai ta Songar Qhauh&n 
(Songar) M.K., I, p,21J, 

16. In 1616, Jaswant 
s/o Rani Udai Singh · · · · · sisodia Ibid., p.25. 

17. Karaa Sen s/o Ugar Sen Rithore B,K0 p.55. Rithore 
18. Mahesh Dis Rithore s/o Dalpat Lahori, I, p.II, p,68, After Iviahabat Khan• s 

and the grandson of Rija M,U., III, p,445, death ( 1634) 1 he 
Sur Singh of J odh:r:ur Rithore M,K,, II, p.234, joined the imperial 

service in 1635. 

19. Raghu Nath Bhati of Pugal Bhitf !iJi..., II, p.119, 

20, Raghu Nalh•s brother Jagannath Bhiti- Chandra1dl Ibid,, 

21. Raghu Nath r s son Har Nath Bhiti- Chandrakh Ibid, 



1. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

Snahib lQli"n s/o Vaini Das 

Kalyin Sil:~gh Khangarot 

Sujan Singh 

Kishan Singh s/o 
Shamb Khan 

Rajpu'l in the. service of Ieaf Jhaq 

Kachawahi 

Rajplts in the service of Raja Bithal Das 

Kachawiha 
(Rajawat) 

Kachawiha 
(Rajawat) 

l1,K., I, p.3ci>. 

Ibid,, p.304. 

Raj;pUt in the service of Anurud.h Gaur s/o Raja Bithal Das 

Kachawaha H,K,, I, p.330. 
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T A B L E tB t 

_Non-Rathore Ri.t@ts in the service of the Rathore Chiefs of Jodhpur (1572-1700) 

S,No. N a m e Clan and Sub-assignment References Remarks 
Sub-clan or E!ttifs 

1. Hirday Narain Kachawaha 
( Rajawit) 

-( .~ Village Gangara ~ 
of pargana Mal'rita 

) JVl, K, I, p,304. 

along with four other 
villages. 

2. D.la~arsi s/ o Khangar '' Bh2_wal of pargana 
l.'1.airdta ~., p.3o6~ 

3. Madho .Singh '' Ibid, 

4. Ajab Singh '' Ibid. 

5. Sur Singh '' Ibid. 

6~ Himma.t-Singh ,, He held patta worth 
RJ.15 ,cro Ibid,, p.311. 

7. Lar ISftan ,, Ibid. 

8. Balbhadr '' Ibid,, p.3o8. 

·9· Gaj Singh , ' He held :e.atta worth 
RJ-17 ,ooo Ibid., p.311, 

10. Ugar Sen Kachawaha 
( Narooki) n.iyin and RB.ipur Ibid, , p.314. 

11. In 1611, Chander Bhah joined 
the service of Sur Singh '' .Rabin Ibid., p.315. 
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12. 11ohan Dis Kachaw'M.i tl.a!.., I, p.316. 
(Narooki) 

13. Govind Das ,, Some ~illages c£ pargana 
Rewari. ~., p.317. 

14. Jaswant ,, Ibid1 

15. Jaswant•s son Har nain ,., Ibid. 

16. Peerag Das Kachawaha Ibid,, p.32). ( Shaikh_awat) Village Dhola of pa:rgana 
1'1airta. 

17. Ram Singh ,, lle received some villages 
of ~argana R9wirf worth 
lb.2 ,ooo Ibid., p.319. 

18. 1'1ehkaran ,, Village Piplai of pargana 
Udai Patta worth fu.12,000 Ibid., p.320. 

19. Roop Singh ,, Ibid,, p.:320. 

20. Amar Singh J,- He held patti" worth Ibid., p.322. 
fu.3 ,oco 

21. Parshotam ,, Kho village of Eargana Ibid., pp.322-23. 
Rewar:L 

22. Udai Bhan J' . Some villages of pargana 
Rewari. Ibid. 

23. 1-1adho Das JJ Jagarwas ~., p.328. 

24. In 1622, Sabal Singh Sisodfa- - ~ --s/ o Rana Sagar Sisodia Ibid,, p.25. 
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25. Karaa Sen• belonging to 
the same family slsodia- Chandawal . lL!.e,, I, P• 26. 

26. In 1612, Chatar:Bhuj s/o 
ShaiJ41o and the grandson Village Karm.avas of 
of R~na: Pratap ,, pargana siwan.a-. Ibid., P• 28. 

27. In 16o7, Puran Mal s/ o Village Daho of 
Ri'na Pratap ,, ;eargana l1afrta Ibid. 

28. Sur s/ o Surtin Devera willages 25 of ~argana 
of Sirohi Devera Bhidrajun Ibid. , p. 158. 

29. In 1581, Rio Kalli Devera 
belonging to the same family ,, Bhadrajun ~. 

3o. Rao Kalla's son Askaran ,, Na11esiro Ibid. 

31. Iskaran 1 s son Hari Dis ,, Ibid. 

32. In 1623, Dwirki Das belonging 
to the same family JJ NS~Iesaro Ibid., p.16o. 

33. Jaswant belonging to the 
same family ,, Kulkina I~., p.163. 

34. Jaswant•s grandson Kan ,, Ibid. 

35. Surtan belonging to the 
same family JJ Sa.mu.jo Ibid. , P• 164. 

36. In 1601 , It.iwat belonging Village Devaliya of 
to the same family ,, pargana siwana Ibid. 



38. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

Riwat 'a st>n P anchayan 

Ra~at•s another son 
Achal Dis 

Achal Das•s son Jagannath 

Si'ngi' belonging to the 
same family 

Hano belonging to the 
same .family 

In 1584, Nirain Das Songar 
belonging to Ja11ore joined 
the service 

Narafn Das•s son Satal 

In 1643, Mad.ho Das belonging 
to the same family 

Suraj Mal belonging to the 
same .family 

Sakat Singh belonging to the 

JJ 

,, 

,, 
,, 

Chauhan 
(Songar) 

J, 

'' 

,, 

same family , , 

Sakat Singh's son ,, 

In 1598, va• gh Bhatf belonging Bhati 
to Ji:isa~r joined the service 

Khadalo 

Navesiro worth 
FG.1 ,mo 

Navesaro 

Kannavas 

21 villages of 
r:argana Bhadrajun 

Ountrueh 

Half of the pargana Paii 

Village Daman of Eargana 
Ji.l.ore 

Village Aidvo of pargana 
Sojat 

tl.Jia., I, p.165. 

Ibid. 

~., p.166. 

~., p.200. 

~., p.210. 

Ibid. -
~., p.211. 

Ibid. 

Ibid., II, p.89. 
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va•gh's • }1:). son Kesho Das Bhati - ~· IL, p.90 

50. In 1647, Kirat Singh Villages Odv~·~o and Jogar 
belonging to the same family , , of pargana Jalore Ibid., p.91. -

51. Jogi Das belonging to the 
same family ,, Vizvaria Ibid., p.119. -

52. Jogi Disrs brother Surtan ,, ~· 

53. Kisno Bhati. of Pugal , ' ..!!!M.·, ·p.124. 

54. In 16o2, Khangar belonging to 
the same family joined the 

Blthnok service ,, Ibid., p.125. 

55. Khangar•s brother Karma ,, Village Mi!hario of 
:eargana Mairta Ibid. 

56. In 1615, Bhagwant belonging 
to the same family joined 
the service ,, Chimu and Saverij ~· 

57. Bhagwant Das r s son Madho Singh ,, Chinn ng. 

5e. Bhagwant Disrs brother Vlram H Kalano and 14 other 
Deva villages Ibid. 

59. H:ino Ninib'Bviat belonging to 
the same family ,, Ibid., p.154. 

and 
6o. -1'1ano' s son Govind Dis ,, Vasni/Mingla of 

pargana siwana ~· 



62. 

63. 

65. 

6/J. 

67. 

68. 

&:). 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

I>!:ano 's sop. ·su.rtin 

Govind Das' s son Mohan Dis 

Govind Das•s another son 
Namar Das 

Suraj Mal belonging to the 
same family 

.Suraj Mal's brother Nahar Il.han 

Govind Das' s son Rirn Singh 

Govind Dis's son Vaini Das 

vaini bas's son Raj .Singh 

Ram Chander' s son Karan 

Sunder Das belonging to the 
same family -

Rugh Nith belonging to the 
samefarnily 

Rugh Nath•s son Bhinve 

sadul belonging to the 
same family 

Kishno belonging to the 
same family 

,, 

,, 

,, 

'' 

,, 
,, 

'' 
,, 

'' 

'' 
,, 

'' 

'' 

( D~nver) 

Kha:i.tasar 

Village Dhavo of pargana 
Jodhpur 

- -Rarod of pargana Asop 

l:1...LJ II, p. 154. 

~., p.155 

~. 

Ibid., P• 156. 

~. 

Ibid., p.157. 

Ibid., p.159• 

Vimlakbo Ibid, 

Mavero of pargana J odhptir- lb id. -

-:Havero Ibid., p. 160. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid., p.161. 



75. J aimal bale nging to the Bhati M,K,, II, p,162. 
same family 

76. Madho Dis s/ o Kesho Dis He died in - -· Ibid,, p.163. 1657 A.D. belonging to the same familY '' Rund:iya 

71. Madho Das • s brother, 
Bithal Das ,, Rundiya Ibid, 

78. In 1.5&, Kan joined the '' Kuri, Valarvo and four other 
service villages Ibid., - p,165. 

79. Kan's son Har Das '' Valarvo incJllding seven 
other villages Ibid, 

eo. Har Dasts son Bithal Dis ,, .L'iokheri ~· 

81. Karan belonging to the same 
familY '' Hiradesar am Rimavat Ibid., p.166. 

82. Karan•s brother Lakhmi Das ,, Hiradesar and R.ainavat Ibid, 

83. Lakhmi Das•s son Nathe ,, Nadiya Ibid. 

84. Suraj Mal belonging to the 
same family ,, Ibid, 

8). Suraj Mal's brother Govind Das ,, In 15&, Dhikal 
In 1509, Bhagot vasni 
In 16oo, .A.anavas .!!&s!·, p.167 • 

ffi. Govlnd Das' s grandson Kuml:ho H In 1631, A 'navas Ibid. 



e8. 

81. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

97· 

Kumbho 's s~n ( name is not 
mentioned) 

Gange belonging to the 
same family 

Kesho Das be.longing to the 
same family 

Kesho Das • s son V a.ini Das 

Kesho Das•samother son Amro 

Bhikh3rsi belonging to the 
same family 

Bhikhirsf•s son Jagannath 

sanwal Das belonging to the 
same family 

sii"nval Das • s son vi• gh 

Sanval D as t s brother 
Narhar Das 

Namar Das • s son .Rirnchand 

Hingal Das belonging to the 
same family 

,, 

,, 

,, 

'' 

'' 
,, 

'' 

,, 

,, 

, , 

,, 

Nadiya 

Chopro 

Sihar of pargana 1'1airta 

Chairaf 
In 1620, Bairu 

In 1638, Golahsni & Thahari 

In 16oLJ., Thirgathi 
In 16c~, Birmavasi 
In 1610, Savant:Kuvo 

In 1613, 'UJtgathi 
1"\ 

In 16o6, Bhanro 
In 1616, Cha.baryakh of 

pargana Sojat 
In 1624, Judh 

Judh 

In 1594, Gagarvas 
In 1601, varla & Achina 

n~~' II, p.167. 

~· 

~., p.168. 

Ibid. 

Ibid .• 

Ibid. 

~· He died in 1627 and his 
son Ram Chand succeeded 
him. 

~., pp.171, 1b2. 

Ibid., p.171. -
~., p.172. 
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99· In 158), ptal tsi joined Bhati Jativas !.JL_, II, p.173. 
the service 

100. Kh~s1•s son Viko ,, Jativas ~. 

101. Viko's son Dhan Raj ,, Jativas Ibid. 

102. Hamir belonging to the 
same family ,, Ibid., PP· 176, 1 eo. 

103. Hamir's son 11egh Raj ,, Khaltasar Ibid. 

104. Hamirts son Ke-so Das ,, Khaitasar Ibid. 

1qJ. Gopal Das belonging to the 
same family ,, Butelave of 'Rrgana Sojat Ibid., p.177. 

1o6. Gopal•s son Righo Das ,, Ibid. 

107. Isar Das belonging to the 
same family ,, l>tanevi of pargana Jodhpur Ibid., p.17C). 

108. Isar Das's son Kumbho ,, Saverao and Kaliyathra Ibid. 

10). Kumbhats son Ram ,, saverao including two 
other villages Ibid. 

110. Amaro belonging to the 
••• t'Amil1' u Raaravis of pargana J odbpu- ~., p.1€6 • 

11l. Amaro • s son Tej Hal ,, 1621, Sanvan( .. Kuvo 
1632, Bharo 
1633, Khari of Laweri' Ibid. 



112. Sadul belenging to the 
same family 

113. Chatarbhuj belonging to the 
same family 

114. Manohar Das of HUnicha served 
under Gaj Singh 

115. Sikh belonging to Sanchor 
served under Mota RaJo.. 

116. Sikh's brother Devi Das 

117. Devf Das' s son Kachro 

118. Kachro 's brother Kesave Das 

119. Pirag Chauhan belonging to 
tl:te _sal!!~ _ f~ly 

120. Pirag' s son Kachro 

121. Pirag•s another son Narhar Das 

122. Piragts son Sakto 

123. Narhar Das t s Manohar Dis 

124. Pirag nas•s son Bhagwan nas 

125. Plrag•s son Achal Das 

Bhati 

'' 

Chauhan 

,, 
,, 

,, 

,, 
,, 
,, 
,, 
,, 
,, 
,, 

-eo-

Varlo H.K, II, p.194. 

Bhagatvasni ~-

11..b,, I, p.342. 

Khejalar including three ~·, p.233. 
other villages 

Sam.ivetf Ibid., p.233. 

Tantuvas ~., p.233. 

Daliipora .!£!g., p. 2::S8. 

- -Gaderi .±!?12• _ 

Gaderi Ibid. 
L,; 

Nato \Tal of ,Eargana Jodhpur J!&g. 

Gopari of E&rgana siwana .!l?M· 

Naraval .!!?.!Q. 

~· 
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126. Gopal Da~ belonging to Chauhan l"l,K., I, p.239. 
the same family 

127. Go pal • s nephew Kumbo ,, Ibid, 

128. Kumbho' s son Bh1nve '' In 16H!, Korno of Eargana 
Bhadra:iun 

In 1621, Sajaro of Jodhpur 
In 1629, Pol vas of Eargana 

Hairta ~., p.2~. 

129. Tej Mal belonging to the '' Chinrf of ,Eargana A~p Ibid. 
same family 

13o. Megho belonging to the 
same family ,, ~., p.241. 

-131. Jivo belonging to the 
same family '' Dantanio, Manaklio Ibid. 

132. Jivo•s son ·Bhoj Raj '' 11anklio Ibid. 

133. Rio v :fram Dave ,, Chital. vim of :pargana 
Sanctor worth Rs.14,COO M,P. re-Vigat, II, p,4Q8. 

134. Kesrl Singh ,, Kirol of Sanchor 
,., rth Rs. 4 ,ooo Ibid, 

135. Budh Singh ,, Hoti Gaon -worth Rs,4,C()() I~ 

136. Prithvi Raj spn of Surtin ,, Worth Rs.4,0<X> Ibid. -
-- • 137, Jait Singh '' Daml.:hal worth Rs. 2 ,em Ibid.' - p.4CF). 
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138. Prithvi aaj s/o Kesri Singh Chauhan Sive worth Rs.2,CX::O t-i.P .-re-vfsat, II, p.J.,.01. 

139. Zilim Singh ,, Pur worth Rs. 2 ,oco ~-

140. Isar Das ,, naval ~. 

141. Banne Singh , ' Makh worth Rs. 1 ,OCO Ibid. 

142. Kusil Singh ,, Betari worth Rs. 4,000 Ibid. 

143. Ra:f Singh ,, Valano Ibid. 

144. Maha Singh ,, Karaveri, Dantiya ·worth 
Rs.2,000 Ibid. 

145. Madho Singh ,, Dhasinf worth Rs. 1 ,000 ~. 

1/.P. Than Singh ,, Haryali, Bharkavo 
worth Rs. 1 1000 Ibid. 

147. Kani Ram ,, Bhadro worth Rs.1,000 Ibid. 

146. Sive Singh ,, Arnavo worth Rs.4,000 Ibid. 

149. Pr~ Singh ,, Basan, Kanialpur Ibid. 

150. Sagh nan '' Galiro worth Rs.4,000 Ibid. 

151. Anad Singh , ' Titrol worth Rs.1,00D Ibid. 

152. -- Charnfve worth Rs.1,ooo Ibid, Rai Singh '' 



153. Bhoj Raj • Chauhan Didosom, Dadlo wo:r'th 
Rs.2,0CO H,P .-re-Vigat, II, P•4rf1• 

154. l'iin Singh ,, Sagarvo worth Rs. 1 ,<XXJ l.lli· 
155. Gajio ,, Banverlo worth Rs.1,000 l,P.g. 

156. Umo s/o Bhikharsl ,, Pravi worth ~ 1 ,ooo !P.M.· 
157. Pram Singh ,, Muli ~· 
158. Umo s/o La:I.o .t.t Jotro Ibid • 

159. Narayan Das ,, Virol ~., p.410. 

16o. K~ioo ,, Kir lli£. 
161. Rim Singh s/o Chatur Singh ,, Javedhra Ibid. 

162. Ram Singh a/ o Anoop Singh ,, Kario 11&2.· 
163. Raijmat Kpan Muslia· ~asan worth Rs.1,000 lEl&· 
164. Badar Khan ,, r.achri worth Rs. 1 ,000 ~· ·-

- 165. Jivo Chiran Kochelo Sambnaran l.Qi<!. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PATTERN OF MATRTI>iONIAL TIES BENEEN THE 
KACHAWIHl CLAN AND THE MUGHUL IDLING FAMILY 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO JAHANGIR' S REIGN, 

-84-

One important aspect of the relationships between the Timurid rulers 

am the Ra.j:Pit nobles was a temency on 1 the part of the Mughul rulers am 

princes to take into marriage the daughters am nieces of the R.ijput chiefs 
. I 

in their service. These so called matrimonial alliances came into vogue 

siJD.lltaneously with the entry of the Rajpjt chiefs into the Mu_ghul service 

in considerable strength under Akbar. As it is well known, the first to 

enter the MuW,l service and offer his daughter in marriage to Akbar was the 

Kachawaha chief', Bhar Mal.1 The other chiefs of RSjp]:tina, vbo followed in 

his foot-steps, were the Rithore chiefs ,of Jodhpur,2 Bikiner,3 Mairta,4 the 

Bhiti chief of Jaisalme;5 and the Ghelot chief of Dungerpur.6 Butt~ 

1. Tirtldr--i .Alfi, Ms. f.145, Akbar Nmna, II, pp.157-58; Muntalchi.l:Mlt Taririkh, 
p.5o; Tabaqat-1 AkbarT, p.256, Zubd~t-ut Taririkh, Ms. f.148&; TUzuk.-1 
Jah[ng"ffi, 7, Iqbal Nba-i Jaha"ngTrl:, f .155. Tariklr-i Dilkusha, Ms.:t.539b; 
Khunsat-ut Tawa:rl.kh, r.374; Muntakh"Ab-ul Lubab, ·pp.15&59; Ma•asir-ul 
umara1 I, pp.111-12; Tazkarat-ul Umarll, Ms. •B•.; Tod, p. 376. Mulla'Abdul 
Baqi, the author of ~1a •llsir-i Rahllii (Vol. I, p.694) says that Akbar 
married the daughter of Bha~n mrs which is incorrect. 

2. Banke Das-re Khyat, p.20; Tod, II, p.22; Vir Vlnod, II, p.174. 
3. Akbar Nima, II, p.358; Dalpat ViJ.as, 14-15; Tlrhh-i MatadaiM. Aibbar-i 

Ahmadi", l1s. f .251b; Vfr Vi"nod, pp.174, 48). According to the above 
sources, KaJ.yan Mal gave his niece in marriage to Akbar. But the authors 
of 'f:iTildr-i .llff, r.223, Muntaldi~b-ut' Tawarikh, II, p. 133, Zubdat-ut 
Tawarikh., Ms. f .172a, and :tvluntakh.a.'trul fubab, I, p.175, incorrectly say 
that Kalyan Mal gave his ow daughter in marriage to Akbar. 

I 

4. Marwar-re Pargana-re Vlgat, II, pp.69--70. 
5. Akbar Nama, II, p.358, Vir VInod, II, p.174. 
6. Akbar Nmna, III, pp.196, 210. 
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~ ee-l 
~ )\ joined Akbar• s service and established matrimonial ties with him only after 

Jo"' 
~rf , · he had displayed his mailed-fist against the defiant Sisodias.1 Apparent~, /- (;\tY--1 

6 it was on account of the ready cooperation that the Mug!wls received from 

the ruling family of the Kachawahas in their drive to take the Rji'jput chiefs 

into their service that these came to be treated by the former as most favoured! 

among their Rijprt nobles. The Kachaw~s and to a lesser degree the Rathores 

of 1-larwar, 2 also were singled out for the marriages of the princes of royal 

blood w:i th their daughters and nieces throughout the sixteenth, seventeenth 

and first half of the eighteenth centuries.3 Apparently, in the cases of 
' 

other chiefs such marriages were contracted only at the time of their entry 

into the royal service. 

While assessing the position of the Kachawanas in Jahangir•s service, 

it would, therefore, be appropriate to examine the nature and working of 

these so called matrillonial alliances between the Kachawaha clan and the 

ruling family in some depth. This would help in further clarifying the 

cirCUilStances leading to vicissitudes in the fortunes of the Kachawaha clan 

during Jahang!rt s reign. 

One may examine this problem in the following manner: First of all one 

should assess the available evidence regarding the various factors that were 

1. Iqtidar Alam Khan, •The Nobility under Akbar, and the Develotment of His 
Religious Policy 156o-Eo•, Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, 1968, pp.32-33. 

' 
2. Another Raj:r;jit clan who remained exceptionally, devoted to the Mughul cause 

once they had joined the service down to 21 R.Y. of Aurangz~b•s reign. 

3. See Appendix •c '. 
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responsible for Akbar's policy of establishing matrimonial ties with the 

F.:Sjput clans in his service. Secondly, one may compare total number of 

marriages contracted with the RSjplit princesses by Akbar, Jahang1r, Shahjahan 
I 

and Aurangz1.b to ascertain whether this terrlency becomes prominent with the 

passage of time or it recedes into background after Akbar; or there are 

different phases when such marriages are encouraged or discouraged. From 

the lists of such marriages one would also like to ascertain as to how far 
I 

the position of the Kachaw~h1':s as the most favoured Rajput clan for the 

purpose of matrimonial ties was maintained• under Jaliang1r and his successors. 

II 

One of the factors,.which seems to have led to the policy of esta-

blish..ing matri.nonial ties with the Rajput chiefs, was the existence of a 

well established practice a110ng the Timurids of securing the loyalties of 

the chiefs by marrying into their families. There are IIUJJerous instances to 

illustrate this te:rxiency. Yusuf M!rak, the author of Mazhar-i Shih Jahanl, a 

local history of Sindh, compiled during Shah Jahan' s reign, says that Arghuns 

and Turkbans (who also belonged to Tliuurid tradition) used to marry the 

daughters of the chiefs of Sameja Unra, a local tribe of Sirrlh.1 B'Abar am 

lrUilllyun also married the daughters of the local chiefs to secure their 

loyalties. For example, on 28 January' 1519, Babar married 1vlubarak Begam, 
' 

1. Marshar-i ShAh Jaham, p.90. 
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a daughter of Malik Shah Mansoor, the chief of Yusufza"fs, with a view to 

conciliate • the Yusufza1 horde t. 1 Similarly, in 1555, HU"iliayun married the 

daughter of Jamal Khan l4ewatl. •to soothe the mirrl of the zami'rrlars. •2 

On the other hand, it was also an established practice amongst the 

Ra"jplit chiefs to have similar ties with the non-Rajput groups in a subordi-

nate position to them. They used to take as tooir wives girls,belonging to 

the non-Wjpiit Bhumia families of their regions without making arry distinction 

on the basis of caste. The Kachaw1ih8 chiefs, for instance, used to narr,y 

into the families of the M~ena chiefs} The M-e-enas appear to have been dis-
' 

placed by the Kachawahas as the leading zaifnd.ars of Am!rer region sometime 
' 

before 1560 •. They still constituted a considerable section of the local 

lamed class down to the em of 17th century. 4 In establishing matri.llonial 

ties with them, the Kacha~has must have been motivated b,y a desire to 

conciliate the Meena chiefs. 

It was also a tradition among the Rajputs that they would give their 

daughters in :marriage to the non-Rajput superior chiefs and rulers. From 

appendix •B•, it is evident that this tradition dated back to the middle of 

1. Babur Nama, Tr. A. S. Beveridge, p.375 • 

2. Akbar Nama, II, p.48. 

3. 1'1uhta Nainsi-re Khyat, I, pp.312, 324. BharMal•s brother Rupsi and 
Raisal Darbari had wives belonging to the Meena and Jat COIIlllllnities. 

4. Between 1557 and. 1560, Bhar Mal :ousted the Meena chief from Lawan. See, 
Jaipux-ki Vansaveli, Ms. pages are unmarked, Annals and. Antiquities of 
Rajasthan, n, pp.282-83, VirVinod, II, p.12'76, J~ka Itihas by' 
H. Sharma, p.7o. 
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15th century. A scrutiey of the evidence relating to individual cases, 

however, reveals that most of these marriages took place oWing to the 

pressure of the circumstances. For example, in 1445, Raja Bhin of Idar, 

after he was de!'eated by Mapnmd Shah of Gujrat, married his daughter to the 
1 latter. Rao Jodhi (1415-1488), gave his daughter in marriage to Shams Khan 

Qayim Khani, the chief of Jhunjrm, to save himseJ.f from the threat of the 

Qjf"am. Khinis. 2 Similarly, a daughter of Rao Loon Karan of Bikaner ( 1470-1526 - . 

A.D.) was married to Nahar ~an Q iyiin ~ani to end a long standing en• IJlity 

between the two families.3 Maldeo, (1511-1562 A.D.), the ruler of Jodhpur) 

also established matrimonial ties with his three norr-Raj]:'.Ut neighbours. He 

gave his daughters in marriage to Islam Shah sur4 and the latter's commander, 

ttaji IQ.lin,5 the bak:i.ll. of North-Eastern Rijpiitana. Another of his daughters 

- - - -6 and a gram-daughter were married to Sultan l•1ahm.ood Baigra of Gujarat am - .. 

1. M1Jat-i Sikandari, P•49; vir viood, II, p.995. 

2. Qiyam ~an RisO., pp.36-37, Shus JQlan Qiyia Khani belonged to the Chauhan 
Ra'j'{ii.t family of Darera. His forefathers were converted to Islaa duri~ 
Sul~n Firoz Slial'l•s reign. (Q:lyaa Khan Ras~ pp. 13-14, Kuhti Nains1-re 
lglyat, III.t pp.373-75). Shams ~an had matrimonial alliance with Sul~n 
Bahlol Lodi (Qiyi'm !\ban Riis~, p.37). Fa~a!: IQlan, one of the descerrlants 
of Shams Khan, joined the service of Humayun. After Hll.lliirifu' s death, Fadan.J 
rgtin gave his daughter in marriage to :!,kbar. From Arl,R"'i .A.kbari (Ms.f.2 48a)l 
it is come to know that the Q..iyaa ~anis had zaatndSri rights in Fateh~pur 
and Jhun.Jnu of Shi!I£:fwati. .fhang~ xave !ate~PJ,r _a~ Altamg&.."Q.rQ:-gfr. 
( <t~ ~,-:u- "'i1 ) to Alaf K!'lan (~iyam Khan Raso., p.59). On 26th 
November 1620, Alaf IQ.lan was given the charge of Kangra fort and his man§ab 
was fixed at 15C0/1cro. (Tuzuk-i Jahangiri., p.320). During Aurangzibts 
reign, a sardar of Qiyam Khanis, ti~ular, Alaf IQlan held a man§ab of 1500/ 
700 (Alamgir Nama, p.290) M. Athar Ali (The ~·1ughal Nobility Under Aurang-
zeb, p.201) holds that Alaf Khan Qjyam Khan! was an Afghan which is, 
obviously, a slip. He was not Afghan but he was a Sha!}f!lzadS.: 

3. Qiyam Khan P.Ss.i, p.49. -
4. Banke nas-re KbYat, p.2o. _ 
5. Afsana-i Shahan, Ms. f.178b., Marwar:"'re Pargana-ri Vigat, I, p-52, Banke 

Das-re ~yat, p.2o. _ 
6. Marwir-re Pargana-re Vigat, I, p.52; BankEi Das-re ~hyat, p.20. 
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- . - 1 I Daulat Khan, the ch~ef of Nagore respectivelY. t would appear that having 

established these ties with his three powerful neighbours, Maldeo had become 

very influencial and he expanded his terri tory a~ the cost of small chief-

tains. 2 Maldeo came to be regarded as "the most potent chieftain of HindUs-
1 

tal11 by the Persian chronicles of the, sixteenth century.3 Further, Bhar Mal 

who gained the throne of Amber after ousting Askaran, offered his daughter 

in marriage to l!aji I£.han4 to wean away the later from his rival Askaran and 

secure l!aji Khan's support for his claim to the gaddi. of Amber. Similarly, 

viram Dave Rathore of Mairta, after being ousted .. from aairta by .M.aldeo, gaTe 

his daughter in marriage to the chief .of Jalore, a Muslim, in the hope of 

re-occupying Jlairta with his help.5 Sometimes such marriages would be JJB.de 

in the hope of receiving rewards. For instance, KarallSi. Rathore of Mai·rta, 

"Who gave his sister in marriage to Dau~at ~an Nagorl, received KhinTesa.r 

- 6 village of As op pargana. 

1. Waqi~t-i Hushtaqi, 11s. r.56b; Tirikh-i Daudi, p.156; 'Banke Das-re l(hyat, 
p.22; Vlr Vinod, II, p.Eb8. 

2. In 1531, when Maldeo became the Raja, he had Jodhpur, Sojat and Jaita~ 
under his sway. Later on, he conquered a l1U.Jlber of parganas neigh~ur ing 
to his territory. He extended his possessions by subjugating Bhadrajun, 
Jalore, siwana, sinchor, Phalodi, Mairta, Bikaner, Ajmer, Chatsu, Tonk, 
Toda, Halpura and Sambhar. See, Marwai-re Pargana"""re vigat, I, pp.J.J-45. 

3. Akbar Nama, II, pp.16o, 197; i>iunta\Wab-ut Tawarik.h, I, E•439; Tabaqit-i 
Akbar!, p.2Q); Tiizuk-i Jahang'iri, p.271; Tarfkb:i Shi..hi, p.163. 

4. Jalpur:ki Vanshaveli, Ms, pages are unmarked. 
. ' 

6. Banke Das-re K.DY!t, p.67. A sop pargana was in the sarlcir of Jodhpur. 
See, {y'in-i .Akbari, II, p.276. 



It appears that[the Rajput chief§)regarded their daughters a heavy 

burden and a source of dishonour. This led to the wide spread practice of 

infanticide in certain parts of Rajpiitana which survived down to the British 

. d 1 peno • Even an orthodox l<luslim like Badaunf wl'lo hailed from Toda was 

influenced by t~s prejudice; he expresses indirect approval of the practice 
I 

of putting to death of female children b,y quoting a flims.Y hadis. 2 One 

might suggest that this prejudice woul~ have been partly an outcooe of the 

imbalance of the sexes in the population. It is possible that owing to the 
I 

high rate of male casualties in battles the female population would outstrip 

the males. Owing to prevailing prejud~ce against the female sex am. non-

availability of suitable RS:jplit grooms: for their daughters, the Rajpiit chiefs 

became prone to establishing matrimonial ties outside their groups. This ~ 

be regarded as one of the important factors facilitating the establishment 

of matrimonial ties between the Mughul rulers and the Rajput chieftains. 

III. 

A perusal of the appendix tC' giving a list of marriages contracted 

by the Mu.@ul rulers, from Akbar down to Aurangzib, highl~hts certain 

interesting features of the 1'1u@ul policy in this respect. 

1. Tod, I, pp.141, 505. This practice was prevailing in other parts of the 
Mu@ul Empire also during the period• Jahangir says that the people of 
Rijaur of Kashffiir strangled their daughters at the time of their birth. 
Tuzuri Jahandri, p.317. 1 

2. For the hadis quoted by Bad&rni cf. 1'1. Athar Ali, "Religion and Medieval 
Indian Politicd' paper presented at a Seminar on Historicall'iodels in the 
Study of Tradition and Change in India, IIAS, Simla, 1969. 
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First.· , it would appear that in most cases the establishment of 

matrimonial ties accompanied the entr.y of the chief concerned in the rqyal 
: 

service. For instance, in January 1562, 'Bhar Ma~ joined the Hughul service 

as well as gave his daughter in marriage to Akbar.1 Similar]y, in 1570, 

Rai Kalyan Mal of B llianer gave his two nieces in marriage to the Emperor ani 

joined the Mughul service. 2 About the same time, Rawal Har Rai of Jaisalmer 

3 - dh h. married his daughter to Akbar and. Rao Chander Sen of Jo pur married ~s 

sister to the Emperor and took up the royal service. 4 In 1573, while 

entering into an agreement with Raja Ja1 Chand of Nagarkot, it was put as 

a condition that the Raja would give his daughter in marriage to Akbar.5 In 

March 1577, at the time of joining the Hughul service, Riwal Askaran of 
I 6 

Dungerpur gave his daughter in marriage to Akbar. In 1581, Kesho Das Rathore 

of Mai:tta married his daughter to the Emperor and entered into the royal 

service/ In May 1597, :Rija Lachm.I Narafn. of Cooch Bihar's entr.y in the 

Mughul service was accompanied by the establishment of matrimonial tie. 8 -
1. Akbar Nama, II, pp.157-?8, III, p.35, Muntaldfab-out Tawarlkh, II, p.151, 

Iqoal Nima-i Jah~Iri, p.252. . 
2. Akbar Nima, II, p.358, Dalpat vilas, pp.14-15' AYin-i Akbari, p.182. 
3. Akbar Nama, II, p.358, AYin-i Akbari, rp.184. 
4. Banke Das-re- !Q:lyat, p.2o, vir vinod, II, p.174, lyin-i Akbari, p.182. 
5. Akbar Nama, III, 36. 
6. Ibid,, pp.196, 210. 
7. Marwar-re Pargana-re vlgat, II, pp.(9-7o. 

8. Jaigki Vanshivali, r>1s. cf. also Akbar Nama, Tr. H. Beveridge, 
p. 1 8, N. 2. 



It is quite understandable that the chiefs, entering the royal service should 

be called upon attach themselves to the royal familY by special ties. This 

would explain the large number of such marriages taking place during Akbar's 

reign when most of .the important Rajpilt clans joined the imperial service. 
Jahan 

During the reigns of Jahangir, Shah/and Aurangzib the nu.mber of such marriages 

seems to have declined. A.s the appendix on marriages evinces, during the 

reigns of Akbar, Jahangi.r, Shah Jahan and Aura.ngzib respectively 33, 7, 4, 8 

marriages were contracted with the girls belonging to leading families of 

the local chiefs.1 

However, the two leading families of the Rajput chiefs, namely, 

Kachawahas of. Amoer am Rathore chiefs of l"iarwar, were singled out for a 

special treatment in this respect. As already observed, the 1'1u~ul :rulers 

continued to take brides from these t~ houses down to Bahadur Shih•s reign. 2 

It would appear that, in this respect, the Ra~awat sub-clan of the Kachawahas 

was the most favoured fami1y till the end of Akbar• s reign.3 But apparently 

after Jahaniir•s accession, a sort of parity was maintained between tbe 

Kachawnas and the Rathores. In all, down to Bahadur Shah•s tille, there took 

1. See, appendix •c•. 
2. In March 1714, Ajeet Singh Rathore of Jodhpur gave his daughter in marriage 

to Farrul,ID siyar. See, Muntakbab-ul Lubab, p.738; Ma•asir-ul Umara, 
III, p.757. 

3. Cf. Badauni, .l:luntat;bab-ut Tawarl!ID, Vol. TI, p.341. It can be clearly 
deduced from the manner in which Salim•s marriage with Bhagwant Das•s 
daughter is reported that it was his first: wedding. The fact that a girl 
from the Kachawaha ruling family was s;iected. to become the first legal 
wife of the heir apparent, clearlY indicates that till then this particular 
family enjoyed a special status among the Rajpiit chieftains in the royal 
service. 
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place 7 marriages with the girls belonging to the house of Jodhpur while 5 

brides were taken from the Kachaw~ha chiefs of Amber. 1 The details of 

marriages in Kachawiha familY after Akbar are as follows: 

Jahangir•s first Kachawaha wife, daughter of Bhagwant Das, committed 

suicide on 6th May 16o5. 2 Three years later in 16o8 A.D., Jahangir asked 
I 

~~1an Singh for the hand of his grand-daughter (a daughter of Jagat Sir.gh), 

Which amounted to conferring a special honour upon the Kachawaha clan.3 

Although Jahangir was not happy with the Rija on account of his collaboration 

with ~usrau on the issue of succession, he preferred to maintain the matri-

menial ties with the Kachawaha ruling familY. But Shah Jahan, who was born 

of a Rathore princess4 and was married t~ a Rathore princess during Jahangir• s 

life time5 did not have a KachaWa.ha wife.' Dur_ing Aurangz~b' s reign, the 

mmber of the marriages between the members of the royal fam:i Jy and women 

belonging the Kachawaha clan rose again. 6 

1. See, appendix •c•. 
2. Tuzuk-i Jahaniiri, p.26; Tart!ID-i Dilkusha, Ms. f.577a. 

3. Tuzuk-i Jahandri, pp.68, 69; Ma'asir-i Jahannrf, Ms. f.57a, Muntak!ia~l 
Lubab, I, p.259; Ma 'asi:r-ul Um.ara, II, pp.141-42, cf. Athar Ali (The Mughal 
Nobility Under Aura.ngzeb 3 p.1i~) -who suggests that it was regarded as a 
sign of honour for a noble that his daughter should be demanded in marriage 
by a J:.1u~al Emperor. 

4. Akbar Nama, III, 603, Ttizuk-i Jahangiri, p.8. 

5. Marwar-re Pargana-re Vigat, I, p.III, s\R,. Sharma (The Religious Policy of 
the I1ughal Emperors, p. /9, says that Sh~h Jahan did not marry with a HirrlU 
princess but from l'iarwir-rePargana-re-vigat, a late 17th century Rajasthan:l 
source, it appears that Shah Jahan married the daughter of Rao Sakat Singh, 
son of Mota Raja. 

6. See, appendix, •c•. 



IV. 

When Jahangir married Jagat Singh's daughter her maternal grandfather 

Bhoj Hara of Bundi who was also in the royal service expressed his resentment 

over it. Jahangir was greatly displeased with the Hara c'P.i.ef on account of 

this attitude.1 As a matter of fact such a prejudice on the part of the Hiras 

and their disapproval of the marriages between the daughters and nieces of 

Rajplit chiefs with the Mughul Emperors dated back to Akbar•s reign. In 1569 1 

Surjan Hara of Rantham.bho:re submitted to the l'Iughuls an:1 had taken up service 

under Akbar on the condition that he would not be asked to give his daughter 

in marriage to the Emperor. 2 Apart f:rom the Haras this feeling was also 

shared by a number of individual chiefs belonging to certain other clans. 

It appears that, to begin with, a section of the Rithore chiefs of t·1arwar 

were also opposed to the idea of establishing matrimonial ties with imperial 

family but this secti?n was overruled by the reigning chief. For instance, in 

15$1 Kalla, a nephew of Mota RAja, strongly objected to the marriage of the 

Raja's daughter With Prince Salim but his objection was overruled by the Raja 

and he was eliminated a year later with the help of the M~uls.3 

It would, however, appear that these objections or reservations ot 

certain Rijpiit groups were the result of a caste bias rather than religious 

prejudice. 

1.~atasiz-ul Umara, I, pp.141-42. 

- ·-2. Annals arrl Antiquities of Rajasthan, II, p.383, Vir Vinod, II, pp.84, a;. 
3. Vir Vinod., II, p.182. 



As already noticed, there was a discernable tendency among the 

Rajpiits to establish matrimonial ties with the non-Rajput groups. It is 

also not recorded anywhere that the marriages of the Rajplit chiefs with the 

daughters of the chiefs belonging to such diverse caste groups as Meenas and 

Jats were ever opposed by a~ section but at the same time there is available 

sufficient evidence to show that the Rajput chiefs looked with disapproval 

upon any inte:z-caste marriage amongst the chiefs subordinate to them as well 

as amongst the common people. According to i1uhta Nainsi, when a Meena 

Bhumia of Bundi Wished to marr,y a daughter of a Brahman, the latter resisted 

and sought protection of the Hara chier.1 Similarly, Shyamal Das inforns 

us that when a certain Dunger Bheel tried to marry the daughter of a Mahajan 

by force, Rawal Bir Singh of Dungerpur intervened in the matter and punished 

the Bheels. 2 

One may assume that these objections raised b,y certain RajpUt groups 

to the matrimonial ties with the rqyal family were a further projection of 

the prejudice that already prevailed amongst the Rajpiits against inter.caste 

marriages, though as goes without saying at a certain level a tendency 

operating in the opposite direction was also discernable from a Ter,y ear~ 

time. It is particularly note worthy that none of the contempo~ry Raj~t 

sources give an impression that these objections or reservations of a section 

1. Muhta Nainsi-r~ I<hYit, I, p.97. 

2. Vir Vinod, II, p. 1CX5. 
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of the Rajput chiefs were a result of religious (or rNational') bias. It 

would appear that in this respect the statements and sentiments attributed 

by Ted to the sisodla chief, Rana Pratap, reflect the state of mind of the 

Rajput chiefs of his own time. 1 

There is no basis for the assumption that the Rajpijt chiefs who 

established matrillonial ties with the Mughul Emperors were treated as out 

castes. Such assumption, often reflected in the writings of modern histo-
2 rians, is entirely based on Tod•s testimony which is not corroborated by 

the contemporar,r authorities. Qn,the contrar,y, if one studies the pattern 

of matrimonial ties among the leading RajpU~ families during the period, 

1547 - 1667, it would emerge that the chiefs whose daughters were m.arried 
' 

to the Mu~l rulers and princes continued to be treated as the members 

of the caste and no stigma attached to them on account of their relation-

ship with the rqyal family or for that matter any other Muslim superior 

chief. For example, the sfsod:fas arrl Haras of Bundi did not give their 

Lthe .:•lughul E&perors daughters in marriage toLthose very Raj~t chiefs who had matrimonial ties 
but they married their 
daughters to 

1. Annals ani .Antiquities of Rajasthan, I, p. 390. 

2. H. Goetz, •The Policy of the Grand Mughals 
Vis-a-vis Rajput States• Indian Culture, 
XIV, p. 94; 1948, Calcutta; Raghuveer Singh, 
Purve Adhunik Rajasthan, p. 42; H. Mujeeb, 
The Indian Muslims, pp. 258, 359. 



1 . with the Hughul Emperors. 

1. There took place a number of marriages amo:pg the sisoclias, Haras, Bhatis 
and the Rathores which go to show that the S'fsodias and the mi'raa had no 
hesitation in establishing matrimonial ties With the Rathore and the Bhati 
chiefs who liked the Kachawaha chiefs, were already related the Muslim 
superior chiefs through matrilllonial ties. 
(a) Rana Singa (24th March 1481-April 1527) of Mewar married Dhan Bai, the 

daughter of Vatagh, the son of Rao Suja Rathore (M,K,, I, p.102). 
(b) Rajkanveri, the daughter of Mildeo Ri"thore (4 Dec, 1511 - .J Nov. 1562) 

was married to Surtan, the son of Surjan Hara. (M,P,-re-vigat, I, 
p.5); B,K., p.20). 

(c) Ii.imal, the son of M'"aldeo Rathore, married Ratan Kanveri, the daughter 
of Surjan Hara { 1554-15E5) of Bundf. (Jk!&., p.19 ). 

{d) Rana Udai Singh (4 Aug. 1522 - 28 Feb; 1572) of Mewar married Kamavati,I 
thedaughter of Rio Chandra Sell of Jodhpur. (B,K,, p,22). 

(e) Rai Ri;j Singh Rathore ( 1541-1611) of Bikiner married Jaswantde, the 
daughter of Rani Udal Singh Sisod:fa- of Mewir. (D,V., pp.12-13). 

(f) In 1637, Jaswant Singh of Jodhpur married Ram Kanveri, the daughter of 
Chatarsal_Hara of Bundi. (Wacfai 'Ajmer,' p.241; H,U., I, pp.405-o6; 
H,P, re-vigat, II, p.462; M,L,, II, p.LJ). 

(g) In 1655, Jaswant Singh Rathore of Jodhpur married the daughter of 
Biram Dave Sisodia. (Waris, p.298; M,iJ,, II, p.881). 

(h) Jaswant Singh ( 1627-1678) of J¢hpur married a s1sodia princess of 
Mewar. (Bernier, p.37). 

(i) Jaswant Singh married the daughter of Sorab sisodia-(;.'i.U,, I, p.754). 
( j) 11aha RB.na .Amar Singh ( 26 Harch 156o:_ 30 Oct. 1620) of Udaipur married 

a daughter of Rawal Amar Singh Bh.ati of Jaisal.JISr. (J_,J_., II, p.1764)• 
( k) In 1622, Amar Singh, the son of Gaj Singh Rathore of Jodhpur married 

a princess of Udarpur. {l1,P, re-Vigat, I, p.107). 
( 1) Kar!msi nathore of Halrta mar!:_ied the sister of :Rina- Jagat Singh of 

Udaipur. (Badshah Nama, Lahori, II, p.198). 
(m) Bhan, son of Sakat Singh s1sodia- and the grandson of Rana Udai Singh, 

married Raj Kanver, the daughter of "·lota Raja of Jodhpur (H,K,, I, 26). 
(n) Rana ~ngats son Bl_!oj Rij married the daughter of V!ram Dave Rathore 

of !1airta. (VIr Vinod, p,)62). 
( o) Rana naj Singh ( 1652-168o) married CE_a~ati, the daughter of aaja 

Roop Singh Rathore of Kishangarh. (Vir Vinod, p.476). 

( P) Rana Rij Singh married the daughter of Sabal Singh Bnati of Jaisal.m9r. 
(vir vinod, p.476). 

( q) In 1652, .Anoop Singh of Bikaner married Rina Raj Singh • s sister 
(Ibid, , p. 401 ) • 



The Kachawahas of Amher who were one of the first Rajpiit clans to 

establish matrimonial ties with the .Huslim rulers at an early date continued 

to enjoy a high status in the Rajp\it society. Precisely, during the 

period they established matrimonial ties first With Afghan chief, Haj:i Khi""n, - . -
and later on With the Mughul rulers, they were having s~~lar ties with 

the other Raj!Ut clans on an extensive scale. The table given below would 
' show that throughout the second half of the sixteenth and first half of the 

seventeenth centuries the Kachawahas of Amber were having matrimonial ties 

with almost all the important Rajpiit clans. 

T A . B L E '~' 1 

Number of the brides taken by Kachawaha chiefs 
from different .na.iput. clans during 1547 - 1667: 

Rathores ! 36 
Chauhans ( Hah1s) : 12 
Parihars 7 
Gaurs : 5 
Bargujars : 4 
sisodias : 3 
Bhatis : 3 
Panwars : 3 
Yadeves : 1 

Ghelots : 1 
Uirbhans : 1 

Heenas : 1 

Jats 1 
Unspecified : 17 

Total= 95 

1. The fi~res of this table are derived from,appendix 'D'. 



If any thing~ it would appear, with their rising affluence and 

prosperity in the royal service the status of the Kachawahas became higher 

among the Rajp\it chiefs, most of whom would consider it a special honour to 

have matrimonial ties with them. Even the ruling families of Bundi and 

Udaipur who were otherwise so opposed to giving their own daughters to the 

Hughula, did not feel aey compunctions of cor...science in giving their 

daughters to Bhar l'lalts descendants. For instance, Jagat Singh married 

Kishan Kanveri, the grand-daughter of Bhoj Hara of Bundi. 1 Aaha Singh 

married Mahlanvas~ the daughter of Bhoj Raja.2 Maha Singh married Kan 

- - - -- 3 Kanveri, the daughter of Rae Vagh Sisodia~ Another wife of .VIaha Singh was 

Roop Kanveri, the daughter of Bhagwant Das, son of Rani. Udaf Singh slsoclii. 4 

Moreover~ the Kachawahas were having matrimonial ties with the Rijpiit ruling 

families scattered all over Northern India. These belonged to Rajpl.tina, 

Bihar, Bengal and Orissa. For example, in }larch 1590, Puran Mal, the Raja 

of Gidhur married his daughter to Chander Bhan, brother of Man Singh.5 In 

January 1597, Raja Lachmi Narafn of Cooch Bihar gave his sister in marriage 

• 
1. Ma•asiz-u.l Umara, pp. 41-42, Jai.rur-ki Vansaveli, Ms. 

2. Ja:fpur-kl Vansavell, Hs. 

3. 1!?19.· 
4. Ibid. 

5. Akbar Nama, III, p.576. 
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to Man Singh. 1 Similar]y, l\1an Singh married Achurengde, the daughter of 

- - - 2 Raja Ram Chander of Orissa. 

The break down of these marriages is as follows: Out of 95 marriages 

Rathores36, Chauhans 12, Parihars 7, Gaurs 5, Bargujars 4, Bhat:is, Sisodi.as 

and Panwars 3 each arrl Yadeve, Ghelot, Nirbhin, l>ieena and Jat one each. 

These figures reveal that the Kachawahachiefs took the largest number of 

brides from the Ri'thore clan. It is interesting to note that these two 

clans with such extensive matrimonial ties with each other were closest to 

the 14ughul :ruling famiJy and throughout' this period, were establishing 

matrimonial ties with them. But at the same time it may also be kept in 

mind that the tradition of inter-marriages between the Rithores and 

Kachawahas dated back to the pre-1562 period. As a matter of fact, a 

perusal of .Appendix •D • shows that while' almost all the wives of Bhir .rtal 

and Askaran were from. the Rathore clan, Min Singh had wives from a much 

wider cross-section of the Rajpllt groups including Rathores, Gaurs, Chauhans, 

Baghelas, Yadeves, Par1hars, Bargujars ar.d Bhatis.3 This is a clear indica-

tion that after their entr,y into the royal service, far f~om being excluded 

1. ~·, PP• 716-17, Baharistan-i Ghaybi, Tr. by Borah, P• 7. Mat asir-ul 
Umara, II, p.166, H. Blochmann says that Lachm.'l Narain gave his own 
daughter in marriage to l'ian Singh which is obviously a slip. See, n Koch 
Bihar, Koch Hajo and Assam, in the 16th and 17th centuriesn, Journal of 
.Asiatic Society of Bengal, · p.53, 1 fS72. 

2 • .!!,aipur-ki Vansivelf, r1s. J .N. Sarkar, The History of Bengal, p.210. 

3. See, Appendix •D•. 
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from the caste, the Kachawahis had become acceptable to a much larger 

section of the Rajput aristocracy. 

On the other hand from table •B ' 1 one gathers that the Kachawahis 

after entering the Hughul service, had become extremely choosy, regarding 
' 

the marriages of their own daughters. While no doubt the largest number of 

Kachawihi girls 1 during the period, were given to the Rithores of Jodhpur 

and Blkaner, a few other marriages that are. recorded, were made with persons 

belonging to the families already in the H.u~ul service, such as the Bhad.s 

of Ja1sa:t:mer, Raja Bikraniijeet of Bandhu Garh, the Haras of Bund.I. 1 In 

this respect the only exceptions were two marriages With rather bbscure 

persons, one of them belonging to Bargujar clan. 

In Table •B', given below, the information regarding the marriages 

of the Kachawaha brides, during the period 1547-1667, is arranged to indicate 

the Inlmber of brides given to different families: 
2 

Table '.!!' 
Number of Kachawaha Brides Given to 
Different Families during 1547-1662: 

Rathores of Jodhpur 
Rithores of Blkaner 
Rithores of Malrta 
Chauhins ( Haras) 
Bargujars 
Bhatis 
~lu~'huls 
Unspecified 

Total 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= = 
= 

17 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 

31 

1. Here, of course, we are not taking into account the marriages with the 
me:mbers of the l1ughul ruling famiJy. 

2. The figures of this table are derived from Appendix •E'. 
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From this table one may see that out of a total of 31 such marriages, 

22 were made with the members of Rathore clan, 17 belonging to the ruling 

family of Jodhpur, 3 of B!kinir and 2 of Hairta. While 5 brides were given 

to the royal fami~, one each was given to the members of the ruling familia 

of Bund.I, Jaisalmer and Bandhugarh all of whom were in the Mughul service. 

It is pretty certain that these marriages took place at a time when the 

above chiefs had already entered the Mughul service. Regarding the remaini 

two marriages, it may be noted that although not lllUCh is known about the pe 

sons concerned. Yet one cannot completely rule out the possibility of their 

being in the imperial service. 

v. 

From the present study it emerges that the establiShment of matri-

monial ties between the Mughul ruling fami~ and the Rajpiit clans was the 

direct out come of the recrui tm.ent of the Rajpl.t chieftains into the imperial 

service in considerable strength. According to the established custom of 

the Timurids ancythe Rajputs, the hereditar.y chiefs entering into the service 

of a ruler were expected to offer their daughters or nieces in marriage to 

the members of the ruling £ami~. Apparently, the caste restrictions were 

not considered binding upon the Rajpiit chiefs at least in regard to such 

marriages. Even prior to these matrimonial ties with the Mughul ruling 

fami~, the RajpU"t chief's were having similar ties with certain Ivluslim 

chieftains of Northern Rajpfftana and Gujarat. 
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In most cases, the marriage of a i'1u~ul ruler in the family of a 

Rajput chief would take place o~ once, that is, when the chief of that 

particular clan entered the royal service. This would explain the fact that 

the largest number of such marriages took place during Akbar's reign. In 

this respect an exception was made in the cases of Rajawat chief of Kacha 

clan and the Rathore chiefs of Jodhpur. 'lbese two families were singled out 

by the Mughul rulers for tald..ng brides 1 down to the end of the seventeenth --- ' 

century greater preference was, however, shown to the Rajawat chiefs till 

Jahangirts time; but from shah Jahan's time onwards, it seems, the Rathore 

chiefs began to find precedence over the Rajawats in matters of matrimony. 

There is no basis for the view that the Kachawaha cheifs were 

regarded by other Rajpijt clans as outcastes en account of their matrimonial 

ties with the royal family. The available evidence, on the other hand goes 

to suggest that even the sisoc:!Ias and the Haria of Bumi who were so averse 

to give tr.eir daughters to the Hughul ruling family continued to have matri-

monial ties with the Kachawihis throughout the seventeenth century. If any 

thing, with the rise in the power and prestige of the chiefs of Amoer after 

their joining theMu~hul service, theY became acceptable to a still larger 

cross-section of the Rajput families. However, with the passage of time, the 

Kachawahi's tended to become choosy regarding the marriages of their daughters. 

Ordinarily, they would mar:ey their daughters either to the members of the 

ruling family or to persons holding man;abs in the Flughul service. During· 

the 17th century, they would rarely give their daughters to a Rajput chief not 

holding an important position in the service of the Emperor. 



A P P E N D I X 'A' 

r1ARRIAGES CONTRACTIID BY THE TIHURID IDLERS 
WITH THE GIRLS BEWtiGTI1G TO THE Fl\t.'1ILI!£S 

OF LOCAL CHIEFS IN CHOONOW GICA.L ORDER 
-- - . y 

DOWN TO HU14AYUN 1 S DEATH - 1555. 

D ate 

28th Jan. 
1519 

Date is not 
mentioned 

Timurid Rulers 

Babar married Mub~rak 
B~gum, the daughter of 
Malik Shih Hanfioor, 
the chief of YU.suf Zais. 

Humayifn married the 
daughter of Jamal, 
the brother of 
ljasa.n Khin Mewat:L 

Racial Charac-
teristic of 
Local Chiefs 

Yu~f zal 
(Kabul) 

Shaikhzada 
(l.fewat) 
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Sources & 
Remarks. 

Bal::.c.r Niina, 
Tr. A.S. Bever.i 
p.375. 

A.N., II, p.48. 
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A P P E N D I X •B• 

LIST OF THE MARRIAGES BET~lEEN 'l'liE DAU UHTERS OF D<lPORI'ANT 
CHIEFS OF RAJPUTANI AND THE NON-RAJPUT RJLERS. lillSLIHS 

AS i.mL AS NON·-..'1USID1S I·N CHRONOlOGICAL ORDER TILL 
1562 
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Sl.No. D a t e The lmjpiit chiefs who Racial charac- Sources & 
gave their daughters teristic of Non- Remarks 
in marriage to Non- Rijput chiefs 
Rajptit chiefs. 

1. 1445 A.D. Bhin of Idar gave his Gujarit H ira t-:t Sikar:rlAri 
daughter in marriage to. p.l.f), Tr. p.23; 
Hat:unud Shah of Guja~t. VIr Vfnod, II, 

o/95. 

2. 1415-1488 R8o Jodha, the chief of Q iyam Khinl Qkam K!lin Riso, 
l4irwir, gave his daughter (Jhunjnu & pp. 3&-37. 
in marriage to Shams Khln Fatel}pur ) .. 
Qlyifu. Khini, the chief of 
Jhunjnu and Fate~pur. 

3. 13 Jan. Rao Loon Karan•s daughter -do- Q trim Kh.in Rase, 
1470- 29th 
June 1526 

was married to Nihar IDJ.in P• J.i). 

4. 4 Dec. 1511- Ra tnavati, the daughter Af@an Afsini-i Shihan, 
9th Nov. 1562 of }lildeo was married to ~-ls. f .17&; 

ijaj:i Khan, a comma.rrler of M.P 1-re Vfgat,I, 
Salim Shih Sur. p.52; ~,p.20. 

5. -do- Kankivati, the daughter M.P !-re V~at, I 
of Maldeo was married to p.52; B.K., 
Hal;unood Baigra of Gujarat :p.20. 

6. -do- Lal Bai, the daughter of Afghan ~, p.20. 
!'lildeo ~there of Jodhpur 
was married to Sur Pidshlh : 
(perhaps Islam Shah Sur) 

7. 13 Jan. 1538- One of the daughters of (Nagore) H!P .-re Vfgat, I 
23rd July Moti Raja of Jodhpur was p.8). Chiram 
1595. married to Chiram. Khin Kh"In is not 

of Ni"gore. identified. 



I 
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8. 31 July Dhan Bai, the daughter,6f (~agore) Wiqi'at-i Hushtig,i, 
1541-1581 RiO Chander Sen, the son Ms. f.56b; Ti'rikh-i 

of 11aldeo was married to Daudi, p.156; B,K,, 
Daulat Khan of Nagore. p.22; V,V,, II, 

p.eo8. 

9· 1547- Bhar Mal married one of Afgr.:&n Jaia!r-ki Vansha-
Jan. 1574 his daughters to ?aji Khin veli, .Hs. pages 

are unmarked. 

10. Date is not Rawal Pita of Rarodhra Afghan H,K., II, p.97. 
mentioned married his widow daughter ( Jalore) 

to Gajril Khan, the chief 
of Jilore. 

11. -do- VIra.il Dave Rithore (11. .. 77- (Jilore) d .P. -re Vi.gat, II, 
1543) of l'lai.rta gave his pp. 52-54. 
daughter in marriage to 
a chief of Jalore. ! 

12. -do- Karamsi Rithore of cl.airta 
gave his sister Bhiga Bai 

(Nagore) B.K,, p. 67. 

in marriage to Daulat 
Khan Nigori • 

• 



Sl,No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

5. 

• 6. 

7. 
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A P P E N D I X tC t 

A K B A R 

• 
~iARRIAGES CONTRACTl_ID BY THE 1"l1T ®JL IULERS \UTH THE 
GIPJ..S T.AI\iM~ FRQ4 THE FA"!ILIES OF THE IDCAL CHIEFS 

IN CHRONOlOGICAL ORDER FR0:1 1562 TO 17Cf7, 

D ate .Harr.iages Racial References and other 
character- Remarks, 
istics 
and place 

Jan, 1562 Akbar married the Kachalmha T, Alfi, Ms. f .145; 
daughter of Raja (Amber) A,N, II, 157-58; 
Bhar Hal. .: , T,., 50; Z,. T,, Hs, 

f.148a; T,J,., Tr, p.?. 

Jan. 1563 Akbar darried the (Kgra) H,R,, I, 694-5; 'l',D,, 
daughte:r-in-law of Hs., !,5)9b; K,T,, 374; 
Shaikh Badah of Agra i1,L, I, p.159; M,U ,, 

I , pp, 111-12 ; H , T , , Il , 
61. 

9th Aug. Akbar married the (Deccani) ~' II, 23o-31; 
1564 daughter of dianMubara~ ( Kh.andesh) T, Al!i, f.615. Shah of ~ndesh. 

15th Nov. Ral Kaly"an 11a1 gave RB.thore .!.J!,., II, 358; ~· V 1 , 
1570 his niece in marriage (Blkaner) 14-15; M,T,, 13 ; 

to .Akbar. V,V,, II, 174,4t'JJ. 

-do- Ral KaJyan Mal gave -do- lk!a., 14-5. 
another niece in 
marriage to Akbar. 
She was daughter of 
Bhinve Raj, a brother 
of Kalyan Hal. 

-do- Akbar married the {Bhatl) .!.,!,_, II, 358; 
daughter of Rawal Har { J aisalmer) v. v.' II, 174. 
RB.I of Jaisalmer, 

Nov, 1570, Rulanavati, the daughter Rathore ~, ~.20; Tod, II, 
of Haldeo was married (Jodhpur) 22; V , V. , II , 17 4. 
to Akbar. ! 
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8. 1573 Akbar married the 
daughter of I?P:ja J al 

(Nagarkot) A,N., III, 36. 

Chand of Nagarkot. 

9· Harch Akbar married the Gehlot .!.Jh., III, 196, 210 • 
1577 daughter of P.awal { Dungarpur) 

Askaran of Dungarpur. 

10. 1581 Kesho Das married R.athore a!P 1 Vigat, II, 
one of his daughters (Halrta) 69-70. 
to Akbar. 

11. 16th Feb, Prince Salim married Kac ha tia.h"a A.N,, III, 451; r-I,T., 
1584 the daughter of (Amber) II, 341; ~' p.7; 

Bhagwant mrs, L~horl, II, 03-4; 
T ,D. As, f.577a; 
Z ,K,, I, 105; 461,, 
I, p.189, 245- ; 
N,U ., I, 189; ~~ 
375. 

12. 26th June Akbar married the Gakhar .!..&,, III, 494 • 
1585 daughter of s~id 

Khan Gakhar, 

13. -do- Prince Salim married Rathore A.N,, III, 494; M.,T,,d 
the daughter of F~e (Bik:aner) II, 353; Ted, II, 145; 
aai Singh of B-ilcaner v r v r' II,--;-6&69. 

14. 1587 Prince Sali~rried Rathore A.N., III, 603; .!.d..,., 
the daughter of Mota { Jodhtmr) Tr., ,.19; i-f.J.' 
Raja of J odh}ru.r. f,1oa; r-l.,L., I;pp.245-

46; 1'1. U., II, 1 Eb-81 ; 
T ,U ,, f.155; Tod, I, 
267; v.v., rr-;182,815 

15. 1st Jan, Akbar married the (Tibet) A,N,, III, 6o3; 
1592 daughter of 'Ali l-1, T., 376. 

Iiaf, the ruler of Tibet 

16. October Akbar married the Cak A,N,, III, 626, 
1592 daughter of Shams (Kashmir) 

C ak of Kashmir. 

• 17. -do- Prince Salim married Cak A,N,, III, 626, 
the daughter of Hubarak (Kashmir) 
Khan, the son of Hasan - . Cak of Iatshlni'r. 

18. 20th April Prince Salim married the Deccani A,N,, III, 639. 
1593. daughter of RB:ja 'Ali Khan (Khamesh) 

of !Q1_andesh, 



• 

19. 2nd bet. 
1595. 

20. }1ay 1597. 

21. March 1604 

22. Date is not 
mentioned 

23. -do-

25. -do-

26. -do-

27. 

28. -do-

29. -do-

Daniel married the 
daughter of Rae Mal, the 
son of Ral I1aldeo. 

Rathore A,N., Ill, 696. 
(Jodhpur) 
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Akbar married the daughter (Coach J a I pur ki Vanshavali, pages 
are unmarked; cf. also 
A,N,, Tr. H. Beveridge 
p.1668, Foot-Note No.2. 

of Raja Lachcil Naraln cf Bihar) 
Coach Bihar. 

Prince Daniel married the 
daughter of Adil Khan of 
Bijapur. 

Akbar married the daugh-
ter of Fadan Khan Qlyam 
Kharii. 

One of the daughters of 
Rao Chander Sen Rathore 
of Jodhpur was sent in 
.!!E]! to Akbar. 

Prince lvlurad married the 
daughter of Bahadur Khan 
s/o R.aja lAli Khan of 
Khamesh. 

Prince Sul~an Salim 
married the daughter of 
Rawal Bhlm of Jalsalmer. 

Akbar married into the 
family of Tunwar chiefs. 

Akbar married into the 
family of Baghela chiefs. 

Prince Sa~im married the 
daughter of Kesho Das 
Rathore • 

Deccanl 
(Bljapur) 

A,N,, III, 827; ..T.Jk., Hs. 
f .576b; H ,I,., I, p.216. 

Sha1khzada Qiyam Khan Rase, p.54. 
(Fateppur 
& Jhunjnu) 

Rathore B ,K,, ~22. 
(Jodhp:ur) 

Deccani l"l,R,, ll, 481. 
( Kh'§ndesh) 

Bhati T, J,, Tr. 326. 
( Jalsalmer) 

Tunwar 
( GWalior) 

Baghela 
(Bhatta) 

nathore 
• (Mairta) 

~' I, 104. (From Afln, 
II, Tr. Jarrett. 198, it 
ap}tears that Tunwar 
zaminda~ were concentrated 
around Gwalior). 

~' I, 104. 

T,J,, I, 19; Waris, 238. 

Daniel married the daugh- Bhojpur 
ter of Dalpat UjjairifYa, the 

!.Jia_, III, &6; Bhoj:pur is 
in Rohtas sarlGir of ;ru_r 
Bihar, Ayin, II, Tr, 1 8. Raja of Bhojpur. 
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30. -do- Akbar marriedGohar- (Chandawar .~.·i,U_.L.J IT, 564, 566; He was 
un Nisa Begum, the and the son of i<iohd. Bakb..tiyar 
sister of Shal$h Jalesar) and resided in Chandawar 
Jamal Bakhtiyar and Jalesar. 

31. -do- Prince Salim married the A,N,, III, 572, the bride's 
daughter of narya Malbhas. father's name was Dar,ya 

Konm and was a powerful 
Raja at the foot of the 
lAhore Mountains. See, 
Price's Jahangir, :p.34. 

32. -do- Prince Salim married the Cak A,N...L, III, 6(j:j. 
sister of Abiya Kashmiri, ( Kashm'!r) 

t the son of Abdul Cak. 

33. -do- Prince Danial married the Biluc A,K,, III, p.662. 
t ~ -

d~ughter of Abdullah 
Biluc, 

- -JAHANGIR 

1. 28th May Jahangir married the Kachawahi T ,J ,, 68, 69; i'1,J., f.57a; 
16o8 daughter of Raja Jagat (Amber) M,L., I, 259; M,U,, II, 

Singh s/o Man Singh. 141-2. 

2. 1st Feb. J ahanglr married the Bundelah .!.d.L, P• 77 • 
1601 daughter of Ram Chander (Orcha) 

Bunde lab. 

3. 22nd Nov. Jahing!r married the dau- ( Cooch T ,J., p. 131. 
1614 ghter of Raja Lachlif Bihar) 

Narai.n of Cooch Bihar. 

4. -do- Jahang-ir married another -do- -do-
daughter of Lachm1 Narain 
of Gooch Binar. 

5. April 1624 Prince Parwez married Hath ore T ,J ,, p.3eo; l1,P, Vigat,I 
Ivlanbhavati, the sister (Jodhpur) 108; In return Prince 
of Raja Gaj Singh. Parwez sub-assigned the 

!argana Hairta to Raja 
Sur Singh. 

6. 1625 Dawar Bakhsh, son of Kachaw'aha Akhbirat, 20th R,Y,, J,N, 
Prince Khusrau married (Amber) Sarkarts collection, 
Raja Jar Singh's sister. Calcutta, pp.2-4. 

7. Prince ..Kh.urram married the Rithore 
daughter of P..ao Sakal:- Sinl,jl,( Jodh~r) 

M,P. Vigat, I, 111. 

son of i•lota R,aja, 
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SHAHJAHAN 

1. 1654 Prince Sulaiman Shikoh Rathore . V ,V _, II, pp.342-43. 
married the daughter (Nagore) 
of Amar Singh Rathore 
of Nagore. 

2. 1654-55 Prince Sulaiman Shikoh nat~ore l1,L,, II, 730. 
/_grand- married the/daughter (Jodhpur) 

of Raja Gaj Singh. 

3. 1655-56 Prince Sul~an Mupammad Decca.rii M,U,, III, 62o-21. 
married the daughter of 

cAbdtillah ~utub Shah of 
( Golcunda) 

Golcunda. 

4. Prince ·s:triija married the ( Kish tawar) Lahori, II, 434-35; 
daughter of Raja Gaur Kanbu, II, p.445. 
Sen of Kishtawar. 

AURANGZIB 

1. 17th Nov. Prince i1ohd • .M:tia~~am RB.thore l•i,A,, 3-4, 181-82; • 
1661 :married the daughter of Rup ( Kishangarh) 'Alamdr Nama, 639-41, 874; 

Singh Rathore, Raja of J.;L_, II , 529. She was 
Kishangarh, converted to Islam. 

2. 3rd May Prince A'ti~ married (A;ssam) N.A,, 73. 
1669 RaQm.at Bano, the daughter 

of the King of Ass~ 

3. 2nd Jan, Prince Mtibammad Sultan ( Kishtawar) H,A,, 148. 
1676 married the daughter 

of Raja of Kishtiwar. 

4. 1st Sept. Prince Mohd. Akbar ( Gakhar) l"l,A.., 155. 
1676. married the daughter 

of Allah Quli Gakhar, 
the son of Hurad Quli 

• Gakhar • 

5. 5th July Prince Hohd. t~am _married ( Kachawaha) H,A,, 167. 
1678 the daughter of Kirat (Amber) 

Singh s/o dirza Raja 
Jaf Singh. 
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6. 26th July Prince Jtzg;m married Deccani H,A,, 210. 
1681 Shahar Bano, the (Bija:pur) 

daughter of ldil 
Shah of Bijapur. 

7. 3oth July Kair• Ba..kbsh married Shaikhawat a.A., 210-11; !1,1,, II, 
1681 KaJyan Kanwar, the (Manohax- 510. Shal_khawat is a 

daughter of Amar pur) sub-branch of the 
Chand, a brother of Kachawa.ha clan. 
Jagat Singh of 
l1anoharpur. 

8. Prince M~ammad Deccani M,U,, II, 190-91. 
married the daughter 
of Qutb-ull-i:ulk. 



Sl.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9· 

10. 
• 

A P P E N D I I •.Q' 

MARRIAGES OF THE KACHA\-l:AHi CHIEFS TtTITH THE WCUEN 
BELONGING TO THE RAJPUT FAHLIES:.' A : 

1547-1667 A,D. . 

BHA~IAL: 1547- Jan. 1574 

Family Clan & Sources 
Place 
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Harried Badande, the daugh- Rathore J • V, , H s. pages are 
ter of Mohajal Raja. unmarked. 

Married Padmavati", the Chauhan -do-
daughter of V anveer Chauhan 

Married Nainde, the daughter Rathore -do-
of Khaitsi Rathore. 

Married Kishnavati, the Rathore -do-
daughter of Ramsingh Rathore (Jodhpur) 

I 

Married Champavat1, another -do- -do-
daughter of Ram Singh Rathore 

H:arried Kaqan Kanveri, the 
daughter of Ba•aj. -do-

Harried Phool Kanveri, the Rathore 
daughter of J agmal Rathore. (Mairta) -do-

Married Champavati Sol~nk"I, 
daughter of Rao Rana. Solanki -do-

:t-iarried Solkanveri, the 
daughter of takha Rao 
Chandra. -do-

Married Kishan KanverT, 
the daughter of R, Jagat sisodia 
Singh sisodia. (Mewar) -do-



1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6, 

7. 

8. 

• 9· 

10. 

AS KARAN 

1547- 16o5 

l-1arried Indervati, the 
daughter of nao Maldeo 
of Jodhpur. 

Rithore 
(Jodhpur) 

t1 A N SINGH 

27th November 1550 - 6th July 1614. 

Married a sister of Raja Gaur I 

Lach.mi Narafn of Gooch Bihar. ( Cooch-Biliar) 
l'tiay 1597 

Married Sarangde~aughter Rathore 
of RAtan Singh of Jaitaran. ( Jaitare.n) 

l1arried Ja:mvati Chauhan, the Chau..'l1'!'n. 
daughter of Ratan Singh. 
Harried Ram KanverT, the Khich~ 
daughter of Haneer 3en (Chauhan)-
Khichi, Khilchi}fUr 

N.arried Hanbhavatl, the BagheHr-
daughter of Kishan Rao 
Bagh~la. 

Married Lichmavati, the Rathore. 
daughter of Bi.jay Singh 
Rathore, 

Married Chand Kanveri, the Solanki 
daughter of Jalal Solank~. 

Harried H.ahankanverr Kotachi".~ 
the daughter of Birdhi Chand 
Kotachi. 

Harried Ia' ash Kanveri, the Hath ore 
daughter of Chander Sen (Jodhpur) 
Rathore. 

Married Achu Rang Devi, the 
daughter of Rain Chand of (Orissa) 
Orissa. 

H, K,, I, 303 ; 
J.h.!.e., 20, 23. 
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A,N,, III, 716-17; 
l'-1,U,, II, 166, 

l.1..t.!.r., I, 2979 
B,K,, 125. 

J. v., Hs. 

J. V., Hs; Khi'chi is a sub-
branch of Chauhan Ila j;iits 
~, 141-2). 

J. V,, Hs. 

-do-

-do-

-do-

.H,K,, I, 297; 
.1!.,!., 124 • 

~' Hs, 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

• 24. 

25. 

Harried Sahodra Devi or 
Bhanu Mati, the daughter 
of Rai Sal Gaur of Cooch Bihar. 
Married Sat Bhal, the daughter 
of Rae Mal Rathore, the son 
of :Maldeo. 

Harried Ratnavati, the daughter 
of Kapoor Chand Khichl. 

!1.arried Kooram Devi or 'l'ilok 
Devi, the daughter of Chander 
Sen Yadave. 

}iarried Varamsi Devi, the 
daughter of Santosh Mal Parihar 

Married Pratap Devi, the 
daughter of Bans1 nas Bhadurtya 

Married Sumitra Devi, the 
daughter of 1"laharaj Singh 
Rathore. 

Married Ahjan Kunwar, the 
daughter of Rae- .Ra:f Singh 
of Bfkaner. 

Married Hadnavati, the daugh-
ter of Sikhar Bhlin Raj • 

.Harried Lichln.avati, the daugh-
ter of Raj Naram Das of Bengal 

Harried Dulhan Devi, the 
daughter of Bane Singh Gaur. 

l'1.arried Hamn.ir Devi, the 
daughter of Baghji Badgujar. 

Married a daughter of Rao 
Loonkaran of JaisaJ.mer. 

Harried Brij Kanver, the 
daughter of Kanvar Par. 

Married Sumitra, the 
daughter of Isar mrs :Ra"thore. 

Gaur 
(Coach-
Bihar) 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

-

Parihar 

Chauhan 
( Dhadurjya) 

Rathore 

Rithore 
(Bikaner) 

Gaur 
(Bengal) 

Gaur 

Badgujar 

Bhatl. 
( Jaisallner) 

Rathore 
{Jodhpur) 
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iJ...,!.._, lvJ.s. 

B .K,, 124. 

-do-

-do-

J.V.~'1s. Bhaduriya is a 
sub-branch of Chaunan 
Raj~t. (B.K., 141 ). 

B K 124·, .::::...!.::.L' v.v, II, 12$. 

~,Ms. 

J,V., Ms. 

-do-

-do-

V .v ., II, 220. 

J,V,Ns. 

-do-



26. 

27. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

/ o. 

?. 

8. 

• 
9· 

Married Prabhavati, the 
daughter of Bhanvar Pal 
of Orissa. 

Harried Shy am Kanver, the 
daughter of Chander Sen 
Chauhan. 

(Orissa) 
• ' 

Chauhan 

BHAffi'lANT DAS KACHA\-TAHA 

1561 -Nov. 1581 

darried Bhagvati, the Panwar 
daughter of Pinchen (Abu) 
Panwar and grand daughter 
of Karant Chand. 

Atrange, the daughter of 
Ashok Hal, was married to 
Bhagwant Das Kachawaha. 

Harried .t\.rishan Kanver · , Hara 
the daughter of Surjan (Bundi) 
Hara of Bundi. 

1•larried Isarde, the 
daughter of Jadon Bharath 
Chand. 

J.'larried Bhama:de na there, R.athore 
the daughter of Tara Chand. 

Married Gang Kanveri, the Solanki 
daughter of Sadulji Solanki. (Bund:l) 

H arr;i.ed I:mra tde '· the daugh- Rathore 
ter of Achaldat Rathore. 

Married tal Kanven, the Chauhan 
daughter of Sahas }lal 
Chauhan • 

Harried Sumlta, the 
daughter of Blr.ya Rio 
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J...zJ._._, H s. 

-do-

B ,K,, 124, 138. 

J, v.' as. 

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

• 1. 

Harried Rai Kanveri, 
another daughter of 
Birya Rfo. 

i-iarried Champavatr, the 
daughter of .Raisal. 

Aarried Bhave Kanveri, 
the daughter of Arjun 
Bagnela. 
Harried Satmabha, the 
daughter of Rae }lal 
Rathore. 

Bagheia 
(Bhatta) 

Rathore 
( Jcdh:;ur) 

JAIHAL: 1562-1583 

Harried Dameti Bai, the 
daughter of Udai. Singh 
(Nota Raja) of Jodh::mr. 

Harried a daughter of 
sankhla Chief. 

llarried Hansoai, the 
daughter of l"faldeo. 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

sankhla 

1562 - 1583 

RaT.hore 
(Jodhpur) 

RAISAL DARBARI 

Harried a daughter of 
Bi_!hal D~s, the son ~ 
Jaimal Rathore, 

Rathore 
(Hairta) 
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~'tiS. 

-dcr-

-do-

-do-

A,N,, III, 402; 
i1.JJ., II, III; 
• '-1 ,K,, I, 312 • 

h: ,K,, I, 312. 

i•i,K,, I, 319; 
M,P, V[gat, I, 52; 
B ,K,, 20. 

:-I.K,, I, 321. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

• 4. 

Raisal married a Gaur Gaur 
Princess. Her family 
is not identified, 

Raisal married a Songra Songar 
Princess, Her family 
is not identified. 

Married Bargujar Princess. Bargujar 
Her family is not identified. 

Ralsal married a Nirban Nirban 
Princess. 

RAJ SINGH S/0 ASKARAN 

1562-1615 

JYlarried R8:f Kanveri, the 
daughter of Mota RS:ja. 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

JAGAT SINGH RAJAWAT 

1568- 15th Oct. 1599 

Married Sarupde, the 
daughter of Raja Puran :r-:al. 

Married Kuku:mda, the grand- illi.ra 
daughter of Bhoj Sur jan (Bundi) 
Hara. 

Ram Kanveri Rithore, the Ratho:re 
daughter of Isar Singh (Mairta) 
Rathore of l'ia1rta, was 
married to him • 

Married Lachande, the 
daughter of Bhoj ivlahalanvas. 
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11.K., I, 324. 

-do-

1-i,K,, I, 323. 

~i.K, I, 324. 

H,K,, I, 303. 

r1,U,, I, ,p,141-42; 
I.Y.,_, t-1s. 

J, V,, Ns. 

-do-



5. 

6, 

7. 

-8. 

9· 

1, 

1. 

2. 

• 

1. 

Married Bhanveti, the Rathore 
daughter of Madho Das s/o (l1airta) 
Jainal Rathore. 

Married Santbhama, the 
daughter of Hahesh Ji Rathore. Rithore 

(Jodhpur) 

Married Kusumde, the -
daughter of Hans tal. 

Narried Kesarde, the Rathore 
daughter of Rao Sul ~n. (Jodhpur) 

11.arried ;.1an Bhaveti, the Rathore 
daughter of Karan Rathore. 

SINGH 

1573 - 16o5 

Married the daughter of 
Rao Dungarsi of B Ikampur. 

B H A 0 

Bhati 
( Blkanl'Ur) 

SINGH 

Sept. 1576-oct. 1621 

Harried Iskanveri Bai, Rathore 
the daughter of Suraj (Jodhpur) 
Sicgh of Jodhpur. 

Married Ashi Kanveri, the 
daughter of Chatrangde Panwar 
Panwar. 

HAHA SINGH 

15$' - 1617 

Married Rukmavati Bai, the 
daughter of Kan Singh. 
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J, V ., Hs. 

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

t1,K,, II, 133. 

H,K,, I, 299. 

B .K,, 27. 

J. V,, •·ls. 



2. 

3. 

5, 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

1. 

Narried 11ahalanvas, the Hara 
daughter of Bhoj Raja. (Bundl) 

Harried H arunade, the Rathore 
daughter of Sakat Singh. (Jodhpur) 

Roop Kanveri, the daughter Chauhan 
of Bhagwan Singh Chauh1rn (Ram~ura) 
of Rampura was married to him. 

Married Krishnavati Solan.ki, Solanki 
the daughter of Bhagwan Das. 

Married Raj Kanveri Badgujar, Badgujar 
the daughter of Ajeet Singh. 

Married Rani Rukmavati, the Rathore 
daughter of Mota Raja. (Jodhpur) 

Married Shy am Kanver, the Bargujar 
daughter of Raja Puran 11a1 
Bargujar. 

Married Rukmavati, who Chandrawat 
belonged to Chandrawat ( sisodla) 
family. 

Married Kan Karrveri, the sisodfa 
daughter of R.ao Va•gh Sisodla. (Mewar) 

Married one of the daughters Bhati 
of .Askaran Pugalia. {Fugal) 

Married Rup Kanveri, the 
daughter of Bhagwant Das slsooia 
s/o Udai Singh. (.crewar) 

GIRDHAR SHAIWWA.T 

1Co2 - 1623 

Married the daughter of 
Kanah s/o Raisal Rathore. 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 
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J ,V,, Hs. 

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

M,K., I, 297. 

J,V,, Ms. 

-do-

-do-

M,K., I, 133. 

H.K., I, 287. 

l'l,K,, I, 322. 



1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

JAI SINCil 

29th May 1611 - 28th Aug. 1667. 

Married Mirgavati Bal, the 
daughter of Rija Suraj Singh 
Rathore. 

Rithore 
(Jodh:pmr} 
162~ A,D. 

SOR SINCH 3/0 BHACJrlAliT DAS 

Died in 1581 

Married Jasoda Bai, the 
daughter of Mota Raja. 

Rathore 
(Jodh,ur) 

H,K,, I, 297; 
B,K,, 27, 125. 

M,K., I, 3oo. 

GOVERDHAN Rlii.WAT s;o RAJA ASKARAN 

Died in 1591 

Married Kankavati, the 
daughter of Rao Chander 
Sen of Jodhpur. 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

BHACWANT Dis 

Married Durgavati, the 
daughter of Rao 1'1aldeo. 

Rathore 
·(Jodhpur} 

CHANDER BHAN brother of MAN SINGH 

He mrried the daughter 
of Puran Mal of Gidhaur. ( Gidhaur) 

March 1590 

Rif-t DAs S/O RAJ SINGH 

Ram Das married a daughter 
of M.ota Raja. 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

SABAL SINGH S/o l'iAN SINGH 

M,K., I, 3o3-4. 

.A..lh,, II I, 576. 

I{.K, I, 303, 

Married Ral: Kanveri, the 
daughter of Raf Chander 
.Sen Rathore. 

Rithore M. , K, , ·I, 298. 
(Jodhpur) 
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1. 

T I L 0 K S I 

1-1arried Kishnavati Bai, 
the daughter of Mota 
Raja. 

Ritbore 
(Jodhpur) 

M.K., I, 312; 
B.K,, 25. 
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Sl.No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

• 
.a. 

4. 

A P P E N D I X 'E' 

J4S!' OF THE HARRIAGES OF THE KACHA~iAHA 
· .; . GIRLS ( 1547-1667 A.D. ) viTTH 

THE RAJFUT CHIEFS OF 
DIFFERENT CLANS. 

AS KARAN 

1547- 16o3 

Famil"[ Clan & Date Place 

One of Iskaran•s daughters Rathore, 
was married to H.ota Rilja. Jodhpur 

Another daughter of -do-
Askaran was married to 
Rain Singh Ra there 

One of Askaran•s ~ughters -do-
was married to Kis n Singh 
s/o Mota Raja. 

SINGH 

27th November 1550 - 6th July 1614 

Rup Kanveri was married Chauhan 
to Han Narain Hara. {Har~, 

(Bundi) 

One of the daughters of 
Han Singh was married (Bandhugarh) 
to Raja B ikrama:j'it of 
Bandhugarh. 

Badan Kanveri was Rat.hore 
married to Nalrtya (;1airta) 
RB:thore. 

Raja Sur Singh of Blkaner .Rathore 
married Saru}tdej:f, the (Bi:ka"ner) 
daughter of Man Singh. 
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Sources 

M,P, Vigat, I, 92; 
H.,K., I, 303; III,214; 
lhL,, 23. 

lh!a., 22. 

i-l,K,, III, 214. 

~~ 145; G1 Table 
Pages are unmarked. 

i-1,K,, I, 133. 

G, Table. 

Gajna:ma, Ms. f-5 • 



5. 

6. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

• 

1. 

Madnavati was narried Badgujar 
to Bagha Badgujar. ( ) 

Moklavatiwas married Rathore, 
to Karam Sen Rathore. (I1airta) 

JAGANNATH 

9th November 1552 • 16c$ 

Gaj Singh· of J§dhpur 
married the daughter 
of Jaganri8:t.h. 

RB:o Jaitsi of Bik:aner 
married Dadanvatf, the 
daughter of Jagmil 
( Dada:r.ma thji) 

Rathore 
(Jodhr:ur) 

JAG HAL 

1562-1573 

Rathore 
(Blk:aner) 

R.AfvJ. SINGH UDAiiAT 

1573 - 24th Oct. 1613. 

1Eif; .VJ. 

His daughter was 
married to Shyam Singh. 

Rathore 
(Jodh}9Ul') 

lee. 16o1 

BHAo SINGH 

Sept. 1576 - Oct. 1621. 

Raja Gaj Singh Rathore 1619 AJ). 
~~rried Surajde, the (Jodh!-lllr) 
daughter of Bhao Singh. 

i'lAHA SINGH 

1585-1617 

Deep Kanveriwas married Rath.ore 
to Amar Singh s/ o Gaj (Jodhpur) 
Singh aath.ore. 
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G, Table. 

G. Table, 

A,N,, III, 791. 

i<i,P, Vigat, I, III; 
a,K,, I, 299; 
Jh&., 28, 34. 



1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

• 

1. 

JAI SINGH 

29th May 1611- 28th Aug, 1667 

I•{aldeo Bhati of 
Jaisalmer married the 
daughter of ~"lirza 
Raja Ja1 Singh. 

Bha:ti 
( JaisaJ.mer) 

HIH:dAT SINGH KACHAWAHA 

Died in Harch 1597 

Raja Sur Singh of 
Bikaner married the 

daughter of Hi.mlat 
Singh Kachawaha. 

Rathore 
(Bikaner) 

JAGRUP 

Died in 1599 A.D. 

Kalyame J i was married 
to Raja Gaj Singh of 
Jodh1'Ur 

Kesarde, the daughter 
of Ghander Bhan Narooka_, 
was married to Raja 
Gaj Singh Rathore. 

Gaj Singh married 
Sobhagde, the daughter 
of Dur jan Shalkhawat • 

.Rithore 
(Jodh}9Ur) 

Rathore 
( Jodh,ur) 

Ra.thore 
(Jodhpur) 

Raja Sur Singh of Jodhpur Rathore 
married the daughter of (Jodhpur) 
Raf s ingh-: 
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~' II, 1764. 

.H.K., III, 31. 

J.'1..K,, I, 301; ~' 28 • 

1587 lLP. Vlgat, II, 435; 
H ,K,, I, 325; §...!..., 26. 



1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

• 

~~ SINGH S/0 TEJSI SHAIKHAWAT 

One of the daughters 
of Ran Singh was married 
to l'1ota Raja:-

Riithore 
(Jodhpur) 

RAT ANSI SHAililiAWAT 

Maldeo married Lachalde, 
the daughter of Ratan 
si Shaikhawat. 

Suraj Singh married 
Kesarde, the daughter 
of Rwni Khan. 

A daughter of Tirnal 
Rae s/ o Ri:l Sal was 
married to Raja Suraj 
Singh of Jodhpur. 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

Rathore 
(Jodh:Im.r) 

Rathore 
(Jodh,ur) 

VEER SINGH SHAIKHAlN!T 

Jaswant Singh married 
A tirangde, the 
daughter of veer 
Singh Shai.khawat. 

Maharaja Jaswant Singh 
of J~~pur married a 
Narooki Princess • 

Rathore 
(Jodhpur) 

Rathore 
(Jodhl'Ur) 
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.M. .K.' I I 326. 

-;.1.P, Vigat, I, 55. 

H.,K., I, 323. 

lh!i&,, 35. 

( --FU tuhat-i Alamgiri, Ms. 
f,139; v.v., II, 828. 
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CHAPTER V 

1!!! ASPECT OF CULTURAL SYNTHESIS 

An eminent sociologist Professor J. Go~ says that the marriage 
1 policy is the most important factor in the change of cultural features. It 

! 

would be, therefore, natural to asSilme that the marriages contracted between 

the women of the leading Rajpiit clans and the members of the Hughul ruling 

fami~ must have brought about a certain degree of cultural transformation 

among both the groups. An attempt is being made here to study and analyse the 

impact of these marriages on the two groups and detemine the extent of success 

they achieved in assimilating the various features of the two cultures. To · 

begin with one would like to study the nature of various cere::n.onies performed 

at these occasions and also the treatment of the Rajpiit princesses in the Royal 

~.a:.r~ with special reference to the Kachawaha princesses. In this connection 

all those instances that would go to suggest the nature and extent of the 

influence exercised by these princesses on the private lives and outlook of the 

rulers must also be taken into consideration. At the same time, it .ust also 

be investigated as to how far the marriage alliances influenced the religious 

as well as social outlook of the Rajpiit chiefs and particularly t~ose of the 

Kachawaha chiefs. Further, it will be examined, as to how far did t'he Kachawaha 

nobles cooperate; With the Hug_hul Emperors With respect to some of their measures 

1. Jack Goody, tMarriage Policy and incorporation in Northern Ghanat, 
Comparative Studies in Kinship, p.154. 
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aimed at promoting a change in the cui tural outlook of the nobility as such. 

It appears that to begin with, While performing the marriage cere-

~onies both sides were treated on an equal footing and the customs of both the 

Hu~huls and the Rajpilts were observed. 1 This implies that the daughters of the 

P..ijput chiefs taken into marriages by 'Akbar were not converted to Islam. This 
- :1. practice appears to have continued du~ing Jahangirrs reign as well •• In the 

accounts of Jahaf€i.rt s marriages with the Rajplit princesses there is no reference 

to the conversion of the brides. But as it is well-known, this policy was 

reversed by Aurangz1.b. It is known that when in 1561, Prince Mu 'l!.a.Jl married 

the daughter of Roop Singh Rathore, the bride was converted perhaps, with the 

- 3 concurrence of her father, to Islam. 

On the occasion of Prince Salim's aarriage with the daughter of 

Bhagwant Das in 1584, the marriage rites of both the Hindus and the Mughuls 

were observed. While the proposal for this match came fro• the parents of the 

bride which was in conformity with the Rajput practice,4 the .arriage proper 

1. M.untakbab-ut Tawarikb, II, p.341. 

2. In the account of Jahaniir•s marriages with the Rajput princesses, there is 
no reference to the conversion of the brides. cr. TUzuk-i Jahang[ri, pp.68, 
69, 77, 131, 380. . 

4. At another occasion ( 16oB), the initiative came from the side of the royal 
fa'llily. Observing the Hu~ul custom, a sum of ~.eo,oco was ~ent to the 
bride's family as sach~ (marriage 'present). TUzuk-i Jahangirt, pp.67-68. 
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was solemnised first through 1aqd rresided by a q8.zi, fixing the mahr of the 

bride at two crore tankas, and later through the Hindu rituals of going round 

the fire. i.fuen the bride's litter moved in procession from her father's house 

to the royal camp, gold coins were scattered by Akbar all along the way. Raja 

Bhagwant Das gave in dowry several strings of horses, one hundred elephants, 

large number of slave boys and girls of Abyssinian, Indian and Circassian origin, 

golden and silver vessels vrith jewels. The Raja also presented Persian, Turkish 

and Arabian horses with golden saddles to the nobles, present at the marriage 

ceremo~. 1 In this connection, it is significant that Badauni,who particular~ 

noticed these details;has not criticised Akbar for allowing the marriage of his 

son to be solemnised in addition to aqd through Hindu rituals repil gnant to the 

basic spirit of Islam. This would suggest that by the time, Badauni compiled 

his bock, this practice had come to be looked as an accepted norm even by persons 

of orthodox views so far as the .marriages of the members of Royal fasily with 

the Hindu women were concerned. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, 

one may assume that on the occasion of Jahangirts second marriage into the 

Kachawaha family in 16o8, the same procedure must have been followed. 1'he onlJ' 

difference in the procedure, which is noted by Jahangir was that the initiative 
2 for the match this time came from the side of the Mughul ruler. 

Further, it seems that the Rajpu t princesses in the i'iughul harem. - .... ~ .... 

1. Huntal}b.ab-ut Tawarik.'h, II, p.341; Tabaqat~ Akbari, III, p.346; kakblrat-ul 
~m·ianin, pp.10J-4; i•iatasir-ul Umara, II, p.13o. 
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had full freedom to practise their religion. They also appear to have been 

instrumental in bringing about a notable change in the cultural outlook of the 

ruling family, making them general~ tolerant in matters pertaining to religion 

and prompting them occasionallY to participate in cultural functions and the 

festivals of the Hindus. Badaunf for, instance attributes Akbar's tolerant 

attitude towards the Hindus and a tendency on the latter• s part to participate 

H th -" t.. - • -t . 1 in indU festivals and rituals to e growing influence OI ''is RaJpu W1Ves. 

Bada:uni further holds that Akbar being influenced by his Hindu wives prohibited 

the eating of beaf, onions and garlics~ It.would appear that the tendency to 

accept Hindu cultu~al practices manifested itself at an early stage in Akbar•s 

( -life when he was still under the influence ofthe U~. From a passage in 

Huntakhab-ut Tawarik;it. one gathers that as early as mid seventies, .Akbar used 

to put on yellol-1 gar-.nents, made of a s1.lken cloth, a RajPit practice considered 

repugnant to the rules of shariat by the orthodox people. 2 Naturally, a taste 

for such garments would be acquired by Akbar in the company- of his Rajpiit wives,. 

Towards the close of his reign, Akbar had started observing so~ of the typical 

Hindu rituals in clear violation of shariat. It is known on the authority of 

Aru"i Fa~l that after ljamida Bane Begum's death in 1604, Akbar had his head ard 

1. Bada:uni holds that Akbar celebrated the hom festival o~ the Bindus in 
compliment to his Hindu wives. In 15'81, he prostrated '"'iro.self before 
the Sun and the fire in public. Further, he says that when in the 
evening, the lamp and the candles were. lighted in the court, everyone 
had to rise up respectfully. Akbar also celebrated the rakhi festival 
which was followed by his c'l-tiefs and nobles. .luntaJWab-uTTawarild'l, 
II, pp.261-62. 

2. Ibid., pp.21o-11, 3o6. 
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h -.- 1 moustac_es shaved after the RaJput custom. Further, it seems that the innate 

respect of the huliE;ul rulers for the sentiments and scruples of the others must 

have acted as an additional factor. In tr1is regard, they were least concerned 

with the rules of shariat. For instance, in June 1595, when !iai Rai Singh of 

Blkaner was ill, Akbar asked the Ra:L to go on tirath (pilgrL-n.age to sacred 

places of worship). 2 In August 1639, Shah J a han granted 200 big has of land 

in ~argana Baikunthpur for the maintenance cf chatri of the deceased mother of 

-.- 'gh3 RaJa l-ian SJ.n • 

From Tuzuk-i JahaAgiri, it appears that the hindu practices esta-

blished by Akbar, continued to be observed during Jahangir•s time. The practice 

that, on the occasion of rakhi festival, the Hindu nobles would bind on the 

King's wrist cost~ •strings of rubies and royal pearls and flowers jewelled 

with jems of great value' was discarded for sometime by Jahangir on account of 

the nobles to indulge in extravagance. Henceforth, only the Brahmans would be 

allol'red to tie pieces of silk en the King•s wrist according to their own custoa. 

But in 1613, Jahangir revived the abandoned practice and allowed the Hindu nobles 

to bind rakhis on his wrist. 4 There is also available evidence in TUzuk-i 

Jahandri, suggesting that the festival of Diwali was celebrated by Jahangir in 

1. Akbar Nama, III, pp.83o-31; Iqbal Nama;i JahanJri, p.468. 

2. Akbar's farman to Raja li.i- Singh of :ailciiner. See, A Descriptive List of 
farmans, mans'lmrs and Nish:3.ns, p.5. · 

3. Snah Jahan•s farman to clirza Raja Jai Singh. See, A Descriptive List of 
farmans, nishans and hanshurs, p.6. 
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an elaborate manner. In 1614, Dlwa:li was celebrated at Jahangirrs court by 

having gambling bouts for three consecutive nights. 1 In the same year Dashehra 

festival was celebrated withthe usual decoration of elephants and horses. 2 

A close scrutiny of the surviving evidence also suggests that from 

around 1577, Akbar's P~jput wives started taking an interest in matters of state 

policy and their influence uas exercised against the measures recommerrled by the 

orthodox elements tending to discriminate against the Hindus. According to 

Badauni, in 1577, the Rijp'Ut ladies pleaded with Akbar for the release of a 

Brahman from Hathura, accused of using abusive language against the Prophet. 

After the man was executed by"Abd-un Nab:i without proper trial, they protested 

to the King against this arbitrary attitude of the Sadr-us SUdur and instigated 

him to take steps against lbd-un Nabi.3 If one is to believe Badauni, this 

episode was one of the prime factors contributing to the latter's fall in the 

est:i11late of the King. 

Silllilar instances of the p,ajpiit wives of the King taking part in 

high politics and trying to influence the course of events according to their 

own judgement or inclinations can be cited fro• Jahangirrs reign. It is "Jnon 

that Jahangir's first Kachawaha wife, intervened over the issue of succession 

after Akbar's death. She disagreed With her relatives who were sponsoring the 

1. Tuzuk-i Jahandri, p.131. 

2. Ibid., p.123. 

3. flunta!Wab-ut Tawarikb, III, pp.Cb-82 • 
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IQmsrau' s candidature and tried to dissuade her son from claiming the throne 

against his father. According to Jahangir, 11 she constantly wrote to Iglusrau .. 
and urged hill to be sincere and affectionate to him". Being frustrated in 

these efforts, she committed suicide. 1 · Similarly, in 1613, on the occasion of 

the festival of D.ashehra, Jahangir•s 'Wives pleaded for ~husrau•s release from 

prison and succeeded in securing a pardon for the Prince. 2 

On the other hand, ladies belonging to the i.m.perial _hat:e~ Bajplit 

princesses as well as others occasionallY entered into correspondence with the 

Rajput chieftains seeking to influence them politically. In 1627, Shah Jahan• s 

Rathore wife went to Jodhpur and stayed there for eight days canvassing support 

among her relatives for her husband•s claim to the throne against other contend-
3 ers. 1here is also available evidence indicating that 5hah Jahan•s favourite 

daughter J ahan Ara Be~am (entitled Beg am ~ahiba) maintained occasional cor:res-
Raja 

pondence with Nirza/Jai Singh regarding political and administrative matters. 

In 1640, she aent a letter to Jal Singh fo!' the verification of He. Singh• s 

claim of being a real son of Raja Chatr Sal.4 Apparently, she sought this 

1. rfuzuk-i Jahangiri, p.26; W. Finch, Purchas his pilgri:aage, IV, p.68; 
Ta'riklri Dilkushi, Hs. f.577a. 

2. Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p.123. 
3. Marwar-re Pargana-re Vigat, I, p.111. 
4. Jahan Ara r s nishan to 1-Iirza Raja tT ai Singh, N. 1 84, preserved in Rajasthan 

State Archives, Bikaner. Jahan Ara Begam was entitled as Begam Sahiba. 
Bernier, EarJ.y Travels in the Hogul Empire, p.5. Kaman and Pahari were the 
two m.ahalls of sarkar Sahar of the §uba of Agra (Ayfn-i Akbari, Tr. II, p.2c6 
Kaman and Pahari are situated in 27o3&1, 770161. and 27043N, 7105 E. 
respectively. 
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verification from Jai Singh as she was approached by Hem Singh for a recommend-

ation for the grant of a mansab to him. There is available yet another letter 

addressed to Jai Singh dated September 1651, con~ending his service in suppress-
to 

ing the .Hewati rebels in parganas Kaman and Pahari and asking him/come to the 
I 

- 1 court so that he may be sent to lead an expedition against ~andhar. During 

war of succession, in 165B, Nadlra Bano Begum., wife of Dara Shikoh, urging 

upon Jai. Singh to devote himself fully to the operations against Shuja. 2 

As a matter of fact the blood ties created by the matrimonial 
I 

alliances between the i'1u~ul ruling family and the Rajp\it clans were attached 

great importance by both the sides. Sometimes, the members of the royal family 

would not feel averse to seeking help from their Rajpiit relatives in their 

mutual disputes. We know at least one such episode from Jahangir•s reign which 
I 

relates to lQlurra•• s revolt, during 1621 to 1627. In April 1626, Igfurram sent 

a letter to Jai. Singh addressing him as Kb~ wherein he had asked the Raja 

to help him against his father. 3 There exists ample evidences showing that the 

ties between the .Mughul ruling family and the Rajpli.t clans terrled to raise the 

latter al.llost to the position of the member of the ruling family which distin--

guished them even from ordinary Rajpiit nobles. It is known on the authority- or 

1. Jahan Ara• s nishan to ~:lirza Raja Jal Singh, N.201. See, A Descriptive List or 
Farm.B.ns, Nishans and Hanshurs, pp.32, 43. 

2. Nadlra Bano•s nishan to •'iirza Raja Jai Singh, N.231. Preserved in Rajasthan 
State Archives, Bikaner. cf. KR Qanungo, ,Dara Shukoh, p.167. 

3. 1\b.urram• s letter to Jai Singh, No.169. Preserved in Rajastran State 
Archives, Bikaner. 
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Banke Das that after Ijamida Bano Begam's death in 1604, all the Rajput nobles 

except Rao Bhoj Hara and Rao Durga Ch~ndravat who were net related to ruling 

familY, had their heads shaved,1 Which, is the customary Hindu practice of 

condoling the death of an elderlY relative. 

From. all ir:dications, it is evident that the Rajpiit wives and their 

relatives used to have considerable influence over the ~·1u~hul Emperors. 'l'he 

Rajplit ladies related to the royal familY in different capacities were treated 

with exceptional honour and much confidence was reposed in them. Jahangir 

was particularly attached to his Kachawaha wife, daughter of bhagwant Das, 

l"eferred to above. She, on her part, had such a great affection for Jahangir• s 

person that she would be prepared to sac~ifice her relations with her own 

brother as well as son, if it came to a choice between them and her husband. 

According to Jahangir, it was on account of her great over the misconduct of 

her brother i'ladho Singh that she committed suicide in 16o5. Jahangir, it is 

reported in the Tiizuk-i JahanJri, did not take food arrl water for four days 

after her death. 2 !gain, it was an indication of the considerable ~restige 

enjoyed by the Rajpiit ladies related to the royal family that in 1572, nam.,-il 

born of a concubine,3 was given into the care of Akbar's Kachawaha mother-in-law; 

2. TUzuk.-i Jahandri, p.26. 

3. Ibid., 15. 
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Bhar Hal •s wife. 1 

It would be wrong to suppose that after a Rajput princesses were 
I 

taken into marriages by the i'lu!i.hul Emperors, all contacts were stopped between 

them and their parents. 2 As a .rn.atter of fact, these marriages promoted more 

frequent and closer social inter-course between the d~ul ruling family and 

their Rajput-in-laws. There are ample evidence to show that the Raj:r:Ut wives of 
I 

1. Akbar Nama, II, p.373. 3ujan Rai Bhandari ( !Qlula§iit-ut Tawaril!t, p.374) 
inforw~ us that Jahangir was born of BharMal•s daughter. But this appears 
rather improbable on three accounts. First, the statement is not corroborated 
by the contemporary and near contemporary authorities. Secondly, the :aanner 
in whicr. Jahanglr•s up bringing is recoroed in Tuzu.k-i Jahaoori (pr.¥>-41), 
suggests that soon after he was born, he was given in the care of Shaikh 
Salim Chisht1 's daughter. If the mother o:f the baby had been a Kachawiha 
lady, as suggested by Sujan Ral, there is no reason, 'Why the chroniclers 
~uld not have indicated it? 1 t would also look extraordinary that in such 
a case, the new born baby (Dan:i.yal) would have been separated from his mother 
and given in the care of another lady. If Akbar could trust his Kachawaha 
mother-in-law, Bha.rMal•s wife, in the case of Daniyal, why would he not 
similarly show trust for a child who was related to her more closely. 
Lastly, if Jahar.glr• s mother had been a Kachawaha lady, the Jesuits of 
Jahangirr s reign would not have been highlights~ only the fact of lg:lusrau 
having been born of a Hindu woman. See, Jahangir and Jesuits, Tr. c.H. Payne, 
p.111. 

2. H .L. Roy Chaudhury assu.mes that the Hindu wives of the l'iusli..als were all 
dead to the family of their fathers and the S("<' i.-'l 1 inter course between the 
Rajput nobles and their daughters came to abut after mar~Jing their 
daughters to the ausli.'TlS. The Dln-i Ilahi, ?· 143. 
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the .:-iue;_hul rulers would occasionally visit their parents and relatives. .it is 

recorded in Akbar Nama that in 1573, Akbar's Kachawaha wife visited Amber to 

condole with her parents over the death of their son, Bhupat, ldlled during 

G • -t . 1 UJara cam.pa1gn. According to a RajpU.t chronicle, in 1627, Shah Jahan sent 

his Rathore wife to Jodhpur to influence her relatives to support him against 

other contenders for the throne. 2 

At times the ~iutLhul Emperors would personally visit their Rajplit-in 

laws on the occasion of deaths and marriages. in 1594, Prince Salim went to 

.A:nber to condole with his brother-in-law, .1an Singh, on the de.·:lise of Bhagwant 

-·- 5A"l 3 Das, who had died in 1 V"J• In August 1601, when Ram Das• s son Jin Ain Das 

died, Akbar went to the house of Ram Das to condole witt1 him. 4 The Mughul 

Emperors also used to visit their Rajput-inwlaws on the occasions of marriages 

and such other ceremonies in the family. In 1569, after fall of Ranthaabhore, 

Akbar visited J3hagwant Das 's quarte;· and participated in a feast. 5 In 1601, 

Akbar personally went to the house of Ram Das on the occasion of the marriage 

of the latter's daughter with Snyam Singh and presented to the couple five lakh 

dams. 6 According to A.uhta Nalnsl, Akbar had taken personal interest in arranging 

- - . 7 the match of Durjan Singh 5haikhawat•s daught~r with Sur Singh Rathore of Jodhp.1r,. 

1. Akbar Nama, III, pp.15, 34. 
2. 1-Iarwar-re Pargana-re vlgat, I,. p.111. 
3. Akbar Nama, III, pp.648-49. 
4. ~-, pp. 7EE-&); Iqbal Nama-i Jahangiri, p~415; aa 'asir-ul Umara, II, p.157. 
5. Akbar Nama, III, p.339. 
6. Ibid. , p.m. 
7. Huhta Nainsi-re Khyat, I, p.325 • 
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It would appear that this climate of cordiality and close social 

bonds between the 11u~hul rulers and their RajpUt-in-laws, particularlY the 

Kachaliahas and the Rathores, ":as not disturbed in any significant manner down 

to Shah Jahan' s reign. .lt is known that when Jaswa.nt Singh married Biram Deve 

Si.sodia•s daughter in 1655, Stiah Jahan m.ade a present of ten thousand rupees 
1 to the couple. One may thus conclude th~t during Jahangir•s reign, this kind 

of social contacts between the ruling {amilY and the Kachawaha and the Rat~ore 

clans were maintained in the same manner as under Akbar. Apparently, these were 

considered routine matters and therefore,'were not reported in the chronicles. 

It is possible that sometime after Jahangir•s accession these contacts were 

temporarily interrupted owing to his estranged relation with Man Singh resulting 

from the latter's support of IQmsrau' s candidature on the issue of succession. 

However, it is known on good au~'lority that the Kachawaha chiefs were rehabili-

tated in Jahanglr• s favour after 16o8 and close social contact between the royal 

family and the family of Kachawaha chiefs ,were fully resumed. 

One interesting aspect of the consequences that flowed froa the 

matrimonial alliances and consequential close contacts at a social and cultural 

level between the r1~hul ruling family and various Raj-pUt clans was the setting 

in motion of a process of limited kind of Islamization among the RajJ:Ut clams 

enrolled in the l-i~hul service. This process manifested itself mainly in ~he 

form of growing interest particularly among the Kachariahas in the PerSian 
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language and their involvement in. the literary and cultural tradition handed 

dow.n through the medium of Persian language. Among the Kachawahas in Jahangirts 

service, Rao Manohar Sha11glawat (pen name Tausani) was regarded as a disting-

uished Persian poet. 1 Badauni while praising Tausani•s 'intellectual power' 

remarks, "Since a Hindu had so much poetic genius and ecstatic feeling, I have 
2 recorded these versest. ~en Jahangir Who had a rather dim view of the 

intellectual prowess of the members of the Kachawaha clan acknowledges Rao 

clanohart s proficiency in Persian larlt:,ouage and goes on to remark that he was not 

'without intelligence•.3 

It seems the impact of Islamic tradition on Rao Hanohar 's family was 

quite considerable4 which must have been the partly the consequence of their 

acquaintance with the Persian literature. As a youth nao ,"lanohar was called 

Au}Ja:mmad Manohar by his family members.5 Later on after he came under Akbar's 

influence, he seems to have dropped 'hu'!fammad' from. his na.llle and came to be 

addressed as l'lirza Hanohar. 6 

1.. Tiizuk-i Jahangiri, p.8. 

2. MuntaJWab-ut Tawari~, III, pp.201-202. 

3. Tuzuk-i Jahangiri, p.8. 

4. It is said that during the 14th century Mokal, the ancest· -of Rao zianobar had 
no issue. He became a father through the· blessings of sh"ailg'I Burhan. Thus he 
named his son as Shal~ji. Therefore, he became the patriarch of the Shaf~a
wat branch. According to the Shaik,ll t s preaching, the ShailQ'lawats do not eat 
pork and all meat in Which blood remains~ ~akblrat-ul Khawanin, Ils. f.110 ; 
BankS Das-r~ Khyat, p.13o; ha •asir-ul Umara, II, pp.170-72. 

5. Huntal&bab-ut Ta1iarilsb, III, pp.20l-2. Badauni says that Akbar prohibited to 
name by the names of Prophet such as Huha.Jrunad, Ahmad and Hustafa in 15&, 
Ibid., II, p.314. w • ••• 

6. Ibid., III, pp.201-2 • 
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Hirza iJianohar•s surviving Persian verses shed interesting light on 

the cultural outlook of the sections of the Kachawaha nobility that have already 

been exposed to one or the other degree to ·the influence of Islamic tradition 

in India. His poetry permeates with a monotheistic approach and in harmoey witfl 

intellectual attitude then current in Hindustan, tends to conform to the 

philosophy of ~lh-i kul. He goes out of his way in ridiculing and decrying 

the dogmatic attitudes. 1 This kind of non-dogmatic and sympathetic attitude 

towards Islam religion and its followers lias also the hall-mark of the attitude 

of many other Kachawaha nobles serving under Jahangir. For instance, l:'ian Singh, 

who had refused to be enrolled as Akbar's mu:toid so bluntly2 is credited with 

building the jama masjid of Lahore.3 Man Singh is also known to have given a 

aactad-i :m.atash grant of 14 bighas of land in pargana ~ajipur fro• his .2!'11t for 

the maintenance of the to.'b of a Kuslia s~nt. 4 Further, it is known fro• . '·?!~'- ._ 
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Ja~hirat-ul K~awanin that Man Singh provided liberal facilities to his Auslim 

retainers for observing their religious duties.1 But this did not mean that 

·1an Singh and his fellow Kachawaha chiefs were no longer Hindus. On the 

contrary, there is evidence showing that they looked with disapproval on any 

suggest i on that they should accept Isla They would go to the extent of even 

ridiculing a person making such a proposal. ,Jhen Sha h Daulat, a Muslim saint 

asked the Raja to accept Islam, he ironical ly replied that it was not in his 

power to do so, unless the seal put on h is heart is removed, and t herefore , the 

saint should first pray to God to remove t his seal and make him inclined t owards 
? 

I s l a , and o~ then he could accept Islam.~ 

Tbe Kach~wahi nobles had close frierol,- relations wit h t he 

high nobles or Tiirani as well as Irani origin. For instance, Man Si ngh was 

particularl1' close to ~bc:J:U Ral!ia ~in-i ptanan1 an Iri,ni by origi n . 

ccording \o Farld B sons of 1Abdur Rai.ia Khiir-i Khanan used to . - -
address )(an Singh as d- While the lattet' on his part used t o pay 

~11' soae 1dm of pocke1t-lloney allowances to them.3 Similarly, !~an Singh · 

Y8717 cle>se to ~ziz Koki, the senior aost Turani noble of the r eall'll. As 

alre~ noticed, both of thea were a party to t he move of a section of the 

nobility to place Khusrau on the throne after Akbar. After J aha ngir•s 
' - -accession, when Man Singh was planning to wit~draw to Bengal, Aziz Koka 

1. taJIDirat-u 1 lQ:lawanln, I, p. 107 • 

2. ~. ' pp. 108-9; arasir-ul Umara, I I, pp. 69- 70. 

3. _a~irat-ul Khawanin , I, pp. 107- 10 • 
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had sent his family' aeJ~.bers to the Raja t s residence at Agra so that \heJ' 

aight accoapa~ hi-.1 

1. Darbar-i Akba.ri, Hindi edition, p. 124. 

~·· 

::f . 
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Contem:porar.y~ Near Contentporary and Later Contemporary Sources: 

1. Futuh-us Salatln, Isal'li, Ed. by A.S. Usha, u.adras, 1948. 

2. Babur Nama (Melii.Oirs of Babttr), tr. A.s. Beveridge. 

3. Waqi 'at-i ~iushtagi., by Rizqullah :lushtaqi, 1572, Add. 11, 633, Or. 1929. 

4. Nafa)is-ull-{a'asir by Ala-tid Daulah, Qazldnl, 1574-'75. as. Brit. :Ius. 
Add. 22, 831 (Rieu, i, 404), and also Aligarh :is., Subharullah Collection, 
920/45. 

I 

·- - .. - - ' - - -5. Bihar o Bengal aen Ra,ja Todar dal lei Kar-guzarian by Safdar Ali, mi.r lltUnshi 
of Todar .;al, 158cr81. Urdu translation by Ikrlila. .Ali, 18'74: Transcript 
from Bankipore t::s. in Research Li.b~ry, Department of History, Aligarh. The 
original version has not been discovered so far. 

6. T.-lrik~i Akbari by ljajl irif ~~andahari, 15~. ?dited by Auinuddin Nadwi, 
Azhar Ali & Iratiaz Ali Arshi, Ha.11'9Ur, 1962. 

7. Tarikh-i Huma;riin wii Akbar by Bayazid Bayit, 1587, edited by Hidayat Husain, 
Bib. Ind. Series, Asiatic Society of Bengal. 

8. Tarlkh-i Alfi by AJ::mad Thattavf and others, compiled in 1580-9, 
Hs: Br. i.'lus. Or. 465. 

9. Akbar Nama by Ab'ill Fa~l, 1594. Edited by Agha Al;lmad 'Al;-, Asiatic Society of 
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